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FOREWORD

For several years the Institute for Communication Research, with the aid and
encouragement of the Ford Foundation, has concerned itself with some of the problems
of bringing behavioral science research into use.

The usefulness of scientific knowledge depends, of course, both upon the quality
of the science and upon the relation between scientist and user. Behavioral science is
young; it has not yet had time to build the foundation of theory oil which some branches
of natural science rest; it has not yet developed such middle men and appliers as natural
science has in physicians and engineers. If behavioral science were simply further ad-
vanced, then, it would be more widely useful.

Bur behavioral science, even in its young state, is much less useful than it could
be. Its findings come too slowly to public knowledge and application. It should be able
to build on the experience of natural science, and avoid some of the mistakes and omis-
sions that once beclouded the relationship of natural science with its users. In other
words, it should do better with utilization than it does.

This is the area to which we have directed our attention. We have stimulated a
number of behavioral scientists and users of behavioral science to set down on paper
their experiences with and thoughts al-'out the problem of utilization. We have made and
caused to be made several theoretical studies of the relationship. We have also made
a few empirical studies -- among them, an exploration of the level and distribution of
behavioral science knowledge in the general public; a study of the utilization of research
reported at the annual conference of a learned society; a study of the diffusion of a re-
search report; a study of the coming into use of a new theoretical concept; and several
studies of the process of diffusing behavioral science knowledge to non-scientists . For
two years one of our staff observed in an applied research organization the process and
problems of relationship between scientist and client. We have also worked a bk. with
the problem of analyzing and mapping the behavioral problems of a given field.

Some of these papers and results have been published in journals and books;
others will be. The number of requests for copies of such unpublished papers as we
have mimeographed has been remarkable. Therefore, we are making some of these
products available in inexpensive published form. There will be several of these book-
lets, the length of the series depending partly on the demand.

This first booklet contains some of the memoranda which were written for us by
scholars and research administrators who had been in the best position to observe and
think about the problems of bringing behavioral science into use. All these papers are
based on case experience. Represented in the following papers are five distinguished
producers of behavioral research -- Dr. Charles Y. Glock, formerly director of the
Bureau of Applied Social Research at Columbia, presently director of the Survey
Research Center at the University of California in Berkeley; Dr. Ronald Lippitt, of the
Center for Group Dynamics at the University of Michigan; Dr. John C. Flanagan,
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director of American Institute for Research, of Pittsburgh; Dr . Elmo C. Wilson, pres-
ident of International Research Associates; and Dr. Carroll L . Shank, director of
leadership studies at the Ohio State University. The following three papers are by
important users of behavioral science research. M. L. Wilson's account of the rise
of scientific agriculture in this country is as important chapter of history as well as a
series of stimulating thoughts on the utilization of research. Colonel Croker, who was
form2rly administrative officer of the Human Resources Research Institute of the Air
Force, and Dr. Page, who was for a number of years in charge of the psychological
research program of the Office of Naval Research, write about the problems of dealing
with research scientists and their contracts and reports.

We are greatly indebted to the Ford Foundation for making these studies possi-
ble. To Dr. Bernard Berelson, now director of the Bureau of Applied Social Research
at Columbia, who, as head of the Behavioral Science Program of the Ford Foundation,
first started us on this line of activity, we owe a special debt of gratitude, which we
should like to recognize by dedicating this series of publications to him.

Wilbur Schramm
Director

Institute for Communication Research
October, 1961



APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH: Some Conditions Affecting Its Utilization

Rv Charier ainele

The director of the Survey Research Center at the
University of California in Berkeley here addresses
himself to the question: what can be learned from
the experience to date about the conditions which
make for maximum utilization of the results of social
research? Before he came to Berkeley Dr, Glock was
director of the Bureau of Applied Social Research at
Columbia University.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the social sciences and particularly of se ial research has
stimulated an increasing interest to use the new knowledge and techniques to help solve
everyday problems. Social research, by now, has been adapted to the social engineer-
ing problems of such diverse institutions as churches and schools, voluntary health
associations and radio stations, business corporations and 1..":_vr unions, governments
and lobbies, and so on.

This trend has stirred considerable controversy. Concern has been expressed
about the possible misuse of social research and the danger that its development en-
ables chose groups in society who hold the most power to wield even greater power.
Such a view assumes applied social research already to have achieved a certain amount
of success. There are some, however, who suggest that the accumulated experience
with applied social research has been, all things considered, a failure. Such critics
claim that the results of an appreciable amount of the research which has been done
are, for the most part, gathering dust on library shelves and office files, having never
been used nor even read in many cases.

Observations of these kinds have stimulated some interest in trying to discover
just what the situation really is. Just who are the organizations sponsoring and using
applied social recearch, to what purposes, and what are the results both for these
organizations and the general community? Such questions inevitably lead to a still
more general question. What can be learned from the experience to date about the
conditions which make for maximum utilization of the results of social research? The
nrpsent paver attempts a partial answer to this latter question.

The social sciences are brought to bear on applied problems in perhaps two
general ways. On the one hand, practitioners trained in the social sciences undoubtedly
use their knowledge in making everyday decisions, in planning programs, and the like.
How much this occurs and with what success is, of course, very difficult to decide.
Furthermore, vary little attention has been given to trying to find out. The more
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manifest attempts to use applied social research are more familiar and widely dis-
cussed. An organization faced with a problem whit h it cannot solve out of its own
experience and knowledge commissions a research investigation to find an answer .
It may elect to conduct the investigation itself, or go outside and commission a spe-
cialized research group to make the study. Whatever it fines, the decision to order
research can he perceived as a utilization decision, Th..re is a commitment to the
idea that social research can be useful. However, the confirmation of this idea, i.e. ,

the actual utilization of research, arises only after the investigation has been com-
pleted. With the results of the study in hand, what then is done with them?

It is difficult to know just where to start in trying to identify the conditions under
which maximum utilization of social research occurs. It is undoubtedly of interest to
know what influences various types of actual and potential clients to commission or not
to commission research. It is also of interest to know what determines whether or not
the results of such research are in fact used and in what way. Unfortunately, the evi-
dence necessary to answer the first question adequately has still to be accumulated.
However, enough is known to attempt an answer to the second one. This is what the
present paper attempts to do, seeking, in effect, to distill from the available evidence
some of the principles which determine whether or not applied social research, once
commissioned and executed, is used. *

The utilization of the results of social research is influenced by a wide variety
of factors having to do with the nature of the problem, certain characteristics of the
client and of the research organization, the relationship which is formed between
them, and the way that the research is executed. It is proposed to deal with each of
these factors in turn, beginning with a discussion of how the nature of the problem
influences the ultimate utilization of applied social research.

1. THE NATURE OF THE PROGRAM

As has been said, there is an implicit acknowledgment that social research can
be useful when a client or sponsor** elects to commission a study and when the re-
search organization accepts that commission. However, the skills of social research
are clearly more amenable to the solution of certain kinds of problems than others.
The commissioning of a piece of research, therefore, does not guarantee the utiliza-
tion of its findings. Viewed from the perspective of practical utilization, what kinds
of problems can be most effectively handled by applied social research?

* The evidence is drawn both from the experience of the Bureau of Applied Social
Research, Columbia University, and from the case studies of other research organi-
zations known to the author. This experience encompasses applied social research
conducted on behalf of such diverse organizations as business and industrial firms,
labor unions, social welfare agencies, departments of the federal govermnent and of
municipal and state governments, and trade associations. The case examples have
been disguised and in some cases otherwise altered to emphasize a particular point.

** The words client and sponsor will be used L'erchangeably to connote the organiza-
tion commissioning research.
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Needless c.6 say, the less complex the problem, the greater the possibility that
research conducted to solve it will be used. Similarly, it is apparent that social
research can ordinarily contribute more to solving a problem having to do with an
immediate decision facing a sponsor than one having more long-term implications.
However, holding constant such gross s fferences in the characteristics of problems,
what more can be said about how the nature of the problem is related to utilization?
The discussion which follows focuses on some of the factors considered to be most
influential in determining the character of this relationship.

a. Functional Requirements of the Problem

Researchis most often commissioned to serve one or more of three functions:
to evaluate, to diagnose, or to prescribe. An evaluative function is served where re-
search measures the degTec, of success achieved in reaching a stated objective. For
example, how many people behaved in a certain way as a result of their exposure to a
propaganda campaign? The diagnostic function is served where research succeeds in
accounting for a given situation. For example, why have the public's attitudes toward
big business deteriorated? What accounts for the fact that some people suffering from
venereal disease never seek treatment? Where the function is purely prescriptive, it
can be presumed that some diagnosis has already been made and the need is to know
how best to proceed. For example, should a client act in one way or another in a given
situation? It is not uncommon to find problems which ask that research perform all
three of these functions. For example, how successful is a campaign to improve the
public's attitudes toward the United Nations? (Evaluative) What accounts for the degree
of success achieved? (Diagnostic) What can be done to achieve even greater success?
(Prescriptive)

At its present stage of development, it is undoubtedly true that social research
is more capable of answering evaluative questions than diagnostic ones, that it can deal
more effectively with diagnostic questions than prescriptive ones. Prescription ordi-
narily involves prediction and this is likely to pose the most difficult problems in re-
search design. However, the needs of clients with respect to having these functions
performed seem just the reverse of the ability of research to serve them. Though he
may state his problem in evaluative or diagnostic terms, the client's underlying moti-
vation for commissioning research is usually prescriptive. He wants to know what he
should do.

As a consequence of all this, it turns out that even the best research on an
evaluative problem is likely to be less useful to a sponsor than relatively inadequate
research on a prescriptive problem, with research on diagnostic problems falling
somewhere in between in terms of utility. This distinction is illustrated in the follow-
ing examples.

Research is not often commissioned to serve only an evaluative purpose. Ordi-
narily, the sponsor requests a diagnosis as well, in the way he states his problem. If
he does not, the research organization is likely to include it as a requirement never-
theless. However, there are examples of purely evaluative studies on record which
may be cited for illustrative purposes. Here is a typical one which turned out to have
relatively little utility. The client, in this case the trade association for a large in-
dustry, annually operates a national promotional campaign designed to make the public
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feel more favorably toward that industry. Having conducted this campaign over a
number of years, the trade association, stimulated by pressure from its member com-
panies, decided to have the campaign evaluated. A research study was commissioned
to determine what effect, if any, the campaign was having on the public's attitudes
toward the industry. The study showed that the campaign was mildly effective and
certainly was not harmful to the industry's interests.

The results of the study, however, posed the following questions for the spon-
sor. Was the improvement achieved sufficient to warrant the expenditure involved?
What accounted for the fact that the campaign was not more successful? What might
be done to improve its effectiveness? None of these questions were answered by the
research study itself. A decision was finally made to continue the campaign on the
same basis it had been conducted in the past. The research obviously contributed to
this decision, but this was the extent of its utility.

Where the problem is posed in diagnostic terms, it is likely, as has been sug-
gested above, to lead to greater utilization. A case in point is a study sponsored by
the public health division of a state government. The sponsor was concerned that per-
sons suffering from venereal disease often failed to volunteer for treatment. The
study, whichinvolved a comparison of a matched group of volunteers and non-volunteers,
disclosed, among other things, that the volunteers were more likely to have pronounced
symptoms of the disorder than the non-volunteers, were more likely to be informed of
the meaning of these symptoms, and were less disturbed over the social stigma attached
to contracting the disease.

In this case, the study performed its diagnostic function adequately. The spon-
sor was made more acutely aware of the obstacles to be overcome. However, the study
provided no clear directives as to how to proceed. Its utility, therefore, lay in narrow-
ing the range of alternative modes of action without, however, specifying which of them
was likely to be most effective.

Where research is askedto perform a purely prescriptive function, the problem
is likely to be a trivial one or very narrow in scope. The reason for this is that, for the
most part, purely prescriptive problems can be posed only where the diagnostic need can
be met without recourse to research. In such cases, however, as the following example
illustrates, the research is likely to be highly useful to the client. The client, a meat
packer, had decided to extend his operations to include the manufacture and distribution
of soap products. One of the policies to be decided was whether or not to associate
prominently the corporate name of the meat packing division with the new line of soap
products. It seemed reasonable to suppose that by doing so the line of soap products
would inherit the good will of the well-known and respected name of the meat packing
division. At the same time, however, it was conceived that such a decision might boom-
erang if consumers should negatively connect the fat content of soap with meat. A
research organization was asked to design a study which would provide a basis for a
more objective decision between the two alternatives. The results of the study clearly
supported a decision to avoid associating the two lines of products with the single cor-
porate name and the sponsor acted accordingly. In this instance, utilization of the
research was maximized because the implications for action were central to its design.

It is difficult, however, to locate examples of research on more complex prob-
lems of a purely prescriptive character which proved to be highly useful to the sponsor.
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Complex problems usually require diagnostic research as a prerequisite to prescriptive
research. While the experience on which to base a generalization is limited, it can be
hypothesized that where research is commissioned to perform all three of the functions
under discussion, its practical utility is likely to be maximal. The following example
provides crude, but perhaps instructive, support for such a contention.

In this case, a radio network, faced with increasing competitionfrom television,
was finding it more and more difficult to sustain its audience. Having no clear guide
lines as to how it might proceed to stem the tide, it commissioned a research effort
to try to find out. To begin, the research organization devoted its attention to examin-
ing the conditions under which people still listened to radio in preference to television,
and sought to specify the kinds of needs which radio might continue to satisfy more ade-
quately than television. These were then translated into possible prescriptions for
action and arrangements made to have them tested on an experimental basis. This led
to further action decisions and a continued program of evaluative, diagnostic, and pre-
scriptive research. The final success of this experiment in carefully applying research
to a succession of policy decisions has still to be determined. However, there is now a
good chance that a situation which had appeared hopeless to begin with will be effectively
resolved.

b. Opportunities for Manipulation
1

From the viewpoint of the client, the motivation in commissioning research is
ordinarily to advance his own objectives. Whether these are to reduce juvenile delin-
quency, to get more people to go to church, or to persuade them to buy a new car, the
client's judgment of the utility of research is determined by whether or not it helps him
to accomplish his goal. At the same time, however, the utility of research to him is
dependent on his ability to manipulate the variables involved to his own advantage. Ob-
viously the greater his control, the more useful a piece of research can be.

In the nature of things, some of the factors influencing human behavior are
less subject to manipulation than others. In turn, some institutions or groups in soci-
ety can exercise more manipulative control over a given factor than others. This has
an obvious bearing on the utilization of social research in the following ways.

The results of research which successfully identify the variables operating in
a given situation are usable only where the variables are inherently controllable and
where the sponsor has the necessary manipulative power. They are not useful where
only one or neither of these conditions applies. The former situation is exemplified
by this example.

One of the Defense Departments was concerned with the amount of deviant
(unauthorized) behavior engaged in by troops in basic training. At the same time it
was puzzled over the fact that the amount of deviant behavior varied markedly between
companies, even where different companies were composed of recruits drawn from
the same backgrounds. A research study was commissioned to test the assumption
that the variations might be related to differences in leadership between companies.
The results of the study confirmed this notion and succeeded in specifying some of the
leadership qualities related to high and low rates of deviant behavior within companies.
The Defense Department was able to apply this kaowledge in screening candidates for

i
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leadership roles in basic training units. In this case, the significant variables were
inherently manipulable and the sponsor had the necessary power to control them.

Another case illustrates an opposite situation. Here, the sponsor, the alumni
organization of a large metropolitan university, was concerned about its inability to
arouse the alumni to a conscientious interest in the affairs of the university, and to an
active participation in its development program. A study was undertaken to identify
the determinants of the apparent alumni apathy. The results showed that the current
apathy could be traced, for the most part, to the type of experience the alumnus had
had as a student: the large number of students, the relative absence of campus life
and, most importantly, his living at home and commuting to school. All of these
contributed to a lack of emotional involvement in school life which, in turn, carried
over after graduation.

In this case the variable was not subject to effective manipulative control --
it was not feasible to move the school to the suburbs and what little might be done
was not within the province of the alumni association. The research report was re-
produced in the alumni magazine and that was about the end of it.

In this last case, there was no basis on which to predict ahead of time that
the research results could not be utilized. Strangely enough, there are occasions
where research is commissioned on problems on which no action is feasible whatever
the result. A case in point is a research project sponsored some years ago by a wel-
fare agency, This agency organizes an activities program on a nationwide basis.
Local chapters of the agency solicit cooperation from school, church, and welfare
groups in sponsoring neighborhood units of the national movement. The national policy
of the organization provides that no racial or religious restrictions may apply in the
selection of members for these units. At the same time, it was known to national
headquarters that this policy was being violated to an appreciable extent. Most fre-
quently, this took the form of certain church-sponsored local units limiting member-
ship to individuals affiliated with that religious denomination.

It was decided that something ought to be done. Before taking action, however,
it was considered advisable to check the volunteer members of local chapters to see
what their attitudes were toward the national policy. A study which was undertaken
showed that there was relative unanimity of opinion that the national policy should be
retained and strengthened. However, when it came to take action on the results of
the study, national headquarters hesitated and finally tabled the matter. As they be-
gan to formulate a procedure for enforcing the policy, the full implications of their
intended action were brought forcibly to mind. It was suddenly realized that enforce-
ment would result in the withdrawa of a large number of church-sponsored local units
from the movement. This was deemed less desirable than nonenforcement of national
policy. It is apparent, of course, that the sponsor failed to perceive ahead of time
that whatever the results of the research study, the cross pressures were such that
no action on the policy matter might be taken.

The way the research is designed may also determine whether or not the
results become subject to the sponsor's manipulation. Let us suppose, * for example,

* This example is hypothetical.
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that a research organization is asked to design a study of the factors leading to juvenile
delinquency among high school students in a municipal school system. On the basis of
exploratory work, it is decided that the amount and kind of parental control experienced
by the student is related to his delinquent behavior. A study is then undertaken which
confirms this hypothesis and specifies the particular conditions inthe home which seem
to be responsible. When the school authorities attempt to apply this knowledge, however,
they realize that they have no means at their command to control the home situation.

The research organization, in designing the study as it did, failed to see the
problem in manipulative terms. However, it is conceivable that given the same prob-
lem, a research study might have been designed to produce more useful results.
Presumably, the study might have focused on specifying the characteristics of the
school rather than the home environment which are conducive to the outbreak of delin-
quent behavior. Had the results shown a positive relationship, it is likely that the
school authorities might have had the authority to take some effective action. Their
control over the school environment is obviously greater than over the home environ-
ment. This kind of difficulty, incidentally, often arises where the prescriptive func-
tions of research are ignored and a problem is perceived purely in diagnostic terms.

2. THE ROLE OF THE CLIENT

Offhand, it might be expected that the client, by virtue of his role, would function
wholly to foster utilization. Having commissioned a research project, he, among all
the parties concerned, would be the most highly motivated to use its results. Where
utilization does not occur, therefore, one would be tempted to look elsewhere for an
explanation. However, an examinatio.1 of the record suggests, perhaps surprisingly,
that the client is very often directly responsible for the nonutilization of the results of
research which he sponsors.

Clients, of course, differ in a variet7 of ways in institutional form, in size,
objectives, in power and so on. The characteristics of clients which seem to be most
influential in determining whether of not and what way social research is utilized
are these: (a) the amount and nature of their experience in the use of social research,
(b) the relationship between the executive responsible for policy and the executive re-
sponsible for research, and (c) their relative amenability to innovate new procedures
and ways of doing things. These same factors, incidentally, also influence the condi-
tions under which research is commissioned and the form that it takes. For the pur-
poses of the present discussion, however, the emphasis will be on their influence on
utilization.

a. The Experience in the Application of Social Research

The judicious use of social research for applied purposes is an art which, like
any other art, requires a basic talent and a considerable amount of experience. This
particular art has not been highly developed to date and it is not surprising, therefore,
that most sponsors of research are not well equipped to know how to use it. Those few
who do, tend to be organizations with a long record of research activity, most often
with a research unit highly integrated into their operations. Among the major groups
of practitioners, business organizations have perhaps become most aware of the utility
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of applied social research and have had the most success with it. However, even here,
the record is not consistently or even predominantly -- a favorable one.

It is difficult to opacity just what comprises this special talent in using re-
actor...I, The following examples reporting a utilization experience of a sponsor with
a history of applying social research to problems of policy and another for whom the
particular study represented his first use of research, illustrate some of the issues
involved.

The client in the first case was a drug firm with a long history of applying
research to its marketing problems. In planning the marketing strategy for a radically
new drug, the usual practice was followed of seeking the consultation of a number of
research organizations. The responsible executives working in collaboration with
representatives of one of these research organizations concluded that an effective
strategy required some knowledge of the processes by which physicians come to inno-
vate new developments in medicine into their practices. Systematic knowledge of this
sort was not found to be available and the firm elected to commission a study to look
into the matter. Recognizing the difficulties involved, it was decided, as a first step,
to order a pilot study for the purposes of developing a set of hypotheses on the opera-
tion of the innovation process and of designing a methodology for its investigation. The
results of the pilot study were reviewed by the senior executives of the company and in
cooperation with the research organization; a more elaborate study was designed to
test particularly those hypotheses involving behavior mechanisms over which the com-
pany might exercise some control. Upon completion of the larger study, a group of
executives were assigned the responsibility of developing a program of action for fol-
lowing through on the findings. Plans were also made to test the effectiveness of the
action program at strategic points. The client's past experience in the use of social
research contributed to its successful application in the present case by making him
aware of the crucial points at which research might be effectively applied and by di-
recting him to focus attention on those variables over which he might exercise some
control.

The second case is drawn from a research experience of an agency working
in the field of public health. No one on the staff bad had experience in social research
and the agency had not had occasion to commission research in the past. However,
responding to criticisms that its health education programs were ineffective, it decided
to run a model campaign and to arrange for a research study to evaluate it. The sched-
uling of the campaign and the study, however, was poorly managed. Arrangements for
the campaign were already completed when negotiations for the research effort were
begun. The research organization was placed under pressure to work quickly to meet
the deadline already established for running the campaign. As a result, the study was
not as well drawn as it might have been. Nevertheless, it turned out to be technically
adequate and substantively interesting. While its results did not demonstrate an appre-
ciable change in the public's health knowledge, an imaginative diagnosis was made of
the reasons for the relative failure. The anticipated function of the study for the client,
however, had been to persuade critics of the efficiency of his educational activities.
Having failed to perform this function, the research report was suppressed and its
possible utilization as a guide to planning future programs ignored.

'This case illustrates a number of the pitfalls which the inexperienced sponsor
of social research may encounter. To begin with, he is more prone to commission
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research on problems which either do not require research or do not lend themselves
to research inquiry. Secondly, be is likely to conceive the research as performing a
very specific function and to ignore the subsidl.ary or complementary functions it might
perform. Thirdly, he is likely to instruct the research organization inadequately as to
his requirements. Fourthly; he tends to overlook the necessity for special facilitieswithin his own organization to arrange the effort necessary to implement the research
findings. And, finally, his expectations of what researct can do are likely to be exag-
gerated and he is, therefore, more likely to be disappointed in and to disregard its
more modest achievements.

b. Internal Communication Within the Sponsoring Organization

The sponsor of applied social research has obviously a more complex identity
than the discussion, thus far, would indicate. The sponsor is ordinarily a business
corporation, a government department, a labor union, or a social. welfare agency having
an intricate internal structure. To say that a particular organization commissions a
research study obscures the fact that it is not the organization itself which is the
responsible agent, but some individual or group of individuals within the organization.
Within the sponsoring organization, the source of the decision to commission a research
study has important implications for its utilization.

This decision may arise, of course, within any unit of the organization holding
the authority to commit funds for special projects. It may be an isolated decision of a
single individual or group or it may emerge from elaborate conferences between repre-
sentatives of a variety of departments. In organizations with built-in research depart-
ments working on behavioral problems, that department may originate most or all of
the research which is commissioned, or as in some cases, it may perform no such
function but merely operate as a service unit to carry out requirements dictated to
it by other departments. Not enough is known to say authoritatively just what bureau-
cratic form leads to the most judicious use of applied social research. However, the
limited evidence does provide some ground for speculation.

Speaking generally, applied social research is most effectively used where
the decision to use it is made at the top policy-making level. In such cases, the effect
is to create a favorable attitude toward social research andto encourage its imaginative
use throughout the organization. Furthermore, the effective use of research results
often requires innovations in organizational procedures. Their implementation almost
requires an interested and committed top management.

However, it often happens that the policy maker, whether he is responsible for
originating a research study or approves a recommendation from a subordinate to have
it done, does not actively participate in the research process himself. Where the re-
search is contracted to an outside agency, for example, the responsibility for negotiating
the contract, and for monitoring the study as it proceeds, is usually assigned to a sub-
ordinate. The relationship of this subordinate to the policy maker may be direct, may
operate through the head of the research department, or may exist only on a non-per-
sonal basis with communication carried on by inter-departmental memoranda and
reports.

Whatever arrangement is used, however, the kind of relationship which is
established between the policy maker and the research "monitor" has much to do with
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how useful any research activity turns out to be. This point is perhaps most spectacu-
larly exemplified in the social research experience of several agencies in the years
following Work War II. During this period, for a variety of reasons, what might be
described as a research fad developed in these agencies. Special research divisions
were established with unusually large budgets and given the responsibility and authority
to commission research on a variety of human behavioral problems. To a large extent
(how large it is difficult to say) this fad turned out to be a failure. An immense amount
of res-Arch was done with very little practical effect.

It is impossible, of course, to explain this failure as due to a single came. Nev-
ertheless, it is true that within these agencies, an effective relationship between the
monitoring staff and the policy makers was rarely established. Requirements were
set forth, often exclusively in writing, to the monitoring units which, in turn, com-
missioned the research. Little further contact with the policy makers occurred until
the research was completed. Even here, the principal contact was in the form of a
final report. The results were seldom closely related to the requirements, and im-
plementation could be accomplished ,_sly infrequently on the basis of the final report
alone. To be sure, the research itself was undoubtedly frequently at fault. But the
potentialities of even the usable research were seldom realized. This example is not
an isolated one though it might exaggerate the communication difficulties experienced
by most sponsoring organizations with respect to their utilization of applied social re-
search. The importance'of effective internal communication in this regard cannot be
exaggerated.

c. The Flexibility to Innovate

A final organizational requirement for effective utilization of research is that
the sponsoring organization have the flexibility to break with tradition and innovate new
ideas. The action implications of social research are often radical in nature and no
matter how sound they may be, most sponsors lack the courage to divorce themselves
from traditional ways of doing things in favor of new and what often seem to be untested
approaches. The factors which make for organizational flexibility in this regard are
difficult to discern.

The cases which can be cited almost all fall into the category of change being
a functional necessity for the continuation of the organization. C2..e example which
comes to mind is that of the voluntary association which over the course of twenty-odd
years was instrumental in just about eliminating a major health problem. Faced with
a situation of deteriorating need for its services, it commissioned a research study to
investigate its potentiality for survival. The results recommended a radical departure
from the organization's traditional program, which recommendations were acted upon
forthwith.

A more usual case, however, is represented in the experience of a public re-
lations department responsible, in part, for its organization's information program.
An evaluation of this program suggested that much of the current effort was useless
and in some cases, harmful to the organization's interest A radical change in program
was recommended, involving the writing off of large investments in equipment and ar-
ranging for a major turnover in personnel. The responsible authorities neither felt
they had the power to act on these recommendations nor were they persuaded that
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change was necessary. The traditional method of activity had become too entrenched
to allow it to be readily upset.
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A third set of factors bearing on the utilization of applied social research com-
prises those growing out of certain characteristics of the groups or organizations
conducting the research. There are many occasions, as has already been reported,
where the client elects to have a research requirement met within the framework of
his own organization, either by the research department or by staff members especially
hired for the purpose. The alternative procedure is to contract the research outside.
This may be with an individual, for example, a social scientist at a university, but
more often it is with an organization with special facilities and experience in applied
social research. This organization may be a profit-making enterprise, an independent
nonprofit-making institute, or a university-connected research facility. The research
organization's influence on the utilization is likely to be a function of a) the nature of
its identification with the applied concerns of the sponsor, b) its businers ethics, and
c) its research competence.

a. Identification with the Client's Requirements

Organizations vary with respect to their reasons for engaging in applied social
research. For the commercial operation, the central manifest purpose is to earn a
profit. However, the operation of this motive is tempered by the requirement to main-
tain a level of competence which will produce a steady clientele. For the nonprofit-
making facilities, the motives are likely to be more complex. Here, manifest interest
in profit is not relevant. However, the organization's continuity may be dependent an
the maintenance of a minimum level of contract research. In such cases, the effect
may be to arouse a concern to get contracts which is little different from the commer-
cial firm's similar concern. However, even where the survival need exists in the non-
profit-making organization, it is likely that other considerations will also influence
their acceptance of applied research commissions. They may, for example, be com-
mitted to a policy of accepting applied contracts only where the research promises to
contribute to alleviating the social ills of society. Or, applied research may be ac-
cepted only where it provides special opportunities for advancing methodology or even
for making contributions to basic knowledge. Finally, particularly for the university
institute, the student training opportunities afforded by applied research may be the
basic reason for engaging in such activity. How, though, does this relate to whether
or not the research done proves useful to the sponsor?

It would seem that the criterion of maximal utilization would be most often
satisfied where the function of applied social research for the research organization
is primarily to earn a profit, and/or to maintain organizational continuity. Under
such circumstances, it would appear to be in the research organization's best interest
to devote its energies primarily to satisfying the sponsor. Satisfied sponsors generate
additional contracts and these are essential to making a profit and to guaranteeing or-
ganizational continuity. However, a contradiction sometimes arises between the desire
to make a profit or to survive and the need to conduct effective applied research. Re-
search is likely to be done most effectively where it can be pursued without undue
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administrative cc istraints in the form of strict budgets, tight schedules, and enforced
deadlines. Yet the imposition of these constraints may be essential if a profit is to be
made or a loss avoided. Under these cross pressures, the research organization is
often compelled to compromise the interests of the sponsor to its own survival needs
with the hope that the sponsor will be satisfied with something less than an optimum
-research product.

A more favorable environment for maximal utilization is likely to exist where
the interests of the research organizations parallel those of the sponsor. Concordance
of this kind does not occur often and where it does, the subject matter of the research
usually has a humanitarian content. A research organization may share a client's con-
cern with reducing juvenile delinquency, alcoholism and the like, particularly if its
program is oriented to work on such problems. Identity of interest of this kind may
very well be reflected in the quality of the research done.

In the case of research organizations whose work in applied social research
is predicated primarily on the belief that the advancement of science can be fostered
by such activity, it is difficult to specify just how useful their applied research will be.
On the one band, the sponsor's practical concerns are likely to be subordinated to the
research organization's own interests in the way the research is designed. For es-
ample, the design may be ordered primarily to set a test of hypotheses of primary
interest to the research organization. On the other hand, the research organization's
motivation to extend the study to include its basic concerns as well as the sponsor's
practical ones may serve to produce sounder and more practical results. * One example
which comes to mind is the case of a magazine which commissioned a nonprofit-making
research organization to conduct a modest study to obtain a profile of its readers. In
this case, the researcher extended the study to include an examination of the status
functions of the magazine for the readek. The results were of scientific interest but
also served the applied interests of the client by providing him with new insights into
his readership which he was able to incorporate successfully in his promotion. How-
ever, there are cases on record which exemplify a less mutually satisfactory result.

b. The Matter of Ethics

This is probably not the place to enter into a needed lengthy discussion on the
business ethics of research organizations engaged in applied social research. However,
insofar as such ethical problems enter into the matter of utilization, some limited com-
ment is called for, at least to the extent of pointing out some of the issues involved.
Ethical problems having some relevance to utilization arise at the time the contract is
being negotiated, during the course of the research itself, and in the terminal discus-
sions on the application of the research findings.

There may or may not be a discrepancy between the client's image of the ulti-
mate utility of the research findings and their actual potential utility. Very often,
however, this discrepancy does occur and where the research organization is aware

* I;lese same observations would appear to apply where the research is done for the
purpose of student training though it is doubtful that the same standard of performance
can be achieved as with a professional staff.
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of it during contract negotiations it obviously must decide whether or not to enlighten
the client. Whether or not this is done is, of course, determined by the nature of the
research organization's relationship to the client, and by how important securing the
contract is considered to be. In actual practice, there is clearly a tendency for the
research org,..nization's behavior to be governed by its subjective interests wan the
resultant tendency promise more than can actually be delivered. In most ca 'es,
this probably happens quite unconsciously.

In the course of the research, ethical problems ordinarily arise around thematter of standards. Administrative constraints are a constant threat to the mainte-
nance of standards and the research organization may feel obliged to abandon or com-
promise its standards in order to avoid administrative difficulty. This may take the
form of compromises in the sample design, ignoring mistakes in interviews and thelike. * The research organization's actual behavior, of course, is reflected in the
quality, and ultimately the usefulness of its research.

In addition, there are the ethical problems arising in the process of interpret-
ing the research results to the sponsor. The temptation to interpret the results beyond
what the data allows is heightened as the contract reaches its terminal point, and the
pressure mounts to evoke a positive sponsor reaction to the results. The response to
this temptation has obvious implications for the research organization's future rela-
tions with the sponsor and for the orderly development of the whole field of appliedsocial research.

Finally, cognizance needs to be taken of an overriding ethical problem which
arises wherever the knowledge and methods of social science are applied to the solu-
tion of practical problems. This is the problem of deciding when, if at all, a research
assignment is to be rejected because of the purposes for which the results are to be
used. As has been said, there exists the danger that social research may be used to
foster the special interests of certain groups in society to the detriment of others.
While this is not the appropriate place to discuss what standards should be in this
area, it is evident that the matter is a central responsibility of the individuals and
organizations participating in applied social research.

c. Levels of Competence

That the research organization's competence has a direct bearing on the
utility of the research it produces scarcely needs discussion. However, something
might be said about the conditions which contribute to competence in the conduct of
research. The ideal conditions would appear to require the research organization to
be both substantively and methodologically competent to work on a given applied prob-
lem. In turn, the optimum situation for proiding such competence is one where the
research organization can focus all of its activities in a specified substantive field and
has the resources to develop the methodology necessary for effective research in thearea.

* It may also take the form of limiting the analysis of the results, an aspect of the
research process for which there are no generally recognized standards.
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This optimum situation, it would appear, is most closely approximated where
the research activity is incorporated in the structure of OF; action organization. There,
the full benefit of accumulated experience can be applied to each new problem, and in
turn each research study contributes to making the next one more effective. In actual
pi-actirp, bnwpvar, it seldom vinrka out this way. The research ciPpnrtIllnIZQ of most
orgaizations are not given the resources necessary to enable them to approach this
potential. Instead, they are likely to operate primarily a service operation subject to
the whim of a variety of others having authority over them. Nevertheless, in the long
run the ideal administrative arrangement is likely to be one where the research opera-
tion is closely integrated into the action program.

Independent research organizations, whether profit-making or not, are not
ordinarily in a position to exercise complete control over the commissions they accept.
As a result, their opportunity for accumulating substantive experience in a particular
applied area is limited. However, their continuity as organizations makes for a high
degree of technical competence. The dilemma in this situation, of course, is whether
or not technical experience equips the organization to carry on effective research in a
variety of substantive areas. In actual fact, of course, most research organizations
act as if this were so, though it is doubtful that this leads to the most effective organi-
zational arrangement for maximizing competence in applied research.

It is conceivable that enough is now known to establish a blueprint for an ideal
organizational arrangement for carrying on applied social research at an optimum
level of competence. It is doubtful, of course, that the administrative and financial
obstacles to its becoming a reality could be overcome. Nevertheless, it would be use-
ful to clarify the goal.

4. INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CLIENT AND THE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

The client and the research organization, as has been seen, independently influ-
ence the process of formulating, conducting, and using research. The way in which
they interact during this process also has its effect. This effect is likely to be the
result of a) who interacts, b) what they interact about, and c) how frequently.

a. The Parties to the Interaction

In the relationship established between the two parties to a research contract,
the client is represented ordinarily by one or more of the executives who will ultimately
be responsible for applying the research results, and/or by a representative of his re-
search department. In turn, the research organization is ordinarily represented by its
chief executive and/or by the person who will be directly responsible for executing the
research. Now, what difference is it likely to make who represents the two parties? A
categorical answer to this question is obviously impossible since differences in person-
alities, in experience, and in interest all contribute to make every interaction unique,
at least in part. Nevertheless, the question can be answered in a general way.

All things considered, the interaction is likely to be most effective where both
the policy maker and a qualified research technician represent the sponsor, and the
chief executive and the project director represent the research organization. Since all
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of these individuals are primarily involved in the research activity, for one reason or
another, joint participation in meetings allows for the fullest discussion of all of the
issues involved and eliminates the need for supplementary commurdcation which might
become garbled. The principal danger of such full participation is that issues may be
discussed or settled on irrelevant or irrationi.1 grounds. Where differences arise, for
example, the policy maker may exercise his a.t?chority to force acceptance of this point
of view. Or, the research organization's chief executive may coerce the project direc-
tor to compromise on a technical point in order to insure good relations. These diffi-
culties notwithstanding, the advantages of such full participation are likely generally to
outweigh the disadvantages.

Where such full participation is nqt feasible, the nonparticipant may insist
that he be informed of trig decisions made and have the authority to challenge them.
In this case full participation is still realized but in a less efficient way. Here, the
effect is principally to confound the. channels of communicztion and, in turn, the de-
cision making process. A1teziatively, The nonparticipant may completcrly divc-rce
himself from involvement in the interaction. For example, ti policy maker may
transfer his responsibility to a subordinate' or the research organition's executive
may leave it to the. project director to make all decisions for him. The transfer of
responsibility, in such situations, however, is usually not complete partly because
the substitute does not ordinarily have the experience to exercise this responsibility
and partly because the necessary authority is not also transferred. As applied social
research is now practiced, interaction between the parties concerned more often takes
this latter form than the full participation discussed vbove.

b. The Content of the Interaction

Successful interaction is a consequence not only of who interacts but what the
interaction is about. In the research process, interaction between the representative
of the client and the researcher may serve these communicative functions: to clarify
the practical objectives of the research, to establish a research design well suited to
satisfying these objectives, to mnitor the research while it is in process, to identify
the applied implications of the findings and, of course, to settle adiainistrative and
financial arrangements. The optimum condition, clearly, is that the interaction in-
volve full and detailed discussion on all these matters. T-Trwever, this is singularly
difficult to achieve.

The principal obstacle is that the participants in rztsearch conferences ordi-
narily perform a particular role dictated by their position, background, and experience.
Thus, the policy maker conceives it to be his role to insure that his applied interests
in commissioning the research are communicated and respected. The technical re-
searchers are committed primarily to working out the details of the research design.
The chief executive of the research organization, in turn, is concerned particularly
that the administrative and financial arrangements are worked out satisfactorily. It
seldom happens, however, that there is anyone at the conference with the necessary
qualifications and authority to perform an integrating role. Some of the possible con-
sequences are that the problem for research is inadequately formulated (or it is stated
in diagnostic terms when prescriptive research is called for), the research is designed
without taking the limitations of the sponsor's manipulative power into account, or a
study is commissioned which can serve no possible applied function for the sponsor.
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Most of the characteristics of the sponsor and of the research organization
previously reported as having an independent influence on utilization also, of course,
affect the content of the interaction between them. In the case of the sponsor, it will
be recalled, there are his experience in research, the distribution of authority and
form of communication in the internal structure of his organization, and his flexibility
to innovate new procedures. In turn, the research organization's raison dt6tre, its
research standards, and its level of competence have their effect on the interaction
process.

c. The Occasions for Interaction

The final element influencing the success of the interaction has to do with when
it occurs. It is not unusual for the sponsor and the research organization to confer only
at the time that the contract is negotiated, and then to have no further effective commu-
nication with each other until the final report is submitted. And, in many cases the final
report is submitted by mail without any provision being made for its being discussed.
The implications of such limited interaction for the utilization of the research findings
scarcely needs discussion. However, some explanation is obviously required to account
for its happening so frequently.

Lack of time, more immediate pressures, the difficulties of arranging confer-
ences are all likely to have their effect. A more crucial factor, however, is again
likely to be the differing perceptions which the parties to the contract have of their re-
spective responsibilities. The sponsor engaged, as he is, in the pursuit of an action
program is likely to conceive of his role as primarily to apply the results of research.
Its actual execution is beyond his capabilities and is properly the function of the re-
search organization. The research organization accepts the role definitions of the
sponsor and confines itself to performing its research function leaving the responsi-
bility for utilization exclusively to the sponsor. The lack of interaction, therefore,
is seen as desirable since it allows each party to perform, without undue interference
from the other, its proper function.

The weakness of this point of view is being increasingly recognized as evidence
accumulates that frequent interaction makes for more successful utilization of applied
social research. The pattern which is beginning to emerge is one where both parties to
the contract participate in all of the major decisions bearing both on the execution of the
research and on the utilization of its findings. Contracts in such cases often make pro-
visions for retaining the services of the research organization to work on the applica-
tions of the results long after the research itself is completed. It will take some time,
of course, before the potentials of such arrangements are fully realized. However, it
is conceivable that in the near future practitioners will become increasingly aware of
the technical capabilities of research, and researchers, in turn, will become more ex-
pert in the art of application.

5. THE RESEARCH PROCESS

Whatever the effect of the way the problem is stated, of the sponsor's level of
sophistication, of the ethics of the research organization, or of any of the other factors
previously cited, it is the character of the research itself which is likely in the final
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analysis to be the crucial determinant of what use is made of it. Some of the special
qualities of research studies which contribute to their being maximally useful have
already been discussed. The degree to which their results are subject to manipula-
tion, for example, was explored with some thoroughness in the discussion on the
nature of the problem. In the section on the role of the research organization, some
reference was made to some technical matters. No purpose is served by repeating
the discussion of these issues here. Aside from them, however, three other qualities
of the research investigation are related to effective utilization: its conceptualization,
its comprehensiveness, i.e. , its treatment of all of the relevant variables, and the
degree of technical skill with which it is executed.

a. Concevtualization

Research studies canbe roughly classified according to the level at which they
are conceptualized. At the one extreme, there are studies which are directed at test-
ing a set of clearly stated propositions. At the other, there are investigations which
are principally concerned with the compilation of information of some kind. It seems
fair to say that studies approximating the former extreme generally prove more useful
than studies having the latter characteristic. The following example illustrates the
point.

In an unusual experimental mood, a local welfare association commissioned
two unrelated research organizations to work on the same problem. Their assignment
was (1) to discover what motivated people to volunteer to contribute their time and
energy to working in the interests of the association's current program and (2) to de-
termine the extent to which these same motivations could be expected to operate under
a changed program focus. It was stipulated that the association had not yet committed
itself to changing its program and, therefore, that it did not wish volunteers to be in-
formed during the course of the research that a change was contemplated.

One of the organizations proceeded by interviewing a random sample of volun-
teers on what had led them to volunteer. The replies were classified and the report
on the findings consisted of a series of tables showing the proportion of respondents
who had offered each of a list of reasons for volunteering. No specific attention was
paid to collecting data on the persistence of these reasons under a changed program
focus though the report included a set of speculations as to what might occur.

The other research organization proceeded in a somewhat different way. It
began by undertaking an analysis of the characteristics of the current program and the
anticipated characteristics of the potential program. This analysis revealed that cer-
tain characteristics were zommon to both programs and some uni.que to one or the
other. A set of propositions were then formulated as to the relative weight of the
common and unique characteristics in motivating volunteering. These propositions
were then tested through interviews with a sample of the volunteers. The results
showed that volunteers of specified kinds were primarily motivated to volunteer by
the characteristics which were common to both programs, and the conclusion was
drawn that their continued participation would be assured under the new program. The
volunteers whose motivations derived from the unique characteristics of the current
program were also identified and the research report made clear that their continued
participation in a new program was less likely to occur. The welfare association's
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reception to both reports was friendly but it based its plans primarily on the results of
the latter, electing to proceed with a new program on the grounds that enough volunteers
would be retained to assure its success.

b. Comprehensiveness

Studies also vary in the extent to which they incorporate in their design all of
the variables which might have a bearing on the decision facing the sponsor. The prin-
cipal danger here is that the sponsor and/or the research organization fail to recognize
in advance that certain constraints operating in the sponsor's organization are likely to
intrude on the decision whatever the results of the research. The earlier reported
study sponsored by a national welfare agency is a case in point. The following example
is also relevant.

The sponsoring organization, a manufacturer of office machines, had rede-
signed one of its stock machines and was planning to invest in the manufacture of the
redesigned model on a mass scale. Before doing so, however, it was anxious to pre-
dict consumers' reaction to the redesigned machine and, specifically, to learn whether
or not they wculd prefer it over the old model to a sufficient extent to warrant the in-
vestment in its manufacture. A simple experimental study was commissioned to find
out. The results showed an almost unanimous preference for the new model. However,
as the company proceeded to plan for its manufacture, it was discovered that the manu-
facturing costs of the new model were going to be substantially greater than for the old
machine. These additional costs could not be absorbed but would have to be added to
the selling price of the new machine. It was necessary, therefore, to undertake the
experiment once again, taking the price differential into account. The results were
just the opposite of those obtained from the first experiment. Consumers, while still
expressing a preference for the redesigned machine, were not impressed that the ad-
vantages would warrant the additional investment in price. It is obvious, of course,
that if the price factor ha seen taken into account at the outset, a single study would
have sufficed. Such minor oversights often turn out, as this example illustrates, to
name major repercussions for the utility of research findings.

c. Technical Proficiency

The confidence which can be placed in the results of research is, of course,
an obvious additional factor influencing their utility. This is primarily a function of
the technical efficiency with which the research is executed. It involves questions of
standards, of controlling for bias, of the representativeness of the findings and the
like. A variety of complications may arise in the course (-I trying to utilize the re-
sults of technically inadequate research.

In many cases, of course, the client fails to recognize the technical inade-
quacies and proceeds to use the research findings without reservation. This may or
may not boomerang depending on the conditions of the case. That it sometimes does
boomerang is illustrated by the following classic case. An aircraft manufacturer pro-
ceeded, after the last war, to mass produce pleasure aircraft in anticipation of a
booming market for such a product. This market had been predicted by a research
study which it had commissioned and on which it based its manufacturing program.
The market, as is well known, failed to materialize.
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Where the technical inadequacies are recognized, the practitioner has obvi-
ously to make a decision as to what to do. He may decide to ignore the findings. More
often, however, he is likely to gamble that the results provide a more adequate guide
for action than anything else available to him and proceed accordingly. This is most
often the decision where the major technical failing of the research has to do with the
representativeness of its findings. More for budgetary reasons than anything else,
studies are often undertaken which purport to diagnose the behavior of a universe on
the basis of a dangerously small sample of that universe. Clients, though aware of
what is going on and in fact often responsible for it, usually elect to act on the findings
rather than make the additional investment necessary to check their reliability.

It is difficult to estimate the extent to which the results of research are ig-
nored on technical grounds or how often the application of the results of technically
inadequate research produces unanticipated consequences. There can be no question,
however, that technical considerations are compromised in a considerable proportion
of research studies of an applied character.

CONCLUSIONS

It is evident from all that has been said that the art of effectively applying the
methods of social research to the solution of practical problems is just beginning to
be learned. At the same time, it is clear that it is in the interests of both the users
of applied social research and those who conduct it to accelerate the learning process.
If nothing else, the present paper has demonstrated the feasibility of slowly developing
a set of principles to guide the utilization process.

However, very little is likely to be accomplished without some major shifts in
current practices. Ignorance in these matters is in part a function of the absence of
communication among those who use social research for applied purposes. There is
no procedure for sharing experiences. Each new situation is treated de novo and the
mistakes made in one case are very likely to be repeated in another. There is a need
for the accumulation of case studies and their wide circulation. There is also a need
to encourage the evolution of a new occupational role -- that of the middleman wits is
trained in both the methods of research and the art of utilization. Many of the diffi-
culties that have been reported arise because no one involved is expert or even knowl-
edgeable in all of the phases of the research and utilization processes.

There is a need, too, to know more about the applied functions which social re-
search can and cannot serve. Again, this is partly a matter of accumulating and
sharing experiences. It is particularly, however, a responsibility of the social
scientists engaged in applied research to know the limits of their sciences and to
communicate them effectively.

Finally, there is a need to find out where applied social research may lead us
and to specify the conditions under which it ought to be applied. This it would seem,
is a responsibility of the social sciences at large. It is only out of their experience
that applied social research can be practiced at all and they should share in the de-
cisions as to ends to which it is put.



TWO CASE STUDIES OF UTILIZATION OF THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

By Ronald Lippitt

F re are two cases of efforts to utilize the results of
behavioral research, one of which was successful, the
other not. After comparing the two cases, Dr. L ippitt
raises some thought-provoking questions concerning
the utilization process. The author is a professor of
psychology in the Research Centerfor Group Dynamics,
at the University of Michigan,

Introduction

The following case description attempts to analyze some of the significant differ-ences between a case of relatively successful utilization of behavioral science and arelatively unsuccessful one. Fortunately it is possible to make quite a number of
rather direct comparisons because both case situations are national organizations
conducting youth programs in local: communities under the direct leadership of lay
volunteers with 7; upervision by local professional workers. In both cases there is anational office where program materials are prepared, a great deal of work on the
training of volunteers, and a staff of field workers maintaining liaison between the
national office and the local program. Both organizations put major emphasis on
character education goals, with group meetings being conducted in noncompulsorysituations where the programs must compete with other leisure time attractions ofthe young people.

The two cases are described under parallel headings. At the end of the cases
there Is an attempt to formulate a few questions about the process of utilization of be-
havioral science which seem of interest to the author.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

The Motivation for Turning to Behavioral Science Resources

At the time this case begins organization A had a number of different previous
experiences in the use of behavioral science. Primarily they had used child develop-
ment specialists as consultants on interests and vocabulary of various age groups in
preparing program materials. They also had a highly developed statistical operation
within the organization for: the continuous collection of data on membership and mem-bership turnover. A great deal of emphasis was placed on getting good and up-to-date
"feedback" on the membership situation. The desire to make additional use of behav-ioral scientists and scientific methods probably had at least three different sources:
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"We ought to have even more of them in our program. "

The top leadership of the organization, continuously reviewing the membership
statistics and the estimate of unreached potential, had feelings that there was a big
discrepancy between present membership and what they could aspire to as a potential
membership. They felt that more facts would uncover ways of attracting a significant
number of the nonmembers.

"We are certainly successful but we don't have any clear-cut material we can use forproof."

The top leadership of the organization were continually emphasizing in public
and staff communications the significance of the character education effects of the
program, and placed great weight on various anecdotal evidences of these effects.
They felt it would be desirable to have more clear-cut and systematic proof of the
important effects the program was having.

"Carrying on research is a good thing."

The top leadership of the organization were very much influenced by the values
and procedures of "big business. " In this context "doing things scientifically" or "car-
rying on research" bad the meaning of keeping ahead of competitors and doing things
efficiently. The professional leadership of the organization felt that being able to
"point with pride" to a research activity was one evidence of good stewardship in car-
rying out their responsibility for the leadership of the national program.

To a major extent these motivations toward using behavioral science existed in
the top leadership of the organization. There was relatively little evidence of pressure
for innovation, or at least for the use of scientific method in the process of innovation,
in the field personnel of the organization.

THE CASE OF ORCANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

The Motivation for Turning to Behavioral Science Resources

Organization B had also had considerable experience with using behavioral scien-
tists as consultants on the age level content of program material. Although their data
were much less adequate about the membership of their local groups as compared to
potential membership they were quite convinced that the general situation was one of
a relatively small number of the eligible young people participating in the program,
and perhaps even a trend toward less and less membership involvement through time.
Organization B was somewhat more self-critical about this state of affairs, putting
more emphasis on questions about how to improve the quality of the program rather
.than more quantitative promotional thinking about how to "reach the unreached." Prob-ably the core motivational context seems to be formulated a bit differently than for A:

"How can we im rove the uality of our rogram for the older a
groups so that they will have a more significant experience?"

In trying to work on this problem, the professional leadership, with consultants
and advisers, had worked through a basic change of policy about the content of its
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program and the role of the lay leadershi? in working with children and young people.
To prepare the material for each age level they had defined an experimental period of
trying out the material with pilot groups providing training for the lay leaders and an
elaborate process of record keeping and consulting to try to see how the material
worked. There was no formal evaluatio 1 designed and no quantitative evaluation pro-
cedures. No behavioral scientists were involved in this pattern of program experi-
mentation.

"How can we improve the quality of our leadership to do the more difficult
job which is being developed?"

In organization B there was considerably more sensitivity about the interpersonal
role of the lay leader as the key element in the program, rather than the content of the
program material. There was a stror g feeling of need to develop improved training
operations for lay leaders.

The actual initiation of collaboration with a team of behavioral scientists grows
out of a third motivational context which existed in a local program rather than at the
national level. One of the local professional loaders had invented a uniquely different
approach to a program for older adolescents. His direct observations convinced him
that the program was a significant improvement over previous programs in attracting
members and stimulating desired character education effec. :. He felt a need to get
better evidence of these effects, because of his own interest and betzvise of his desire
to have an impact on the national program development effort. So we could identify a
third motivational context as:

"How can I get evidence that my loc;t1. experiment is worthy of national
mention and incorporation?"

We are now ready to turn to what actual initiative and paths of action developed
from these motivational contexts.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

II: Establishing Relationship With Behavioral Science Resources

The major action of organization A was to establish a research unit within the
organization, locate it administratively as a staff unit reporting directly to the top ad-
ministrator (rather than being incorporated in any of the operating units having to do
with leadership training, program materials, production, etc. ). In establishing this
unit it seems clear that the director of the organization selected a person whom he
perceived as having high prestige in the field of professional practice but who had also
established some reputation in applied research. This person was seen as sharing the
character education goals of the organization and as not being an impractical "univer-
sity fellow." This new diriztor, aware of his need to build research technology into
his operation, recruited a yoang research specialist who could be sold as having train-
ing the field of professional practice and also experience with the particular program
of this national organization. A fairly generous initial budget was given with the under-
standing that specific research operations would be planned and presented for staff
approval. The top leadership seemed to feel pleased that they had adequately tested
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the loyalty of the new behavioral science team and that tine administrative situation was
one of safe control. The behavioral scientists did very little exploratory testing of
potential conflicts between their role as employees and their role as scientists with
loyalty and responsibility to the broader field of scientific development. No specific
problems were defined as the initial starting points for work. There was to be a period
of exploration and development of plans to be presented for approval.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

II. Establishing Relationship With Behavioral Science Resources

In organization B the first initiative did not come from the national staff but
from the local professional worker who was attempting to develop a program innova-
tion in his own community which he believed might have national significance. During
a professional conference he became acquainted with a behavioral scientist team. He
reviewed his interest in a study of what was going on in his local youth group. The
scientists saw this as a challenging applied research problem, and also as an oppor-
tunity to explore the phenomena of decision-making in adolescents and the relationship
between values and behavior. Because of his relationship to the national staff the local
professional leader was able to stimulate the setting up of a modest research contract
between the national office and the behavioral scientists to make a study of the com-
munity demonstration project. There was explicit acceptance of an evaluation research
goal from the point of view of the organization and of the basic research interests in
adolescents as formulated by the collaborating scientists. As we will see later, this
initial relationship developed over a three-year period into a much closer collaboration
between the national staff and the team of behavioral scientists.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

III. The selection of problems to work on

In the months after they had been established, the research unit in organi-
zation A were surprised by the fact that no representatives of other departments in
the organization came to them with any problems that they wanted help in solving. It
seemed clear that there was a feeling that it was a sign of weakness to have a problem
which one could not cope with without help from a new and "competing" unit of the or-
ganization. This situation was further clarified by the top leadership asking the
research unit to develop its own ideas about a program and to make a presentation in
order to secure approval and special budget for conducting one or more research proj-
ects. Therefore, the research team went ahead to define a problem for study which
seemed to them of basic significance for the organization and which was in line with
the previous research experience and methodological skills of the research specialist.
This was to be a study of a sample of unsuccessful and successful groups to try to
generalize about the main factors making for successful and unsuccessful group oper-
ation and leadership. The research unit prepared elaborate memoranda on the design
and methodology of such a study and made presentations to various staff committees.
There was no great evidence of enthusiasm or rejection for the plan. It was duly ap-
proved by the administrative staff after a review by an advisory committee of outside
research specialists who expressed their approval of the research plan. The research
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units felt somewhat hampered by the lack of concern and controversy over the problem
of defining appropriate criteria of successful and unsuccessful groups. No clone liaison
with operating staff was established in planning the conduct of the study. "If this was
the study the research people wanted to do then they ought to go ahead and do it. "

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

III: Tl_mselection oimblproblems to work on

In the case of organization B, as has already been mentioned, a specific re-
quest for help was formulated by a professional leader in a local community. He wanted
to get some objective assessment of whether the experimentalprogram he had developed
was having a significant effect on the young people and it seemed clear that he was hoping
this type of research attention would make his local project a visible demonstration which
might then be developed and adopted more widely. Because of the purposes of the pro-
gram the problem became one of measuring changes inthe approachto decision-making
by the members of the experimental groups. The research workers saw this as an
opportunity to further their own interests in analyzing the process of decision-making.
This seemed a necessary step in a program of measuring change in decision-making,
as well as because of the theoretical interest in the decision-making process itself.
In this sense, the selection of a problem seemed to be a natural meeting ground of an
applied question and an area of theoretical interest. The starting point in organization
A did not represent any such initial focused "sense of problem," nor did the researchers
have any such focused research interests to promote.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

IV: The fact finding or diagnostic phase: Ways in which the behavioral
sciences were utilized

Selecting a sample

The program people of organization A had in the files much anecdotal mate-
rial on good and bad practices in local youth groups. This material bad been picked up
by field staff during field trips, and described in their field reports. The program de-
partment were inclined to feel that they were "adequately in touch w5th what was going
on" by means of these anecdotal reports. Perhaps the first behavioral science impor-
u.ation of which the operating people became aware was the introduction of the idea of
a systematic sampling procedure in getting information from the field about what was
going on. They became involved in helping select representative communities in which
to do the study, and in developing a procedure of selecting the specific groups in order
to get wide variations in practice. It was the impression of the research staff that
some of these discussions about sampling had a certain amount of educational impact
on the administrators and field staff in operating units. It was obvious, however, that
there was great resistance to the idea that they might not be "really in touch" withwhat
was going on in local program activities.
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II. Using behavioral science resources outside the organization

The research staff hoped in the beginning that the observations and the inter-
views in the variety of local communities might be carried on by local professional
workers who would be given training and supervision by the research department. As
the project planning developed it seemed to become clear that this was the unwise idea,
both because the data collection to some degree had the meaning of evaluating program
activities in a local group, and secondly because the group observation and interview-
ing instruments which were being developed seemed to require more background of
scientific training than could be found among local professional workers. Therefore,
cooperative arrangements were set up with three university centers where students
receiving behavioral science training could be recruited and trained in the specific
research operations and where an interested professor would function as supervisor
and liaison person. These three professors were not only interested in the kind of
scientific activity which tle project represented, but had personal relationships with
the two behavioral scientists in the research department. One of the adaptations re-
quired in this arrangement was making provision for some of the students to carry on
special projects which could be acceptable locally as thesis projects. Also the three
professors became a part of the project planning committee. They had certain scien-
tific orientations and interests which influenced the methodology finally used in data
collection. So here we see the same problem of compromise and the synthesis of the
research goals and plans of the organization and the interests and theoretical orienta-
tion of behavioral scientists not located within the organization which already has been
referred to in the development of the project in organization B.

III. Conferences on measurement criteria

Critical probing about criteria about program success and failure repre-
sented a third type of behavioral science importation at this stage of the research
program. The research staff felt it was quite crucial that the data collecting proce-
dures used should focus on characteristics of program and group activity which would
be regarded by the operating department as symptomatic of good and bad practice.
But in trying to develop staff conference:a on these questions they ran into three types
of problems. First of all, it was clear that there was considerable disagreement
among various top staff members as to what were the important evidences of success-
ful practice. A second problem was that most of the statements of good practice were
made at such a vague and global level that they did not provide good bases for the de-
velopment of quantitative measurement procedures without much more refinement and
differentiation of the ideas expressed. A third problem was that the statements about
good practice seemed, to the behavioral scientist, to be resting on assumptions which
were not warranted by existing knowledge from research in the field of child develop-
ment, social psychology, and education. For example, it seemed to be assumed that
if the adult leaders were carrying on certain activities with their group these would be
having the desired character education effect, regardless of leadership style in the
conduct of the activities. Also it was being assumed that if the youth were showing
high interest and involvement in particular activities, then these activities would be
having the desired effect in terms of personality and character development. The re-
search workers found it difficult to get clarification of this problem by bringing in
interpretations of basic research which had been done elsewhere. It is certainly clear
that the measurements which were finally adopted represented the best judgments of
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the research staff to a much greater degree than they did the statements of priority
criteria expressed by the administrators.

IV. Importation of fact-finding methodology

As we have already indicated, the research staff brought with them experi-
ences with certain kinds of fact collecting methodology. These experiences certainly
were a strong influence in the selection of the types of fact-finding procedures which
were used, although all the instruments were revised on the basis of pilot study work
in the specific field situations of this organization. This problem of the degree to
which fact-finding procedures developed elsewhere are directly relevant for a particu-
lar research problem of a particular organization is an important issue in the impor-
tation of behavioral science into a given applied setting. This problem is in many ways
parallel to the problem of whether research facts discovered elsewhere can be gener-
alized to fit the interpretation of the local situation with its problem.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

IV: The fact finding or diagnostic phase: Wa s in which the behavioral
sciences were utilized

Introducing a control group

In this phase of diagnostic fact finding about the effects of the local program
with the adolescents' discussion groups, one important behavioral science importation
was the notion of a control group. This is quite parallel to the introduction of sampling
procedures as described above in organization A. The local professional leader was
very quick to realize that even though certain types of growth in maturity of decision-
making might be found in his young people over the course of the year by introducing
certain measurement procedures, still it would be quite unclear whether all this change
could be accounted for by the normal course of growth and development of high school
age teenagers during the course of a year of growing up. He helped actively inlocating
and getting the cooperation of a control group of comparable young people who were not
involved in the experimental program.

Locating measurement personnel resources

The research had to be conducted at a very considerable physical distance
from the university location of the research team. The research budget was very
modest. Therefore, the research team decided to recruit and train two or three local
university trained persons who lived in the community. As in the case of organization
A, the recruited measurement personnel were paid at professional rates for their
research work. After the initial training the recruited personnel were on their own to
schedule and conduct their interviews and to get them turned in. This is in contrast
to the plan in organization A where a local professor acted as a continuing supervisor
of the work of the observers and interviewers. It proved quite difficult to maintain
professional standards of data collection and writeup without this type of local super-
vision, with personnel who were college trained but did not have any specialized training
in behavioral science research methodology.
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Development of measurement criteria

Without any defensiveness the local leader supplied the research team with
tape recordings of all the meetings for the previous year as a basis for their pilot
work in the development of appropriate measuring tnols. He eviA----1 great insecurity
in his own judgment about which symptoms could be taken as evidence of the success of
the program. He seemed to feel that the research team, with their background of knowl-
edge of theory and research would be able to make better judgments of "what should be
measured. " Because of the physical distance the research team did not spend as much
time as would have been desirable with the professional practitioner getting as much
clarification as possible of the desired outcome of the program. They were certainly
strongly influenced in their judgment by their own theoretical interests in certain
dimensions of decision-x.,aking which they felt were of major significance, and should
reflect changes in decision-making if the program were successful.

The use of scientific knowledge about participation

Possibly one source of behavioral science knowledge, relevant for utilization,
is often overlooked. This is the knowledge which has been accumulated about the social
psychology of participation as it relates to the readiness of individuals and groups to
provide information without defensiveness or inhibition. The research team in this
project was quite careful to involve the young people and their parents in diF:zussions
about the research process in order to secure cooperation in information giving. The
conflict which came up, as it often does, was around questions of how much sharing of
research goals and plans there could be without contamination of the research results.
As Blum has pointed out, one may get just as much or more contamination very often
by not getting high psychological involvement in the research activity and therefore
getting careless or biased or inhibited information giving.

Bringing in specific theoretical interests

As we have mentioned, one of the important bases of motivation for the re-
search team was the fact that the practical program focused on decision-making and
an attempt to improve decision-making which seemed to be closely related to the theo-
retical interests of the research team in the phenomena of "inner-direction" and "outer-
direction" in decision-making. This linkage of. a practical interest and a theoretical
interest is probably one of the significant features in this project in explaining the type
of motivation and collaboration which has developed.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

V. The developing and sharing of insights and recommendations from
fact gathering

In most situations where the behavioral scientist is trying to make a contri-
bution to an operating program there is a period during which diagnostic information
which has been gathered has to be processed or reviewed in certain systematic ways
so that relevant insights can be derived. Sometimes the insights are shared directly
with the operating pe )ple. In other cases these insights are used as the basis for for-
mulating recommendations which suggest certain lines of policy or action. In reviewing
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the material of our two crses, it seemed possible to identify several aspects of this
stage of behavioral science utilization.

The issue of time lag in processing information

In organization A the information which was collected was in the form of
quantitative observations of leadership and program activities in the sample of groups,
and also in the form of questionnaires from group members and interviews with the
leaders. The material was complex enough so that it was clear to the researchers
that a series of activities involving coding, machine analysis and statistical work
would be required before the relevant insights and generalizations could be derived
from the information. However, there were many evidences that the administrators
and field personnel were unprepared for and irritated by this time lag, and were
rather impatient with attempts to explain why such a delay was necessary. This led
the researchers to make a variety of efforts to provide partial units of interim infor-
mation which it seemed might be of interest and might stimulate insights which would
be consistent with what could be expectedto come out of the more complete processing
of the information. The researchers, trained to be cautious and relatively systematic
about arriving at generalizations, felt irritated by this pressure to provide anecdotal
and partial reports which took energy away from analysis activities and seemedto run
the risk of creating wrong expectations and stimulating incorrect generalizations.

Feedback and standards of generalization

Out of the processing and the analysis of the information various interpreta-
tions seemed to become clear; the research staff plunged wholeheartedly into the
preparation of visual aids to present the information for discussion by administrative
personnel and field staff. Here another dilemma developed. When "the facts" were
presented in organized fashion (so the researchers thought) as a basis for interpretive
discussion by the practitioners, then the practitioners requested summary interpre
tations and recommendations for practice from the researchers as they began to feel
uncomfortable in struggling with the meaning of the data. However, when the re-
searchers attempted to emphasize recommendations in their prese.ntation, then the staff
almost entirely neglected looking at the data and focused their energies on critically
evaluating the proposed new practices. A taird problem kept arising, occurring when
interested and thoubiltful staff members derived generalizations from the facts which
seemed to the research workers to go beyond the scope of the available information.
The efforts to show why the generalization was too broad, or what additional informa-
tion might be needed in order to clarify the generalization frequently led to irritation
and the feeling on the part of the practitioners that the researchers were really not
interested in making their material helpful in relation to practical problems. The re-
search team did find that discussions of the data did seem to proceed more effectively
where presentations of findings and initiation of discussions were carried out by a
presentation team which included both research personnel and a professional operating
person who had been involved in the project at the local level.

The research activity as a discrete activity or as a continuing process of
investigation and interpretation

In organization A the administrators referred to "the study" and seemed to
be evaluating the worthwhileness of the research department and of the behavioral
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scientist in terms of whether "the study" had produced the answers to the various
questions they were interested in. There seemed to be a feeling that if research
were worthwhile it ought to provide answers to the variety of daily questions in which
they were involved, and which of course have not been the particular focus of the fact -
gathering activity.

The merging of practical questions and research interests

During all the research interpretation activities there was a continual inter-
action process in which the researchers were attempting to get the practitioners to
view the findings through their eyes and to become "more like researchers" in facing
facts and drawing inferences; andthe practitioners were attempting to get the research-
ers to "talk and think like practical people with jobs to do." In the case of organization
A this interaction tended to result in irritation and emphasis of differences, rather than
to stimulate increasing integration of the research staff into the organization.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

V. The developing and sharing of insights and recommendations from fact-
gathering

The issue of time lag in processing information

In organization B a different situation arose. The research instruments
which were used were experienced by the youth and leaders as learning situations.
There was much less interest in getting data on the effects of the program than in
getting revisions of the data collection procedures for use in their own program dis-
cussions, and getting back summaries of the information for purposes of discussion
and study. The enthusiasm of the local leadership about their collaboration in the re-
search process was communicated directly to the national program staff so that the
program staff seemed to become more interested in the adaptation of the research
methods for program use than they were in getting the evaluation findings about the
effects of the program. In one sense, the two cases are similar. In both situations
the researchers felt some sense of irritation because of the demands being made on
the lo. by the practitioners which prevented devoting complete energy to the processes
of wore basic analysis and systematic summarizing.

Feedback and standards of generalization

Because they had started with only one experimental and one control group
the researchers were able to make a strong case for the dangers of generalizing from
the rather positive findings of the initial research exploration. It was much easier
for the practitioners to accept the fact that additional groups would need to be studied
before any very significant c.nclusions could be drawn. The main generalization
drawn from the visual presentatio.: of the findings of the first year was that the local
program innovation looked promising enough to warrant more general exploration of
its usefulness in additional experimental grcnps. There was a strong expectation on
the part of the practitioners that the research staff should become involved in the
practical modification and extension of the experimental program to other groups. In
this respect there was a tendency to generalize that the people who had "studied the

i
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program" would be able to make practical modifications and applications. The motiva-
tions of the research staff tended to go in this direction so they probably were tempted
to become involved in matters of professional performance more than was warranted
by their research responsibility and their practical skills.

The discrete study versus a continuing process of research

As indicated above, there was very little inclination on the part of the prac-
titioners to expect that the initial study should solve all of the problems of program
development and evaluation. The local practitioners and the national administrative
program staff very quickly developed an expectation that the collaboration between the
researchers and the practitioners shcild be a continuing process. They expected a
series of decisions about what should be done next by the researchers and by the prac-
titioners in order to solve the long-range problem of evolving a rational and effective
discussion program for the young people and developing appropriate materials and
training devices for training the adult leaders.

The merging of research and practical interests

As has been suggested above, inthe case of organization B, the practitioners
became actively involved in wanting to integrate research tools into the regular oper-
ating program, and the researchers involved in becoming partially practitioners in
working on modifications of the practical program, and on materials for leadership
training. This process was also facilitated by the administrative assignment of one of
the most interested practitioners to serve as a liaison person with the research team.
Part of the data collection in the field situation became his responsibility, and he be-
came involved in carrying out some of the simpler procedures of data analysis in his
office, under the supervision (from a distance) of the research team. This very con-
siderable merging of research and practical interest and function probably resulted in
a lowering of standards of research and a diminishment of energy devoted to basic
theorizing on the part of the research team; and also probably led to ratter uncritical
acceptance of the value and significance of the research findings on the part of the
professional and administrative staff.

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION A (YOUTH)

VI. The utilization of the findings, and continuity in the use of
behavioral science resources

The process of sharing findings and reacting to them as described in the
previous section probably provides some fairly good predictions of future utilization.
This is not always true, however, and we need to look separately at the extent to
which there is genuine "follow-through" on the implication of the interpretations and
recommendations which have been derived, and a continuity in the use of behavioral
science resources to cope with other operating problems of the organization.

Dissemination of insight through the organization

In organization A, top inanagement saw the research as being primarily
done to provide clues for themselves about ways in which more successful programs
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might be initiated and supervised by them. There was no great enthusiasm for wide-
spread dissemination of the findings of the study. However, the research staff put a
great deal of energy into summarizing their findings for the local leadership and used
a significant part of their own research departmental budget for publication and distri-
bution of the findings "co the fipld. " Thpy readily admitted to thernseivos by this time
that one of the important motivations for doing this was because of their feelings of
frustration because of the lack of receptiveness of the top administrative units. Many
evidences of active interest "from the field" to the findings of the study considerably
buoyed IT the morale of the research staff.

Use of the findings by decision-makers in regard to policies aboutprogram
practice

As suggested above, the research staff were beginning to feel rather frus-
trated with what they felt was the lack of responsiveness of the key decision-makers
to the use of the research findings. A review of the findings, however, suggests that
perhaps the main implication of the findings was one of uncomfortable "shock effect"
about the inadequacies of current practices, rather than any very clear-cut implica-
tions for ways of improving practice. The major recommendations had to do with
putting more emphasis on human relations understandings and skills in the leadership
training program of the organization. This type of program modification was not an
easy one to accept or to develop. Perhaps the main irritation of the research workers
was that they did not feel any increase in the efforts of full-time administrators to
seek their consultation and to review with them possible program innovations that
might be in line with the findings.

Incorporation of research methodology into on-going program pract. ces

The research staff in organization A put considerable effort into modifying
and simplifying their fact-getting procedures so that the instruments :ould be used as
the basis of periodic or continuing program assessment by the national E. taff or by local
professionals. One of these instruments was published in the professiolal house organ
of the organization with an offer to supply copies of the instrument to any local profes
sional who wished to use them. There was a fairly active demand for this instrument
from the field. None of the national program staff or field staff indicated an interest in
using such methods as part of their own repertoire for "keeping in touch with the field. "

Trends in the further use of behavioral science and behavioral scientists

The research staff in organization A felt there was very little evidence of a
developing demand for their resources in the solving of operating problems, or in
wanting to use their "general wisdom" about the behavioral sciences as a basis for
consultation on operating problems. There seemed to be a number of youn.ger people"
in each of the operating departments who were quite open-minded and eager to use the
resources of the research staff, but who felt rather constrained by the attitudes of
their superiors. The research staff itself did initiate a proposal for another research
project in the field of leadership training which seemed to take the next step suggested
by the implications of the first study. The study was approved and went ahead, but
even though it was on more specific problems; the project tended to remain a project
of the research staff rather thanan activity carried on in collaboration with the leader-
ship training staff of the organization.
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External contributions to the profession and to the scientific disciplines

As research findings of more aid more general significance accumulated
from the processing of research findings it seemed more and more important to the
research staff that they should be making contributions to professional workers with
youth in other organizativas, andto scientific colleagues through professional journals
and professional meetings. Administrative policies .sere developed which placed
strong barriers against the communication of data about the organization which could
be construed as critical in any way. Several minor reports were written for scientific
journals, but the discontent mounted.

Alienation

This process ended with the resignation of the research staff.

Epilogue

A much reduced research activity was continued by the organization, with the
appointment of a trustworthy practitioner from within the organization as the director
of research. Various membership accounting projects were developed and concrete
administrative studies which could be quickly accomplished. But the director of re-
search, partly because he wEs an alert young person, and partly because he was inter-
ested in making something significant out of his role of "research director" began to
develop interests in the broader problems of program evaluation and development. He
found these interests supported by the "network" of young staff members who had been
the interested collaborators with the previous research staff. It was evident that a
certain amount of significant "in-service training" in scientific outlook and values had
taken place. The research director selected a concrete program problem to work on

the interests of older youth. He decided that the research should be done by an out-
side research agency rather than by expanding the staff within the organization. By a
skillful process of involvement he was able to get approval for a sizable research con-
tract with a university-based research institute to conduct the research. Clear-cut
recommendations about program modifications have emerged from the large scale
study. The research director is currently expressing considerable frustration and
pessimism about the lack of any movement toward program modification, although
there seems to be considerable acct'ptance of the validity of the findings from the

THE CASE OF ORGANIZATION B (YOUNG PEOPLE)

VI. The utilization or me findings, and continuity in the use of
behavioral science resources

Dissemination through the organization

In the case of organization B the findings from the pilot study with several
groups led to the setting up of a program development committee made up of repre-
sentatives from the national program department, from the local professional leader-
ship, and from the research staff of the university-based research institute. This
group made the recommendation to the national administration that a more complete
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experimental tryout of the modified program should be made in one geographic region,
with careful analysis of all the technical problems involved in program dissemination,
before the results of the action research project should be disseminated throughout the
total organization. Part of the present third phase of the research is to analyze the
most appropriate procedures for insuring adequate dissemination of the new program
and of the evaluative research on which it is based.

Use of the research by decision-makers with regard to policy formation

The program development research activities in organization B are jointly
controlled by repre-entation of the top policy makers in the national cffice, top policy
makers in a regional office, and the research workers from the university. A major
problem of the research workers has been to slow down the use of the findings by the
decision-makers until a more valid set of data could be collected. The decision-
makers are continually pushing for the revising of policy decisions on the basis of the
research activities.

Incorporation of research methodology into on-goingprogram practices

One of the major characteristics of this particular applied research activity
is that almost all of the research instruments have been modified and simplified to
make them part of the regular materials to be used in the on-going program. These
instruments are being used to provide group leaders with bases of program evaluation,
and also to provide program participants (the young people) with insights through analy-
sis of the findings which come from using measuring tools. Research tools such as a
sociometric procedure, an observation technique, parent rating scales, and self inter-
views, have become the core of the applied program. All of these instruments were
initially developed purely for information gathering purposes by the researchers.

Continuity ta the use of the behavioral sciences

One of the major problems of the research staff is that new research prob-
lems are posed much faster than previous research questions get answered so that at
any one time a half dozen sub-projects are !)eing worked on by the team composed of
research workers and practitioners. A second problem is that the practitioners have
come to expect the research workers to utilize directly their behavioral science orien-
tatica by functioning as fellow practitioners in some of the experimental program ac-
tivities such as leadership training, consultation with leaders, planning of conferences,
etc. The problems are those of over-demand and role confusion rather than of under-
use and distance between the research workers and the practitioners.

External dissemination to professional workers and scientific colleagues

A part of the original contract between the research staff and the organiza-
tion was the understanding that the research staff was free to publish any findings that
seemed to them to be of scientific importance. The dissemination of the materials to
the broaaer field of professional workers was defined as a joint responsibility of the*
organization and the research staff.
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Integration

As we have already indicated, there are problems of integration rather than
of alienation, The research staff finds itself continually caught by conflicting loyalties
to the goals and responsibilities of the research organization and the scientific disci-
pline of which they are a part and the goals and program interests of the national youth
serving organization to which they are related by the research contract. One of the
problems is that organization B would like more time from the research personnel
than they can afford in their budget, and the research staff feels motivated to put more
time and energy into the project than is warranted by the size of the research budget.
The direct influence they are having on the program goes far beyond the findings and
interpretations deriving from the research activities. Much of it derives from the
broader background of training in behavioral science theory f..s it is applied in informal
consulting relationships.

General Comments and Questions about Utilization
of Behavioral Science in these Two Cases

Inside versus Outside

One of the interesting areas for exploration seems to me to be an assessment
of the advantages and disadvantages of having the behavioral science personnel located
inside or outside the organization. There are plenty of successful and unsuccessful
examples of both. Different problems are created by each situation.

When the behavioral scientists are outsiders (as in Case B) they have to dem-
onstrate their readiness to understand and work on the problems of the client-system.
The reciprocal "contract relationship" of the two parties seems to result in a more
effective influence situation, and a motivation by the organization to "get their money's
worth" by using the help that is provided.

When the behavioral science resources are located inside it is easier to be
accepted as "one of us. " But there often seems Lo be a problem of losing status as an
expert resource.

Local Research or Wisdom from Elsewhere

Often the behavioral sci ntist has the judgment that the problems of a par-
ticular situation can be understood well enough to apply general principles from re-
search done elsewhere, without the need for elaborate diagnostic research. Even if
this is a current judgment it often seems necessary to do careful local fact finding to
get psychological acceptance of the diagnosis as "really valid about us."

There are certainly some very tough methodological problems involved in
trying to deal with the question of generalizing from research done elsewhere. Just
how does one identify the degree of genotypic similarity of this situation and others?
On what basis can one decide the degree of validity for this situation of theoretical
principles developed from a sample of somewhat different situations?
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Type and Degree of Compromise on "Level of Research"

The researcher may accept the value that there is nothing so practical (at
least in the long run) as good theory, or basic research; but the action-oriented ad-
ininif3trator or lay group is faced with decisions to make and action-sequences to take.
A stigla...'f- improvement in wisdom now is often more attractive than the prospect ofmore
perfect wisdom at a later date. Usually some type of creative compromise is called
for rather than a rigid expectation on the part of either party.

Periodic Evaluation versus Assessment of Causes of Movement

Too often the client and the behavioral scientist seem to be satisfied to get
evidence of thedegree of success or failure of a given action effort, rather than to cope
with the more arduous task of studying the processes which lead to one state of affairs
or the other. This process analysis can usually yield much richer fruits of understand-
ing the factors actually causing a successful or unsuccessful result of an action effort.

What Level of Communication is Required?

For some types of problems the verbal or written communication of a diag-
nostic itoight or interpretation seems sufficient to lead to a corrective change in ad-
ministrative action or new procedures or new structures. But in a larger number of
cases cognitive insight is not enough to stimulate appropriate use. Frequently a much
more intensive process of helping on the applying of the new knowledge is required,
which may include collaboration in working out the implied lines of action. In both
cases A. and B the communication of the findings about successful leadership practice
does not automatically result in improved leadership practice. Attitude changes and
skill training are required to translate the new knowledge into actual changes that make
a significant difference.

Behavioral Science Methodology may be the Sipificant Importation

In many situations, as in case B, the significant contribution from the be-
havioral sciences may be methodological, rather than substantive insight:- . This kind
of building in of "feedback experiences" in the on -going action by the incorporation of
modified research tools may have the most basic impact. In essence this amounts to
the idea that training in the use of scientific values and methods of problem solving
may he the greatest contribution the behavioral sciences can make to any on-going
human enterprise.



CASE STUDIES ON THE UTILIZATION OF BEHAVICRII. SCIENCE RESEARCH

By John C. Flanagan

Here are two more cases, one of which resulted in
extensive utilization of research results, the other
in more limited utili.:ation. The author isolates
some of the factors in these cases which might have
made for the difference in amount of utilization.
Dr. Flanagan is director of the American Institute
for Research, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Introduction

This discussion will report on two developmental studies in the behavioral science
field which were similar in many ways but differ markedly in the extent to which the
findings and procedures developed have been utilized. Both studies were carried out
by the American Institute for Research and involved developing procedures for substi-
tuting somewhat more standardized and objective evaluation procedures for devices
consisting primarily of sets of subjective ratings. Both studies represented applica-
tions of techniques used successfully in previous projects; both were based on the
analysis of data collected from actual field operations; and both involved evaluative
tryouts under field conditions of the procedures developed.

The plan is to provide an outline of each of the two projects describing especially
those features which might conceivably influence the utilization of the results. These
general accounts will be followed by a detailed comparison and analysis of

1. Background Factors
2. Factors related to the Nature of the Problem
3. Planning Factors
4. Factors related to the Initial Developmental Phase
5. Factors related to Tryout and Evaluation Phases
6. Timeliness Factors
7. Factors related to the Effects on the Decision-Makers
8. Factors related to the Effects on the Users
9. Factors related to Potential Benefits

The concluding section will summarize all aspects of the two studies which
appear to have had an influence on the extent to which the results were utilized, and
will develop generalizations to be stated as hypotheses regarding the factors which
appear most important in determining such utilization.
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An Example of Extensive Utilization of Results: The Development of
an Evaluation Procedure for Hourly-Wage Employees

Problem

The methods used by foremen to evaluate hourly-wage workers did not provide
satisfactory measures of performance. The types of subjective ratings usually usedfailed to discriminate the strong and weak factors in an individual's performance, or
the better from the poorer employees. For a wide variety of purposes including train-
ing, promotion, assigning merit increases, and improving performance. a better
system of evaluation was needed.

Background

This problem was discussed at a conference held by the General Motors Corpo-
ration in the summer of 1948. It was agreed that the Personnel Director of the Delco
Remy Division would work on the development of a satisfactory evaluation procedure.
Accordingly, he appointed a committee composed of foremen and representatives ofthe personnel department. Several meetings of this group were held to discuss the
problem and outline the requirements for a satisfactory procedure. In the spring of1949, the Personnel Director and a representative of Personnel Services in the Corpo-
ration Headquarters attended a conference at the University of Chicago's Institute for
Industrial Relations. They were favorably impressed with the ideas for developing anevaluation procedure presented by a representative of the American Institute forResearch.

After the meeting further discussion led to an invitation to visit the Delco-Remy
I)ivision and discuss the problem with the committee. The committee thought the gen-eral approach outlined was promising, and a proposal for a joint project to be carried
out by the committee and the American Institute for Research was formulated.

Plan

The objective of the project was stated to be the development of a practical pro-
cedure for use by foremen in evaluating the hourly-wage employees under their super-vision. It was agreed that the end-product should provide as objective and factual a
record as possible of the typical performance of the employee on the job. It was pro-
posed that this record be based on the components of job performance found to be of
most importance in terms of the goals of the organization. It was agreed that the
recording procedure should be efficient and simple.

To develop such an evaluation procedure, critical incidents of unusually effective
or ineffective performance were collected by the foremen and general foremen on the
committee through interviews with other foremen in the Division. The procedures for
collectingthese incidents were developed by the representative of the American Institute
for Research. He also provided instruction on the collection of incidents and checked
the types of incidents obtained each day. During the first days of interviewing, the
incidents collected were discussed with each interviewer. In addition to answering
questions and making suggestions regarding the amount of detail provided by the
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incidents, the procedures themselves were revised to eliminate certain misunderstand-
ings which some foremen had obtained.

In these interviews about 2500 critical incidents were collected. These were
used to formulate the categories of a classification system. Various members of the
staff contributed to the inductive development of this system. The types of behavior
or performance in the classification system were listed on a form called the Perform-
ance Record with specific sub-categories incr cating effective and ineffective perform-
ance on some important aspect of the job.

From the outset, it had been planned that the procedure provide an objective and
factual record of on-the-job performance rather than subjective ratings and estimates
of future performance. It was not known how frequently the critical incidents would
need to be recorded to obtain a relatively complete record of important happenings.
Similarly, information was not available on the feasibility of a system which required
the foremen to observe, identify, classify, and record incidents of this type.

An experimental tryout was arranged in which four groups of 25 foremen each
used the Performance Record in somewhat different ways for a period of two weeks.
One group recorded incidents daily on each of five men working under their supervision.
A second group recorded only at the end of each week. A third group recorded at the
end of the two-week period. The fourth group were allowed to select their own record-
ing procedure based on their experience as they tried out the method.

Results

The results, shown in Figure 1, indicate that foremen who recorded only once a
week forgot at least half of the incidents they observed judging by the numbers for those
recording daily. The foremen who recorded only at the end of the two-week period had
only one-fourth as many incidents as the daily recorders. The group allowed to. select
their own recording procedure indicated that they found recording daily or oftener was
the best procedure for them. Their results tended to be quite similar to those for the
group recording incidents on a daily basis.

At the end of the study the foremen were asked to indicate their preference
regarding frequency of recording. All but one of the 100 foremen participating in the
experiment voted for daily recording. After seeing the results in terms of numbers
of incidents, this one foreman also voted for daily recording.

Following this study all of the approximately 1000 foremen in the Delco-Remy
Division were trained in the use of the procedure. The Personnel Director reported
that during the first year the Performance Record was in use the number of disciplinary
cases was reduced by 50 per cent. The procedure was adopted in a number of the
other divisions of the General Motors Corporation in the years followingits development.

Similar Performance Records were developed for non-supervisory salaried
employees, and for supervisors and foremen. In the fall of 1955, six years after the
initial developmental work, the Performance Record was made available for general
use through publication by Science Research Associates.
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NUMBER OF CRITICAL INCIDENTS RECORDED
EN A. TWO -.WEEK PERIOD ACCORDING TO

FREQUENCY OF RECORDING FOR GROUPS OF 24 FOREMEN EACH

No. of
incidt.Ats
recorded

286

315

155

63

Optional Daily
(Usually daily)

Weekly

Figure 1

Biweekly
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Publications regarding the procedures and results include the following:

1. Miller, Robert B. & Flanagan, John C. The performance record: An
objective merit-rating procedure for industry. Amer. Psychologist,
1 nen C 007 0,)es /7JV U.) l -tr G.

2. Flanagan, John C. Principles and procedures in evaluating performance.
Personnel, 1952, 28, 373-386.

3. Flanagan, John C. The critical incident technique. Psych. Bull. , 1954,
51, 327-358.

4. Flanagan, John C. & Burns, Robert K. The employe Performance Record:
A new appraisal and development tool. Harvard Bus. Rev. , 1955, 33,
95-102.

5. Flanagan, John C. & Miller, Robert B. The Performance Record: The
critical incident method. Chicago: Science Research Associates.
1955.

An Example of Limited Utilization: The Development of an
Objective Proficiency Check for Private Pilot Certification

Problem

Studies over a ten-year period of the grades assigned pilots by instructors and
Civil Aeronautics Administration examiners revealed serious inadequacies in the
reliability of these procedures. It was also common knowledge tha: there was wide
variation in both the content and standards of the flight test as used for certification
purposes by various examiners. An improved flight test for certifying private pilots
appeared to be a very important need.

Background

The Director of the Division of Research of the Civil Aeronautics Administratio:.
had sponsored a series of projects studying flight testing procedures at all levels of
proficiency. These studies covering a ten-year period had developed a large body of
facts and technical know-how regarding the measurement of flight performance. A
series of studies initiated by the Director of the Division of Research cf th:.-1 CAA
through the Committee on Aviation Psychology of the National Research Council and
carried out by the American Institute for Research had resulted in the development of
an objective flight check for certi:icalion for the airline transport rating. Early in
1949 the American Institute for Research proposed the application of similar analytical
and developmental techniques to tic problem of developing an objective proficiency
check for private pilot certification. The program planning staff of the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration concurred it the degirability of such a developmental project,
and provided the funds for this study,
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Plan

The purpose of the project was the development of an objective flight check toimprove the measurement and evaluation of the critical skills necessary for safe andefficient private flying. It was agreed that the flight check to be recommended for usein the certification of pilots for private flying would consist of measures of the privatepilot skills which careful analysis revealed to be critical for safe flight. It was alsoagreed that the objective flight check would emphasize the principles established asessential to effective measurement by previous studies. These included: 1) uniformstandards, 2) on-the-spot recordings, 3) efficient description, 4) objective items,5) clearly defined tasks, 6) consistent measurement, and 7) critical components.

From the outset, the importance of using the experience and suggestions of awide variety of groups was recognized. Throughout the project periodic planning con-ferences were held. These conferences were attended by representatives of the CAA'sSafety and Certification Divisions, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, andother organizations with research experience in this field, along with the professionalresearch staff of the project and the Director of Research of the American Institutefor Research.

The general plan for carrying out the project was to determine the critical com-ponents of safe flight as revealed by a systematic analysis of all the accident reportsof private pilots for the year 1947. Special attention was given to those 1563 accidentsof private pilots resulting in fatal or serious injury to personnel or in total destructionof the aircraft. Using the results of this analysis and the guiding principles for thedevelopment of an objective flight check as determined in previous studies, a tentativedraft of the objective profici .cy check for private pilot certification was developed.In additInto the review of the advisory group mentioned above, interviews and informaltryouts of the tentative form of the flight check were conducted in several states by theproject director. More than thirty persons reviewed the tentative form and many ofthem tried out this new flight check in the air. As a final procedure for obtaining moreextensive participation in the development of the form by the ultimate users, copies ofthis experimental flight check, a manual of instructions and a short questionnaire weremailed to two groups. The first group consisted of the 200 Airman Safety Agents in allregions. The forms were mailed directly to them by the Airman Division of the CAA.These safety agents are the persons responsible for the supervision of private pilottraining and certification. The second group, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Associa-tion also mailed these materials to 200 members of their Association. The personsincluded in their mailing represented those known to be especially interested in andqualified to evaluate the new flight check.

Of the 4C0 questionnaires mailed out, 90 were returned. These replies wereused in preparing final recommendations regarding the flight check as presented tothe CAA.

In addition to a number of informal tryouts of the new flight check it was possibleto arrange a more formal study involving 25 student pilots tested atthe 20- and 40-hourlevels at the Institute of Aviation, University of Illinois.

i
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Results

The objective flight check scores showed a fair degree of consistency between
these two checks, whereas the subjective check pilot scores showed practically no
consistency. Similarly, the objective flight check score at the 20-hour level provided
a fahiy good prediction of what the instructor grade would be at the 40-hour level.,
whereas the subjective check pilot score which was similar to the type of flight test
evaluation then in use for certification showed only slightly better than chance predic-
tive value for the same criterion. These data are shown graphically in Figure 2.

The analysis of the 90 replies to the questionnaire indicated that about eight out
of nine of the respondents felt that an objective type certification check was desirable,
and favored further development work toward this aim.

The project led to a sknilpr developmental study for the U.S. Air Force. In this
case the principle purpose was to develop an objective flight check which would predict
later performance in military pilot training from a check given after only 20 or 30 hours
of instraction in light planes.

A number of copies of the flight check proposed for use in the certification of
private pilots were printed and turned over to the CAA in May 1951 at the time the final
report on the project was published. However, it was the opinion of the personnel in
the Airman Division of the CAP_ that the flight check was too complicated for use in the
field and it was not adopted.

Approximately a year later new personnel in the CAA were given the responsi-
bility for improving the flight check for the certification of private pilots. They pre-
pared a new flight check incorporating a number of the principles included in the form
devised by the American Institute for Research. Two very important factors incorpo-
rated into this new procedure were 1) stressing critical situations in flying and
procedures for coping with them, and 2) providing specific tolerances it terms of
numbers of degrees, feet, and miles per hour. In a conversation in February 1956,
the official currently responsible for certification procedures indicated that he felt that
the basic ideas had been put into effect and the CAA bad received many complimentary
remarks on the increased precision of their statement of critical pilot skills required
for certification. He reported that he was still having trouble getting his field agents
to apply the flight check in a standard manner. He also added that a revision of the
examining manual was now in preparation, based on a new set of requirements being
developed in cooperation with the Civil Aeronautics Board.

The only publication resulting from this project was: Stanford C. Ericksen, De-
velopment of an objective proficiency check for private pilot certification. Washington,
D.C. : Civil Aeronautics Administration Program Planning Staff. Report No. 95. 1951.

A Comparison of the Factors in these Studies which Might
Influence Utilization of Results

Background Factors

There appears to be one important difference in the backgrounds of these two
studies. The study on which there was extensive utilization of results waa initiated by
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COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS AS TO ABOVE AVERAGE INSTRUCTOR GRADE
EASED ON SPIILAR DATA FROM THE 20-HOUR OBJECTIVE FLIGHT-CHECK SCORE

AND THE 20-HOUR SUBJECTIVE PILOT SCORE

Objective Flight-check Score

80% Agreement 20% Di sa;:\N

Figure 2
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the person responsible for the type of procedure involved. nit. individual was already
on record to the effect that the procedure in current use was uns, itisfactory. He had also
agreed to develop a new procedure as a model for general use. This decision was at
leastin part suggested to him by his superior who :also felt that a change was necessary.

On the other hand, in the study in -vhich only limited utilize tion has been achieved,
the initiative came from the research personnel. The person responsible for adopting
the new procedure was not under any pressure to make a change and apparently had no
strong feelings that the current procedures were unsatisfactory.

Factors related to the Nature of the Problem

The two cases seem quite similar from the point of view of the nature of the prob-
lem involved. In both cases there appeared to be a real need for a precise, efficient,
and objective instrument to replace current subjective rating procedures in practical
use.

Planning Factors

In both cases extensive and probably effective use was made of advisory commit-
tees in the planning phases. However, representation on the committees was undoubt-
edly much more adequate in the project where good utilization was obtained since all of
the personnel involved were concentrated in one location. This made it easy to bring
together a group representative of all potential users. On the other band, only the
headquarters supervisors represented those who were the ultimate users where only
limited utilization was achieved. In this case the actual usf:rs were spread throughout
the country and adequate representation on the planning coramittee did not appear
feaslbr e.

Factors related to the Initial Developmental Phase

In both cases the instruments developed for use were based on systematic analy-
ses of the factors found critical in recent operational experience. However, in the
project on which more extensive use of the results was achieved, the ultiraate users
participated actively in contributing to and collecting the data. They reported critical
incidents which they had observed recently and their representatives reviewed the anal-
ysis and classification of these incidents. In the project on which only limited utiliza-
tion was obtained the critical factors were collected from the accident files and it was
possible to obtain a review of the analysis and L:assification of these critical compo-
neats by the headquarters advisory group only.

Factors related to Tryout and Evaluation Phases

Again in this phase, it was possible to obtain more general participation in the
study on which more immediate and extensive utilization was made of the results. It
should also be noted that the results of the tryouts and evaluation were probably much
more effectively communicated to the users than in the limited utilization project.

However, it is of interest to note that the findings with respect to the value of the
newly developed procedures were not more convincing in the high utilization project
than in the limited utilization case. If anything, perhaps the reverse might be the case.
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It is certainly true that these results were more immediately arid effectively communi-
cated to the prospective users in the high utilization case.

Timeliness Factors

From the general point of view of need for new instruments and availability of
techniques for developing such instruments, it is believed that both of these studies
were very timely. However, as previously indicated, in the case of the extensive
utilization project, top management was sensitive to the need for an improved proce-
dure, whereas in the other situation, there was no such sensitivity to the need at the
time of the study.

Factors related to the Effects on the Decision-Makers

In both instances, adopting the new procedure represented some risk to the per-
sons responsible for recommending such a change. There were two types of risk in-
volved in each. First, the supervisors of those responsible for making the decisions
might not regard the change as an Improvement and hold the decision-maker responsi-
ble. And second, the users, or some vocal minority of them, might object to the
change and cause some loss of prestige to the decision-maker. It should be noted that
the field agents in the limited utilization project were probably in a stronger position
to "make trouble" regarding a change than the foremen in the other situation.

Factors related to the Effects on the Users

It does not seem likely that there were important differences in the two studies
in the real ultimate effect on the prestige and status of the users if the new procedures
were adopted. However, 51 does appear that there were real differences in the per-
ceived effects by at least some of the members of these groups. In the case of the
high utilization study there was much emphasis in the presentation to the users of the
increased opportunity to play an important role in developing employees. In the other
study the field agents felt that the use of an objective procedure with fixed published
standards would tend to mechaniz their job and reduce its importance.

Factors related to Potential Benefits

In both studies substantial benefits appeared possible. It would seem that the
direct monetary cost of obtaining these benefits was negligiole in both instances. How-
ever, increased indirect costs in terms of time for recording observations would be
required. in the case of the limited utilization study a eotent, though largely irrele-
vant argument was that the requirement for more frequent recording represented a
safety hazard.

In the project on which there was extensive utilization the potential benefits from
adopting the new procedure included greater productivity and therefore greater profits,
improved employee attitudes, and general improvements in administrative effective-
ness. In the project on which there was only limited utilization of the results the
potential benefits were greater precision in evaluation leading to increased safety,
changed emphasis in evaluation which should result in improved training and improved
attitudes on the part of examinees because of the increased fairness of an objective
examination. Perhaps the most significant difference in the two situations is that in
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one case the results in terms of productivity and better employee attitudes were more
readily and tangibly evaluated than the potential benefits of increased safety and more
favorable attitudes by examinees in the second study.

Summary

Comparisons could not be made in this study of certain factors which are prob-
ably important in determining utilization of research findings since they were included
in both projects. These factors include: basing the research or development work on
data collected from actual field operations; trying out the procedures developed under
field conditions; selecting projects representing important needs; including in the plan-
ning phases those responsible for the ultimate decision to use the findings; and select-
ing projects for the conduct of whicb effectis e techniques are available.

The comparison does not seem to suggest that the conclusiveness of the evidence
favoring the adoption of the new procedure is of very great importance. This appears
unfortunate and it is hoped that it will become less apparent as the decision-makers
obtain more sophistication in research methodology.

The comparison lends positive support to the importance of several factors in
influencing the utilization of research results. These include: having the requirements
for the study originate with the persons responsible for using the findings; having top
management sensitive to the need for improvements in the area being studied; obtaining
extensive participation of the ultimate users of the findings in collecting the data and
evaluating the results; insuring that the decision-maker and also the ultimate users
perceive the change as resulting in definite personal benefits to them; and having poten-
tial benefits from the utilization of the researchfindings which are tangible and readily
evaluated.

Perhaps the most encouraging finding with respect to this comparison was the
extent of use that had been made in the five years since its completion of the findings
in the study originally selected ss representing an example of extremely limited utili-
zation of results. Perhaps researchers in the behavioral sciences field should devote
their main attention to carrying out good research and seeing that the results are pub-
lished and circulated to those responsible for making decisions.



THE APPLICATION OF SOCIAL RESEARCH FINDINGS

By Elmo C. Wilson

Out of his experience as president of International
Research Associates, Inc. , Dr. Wilson suggests
some principles of successful utilization, and then
examines a case in which the researchers followed
up on a management: study to find out which of their
recommendations were accepted, which were rejected,
and the apparent reasons why.

The Application of Social Research Findings

Much that is written and said regarding the utilization of research findings, inthe social science field at any rate, appears to reflect a narrow view of the meaningof "use" and "useful". It is as though social researchers, obsessed with the need tojustify themselves as scientific workers whose product repays the modest investment
society makes in it, had to witness wheels turning and cogs meshing before they could
be convinced that their efforts had had any effect.

Yet, a good deal of research which has been demonstrably useful has not been
accompanied by specific recommendations or calls to action leading to correspondingacts and decisions. It has often happened, for example, that program evaluation re-search has simply shown that a program is being carried out as planned and that no
modifications are called for. Such research was undeniably useful, although no one"used" it. Again, a piece of research such as the Census urges no program, suggestsno revision of policy, proposes no innovations in practice. Nevertheless, the Censusstands as a repository of information so useful and so heavily used that the chief criti-cism directed against it is that it is performed too infrequently.

This unfulfilled desire to push buttons and manipulate the machinery is probably
keenest among those whose studies are classifiable as "pure" or theoretical. The rudi-mentary stage of development of the social sciences means that there is no cushion of
tangible past achievements of the I--ind that permits natural scientists to pursue re-searches having no conceivable practical application, without ego-deprivation and with
complete confidence in the wrirth of what they are doing. The judgments of their peers
are sufficient criteria of merit for the natural scientist, but they still fall short in the
case of the academic worker in behavioral science.

The same misgivings, if not of the same order of intensity, afflict the social
science investigator in "applied research", including the multitude of commercial
practitioners whose efforts serve business, industry and government. Here, however,
the situation is different: research is sold or ordered, designed and executed in a use
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context. It is assumed that it is to be used, else it would not have been undertaken at
all. This state of affair, serves both to make more direct the researcher's stake in
his product (since he has an immediate economic interest in its success) and to blur
somewhat the specifying of criteria for usefulness; i. e. , clients, too, must justify
their investments (if only to themselves) and are under some pressure to make a show-
ing of application of the findings for which they have paid.

At the same time, there is no generally accepted standard of what constitutes
ether the utility or the use of a set of research findings. Very often, the researcher's
satisfaction in his work is based solely upon the warmth of the client's reception of the
report. If it was "a mighty fine job" or "just what we wanted," the researcher is happy;
if the reaction is lukewarm or clearly one of displeasure, he is unhappy; this, in spite
of the-fact that either reaction may occur without genuine relevance to the usefulness
of the findings.

It is sometimes true, of course, that client-researcher collaboration in defining
problems and formulating research procedures has been such that a pleased client rd-
action is reasonable assurance that the results are indeed useful; in such cases, tie
researcher is almost certain to know this without the client's confirmation. Where
both researcher gnd client are in agreement as to the usability of findings, failure in
fact to utilize s .s virtually always due to circumstances which the researcher is
powerless to modify: either the needs and goals of the client have changed in unpre-
dictable ways, or extraneous forces (such as a legislature or a board of directors)
have intervened to make utilization impossible.

Again, however, except in continuing research relationships such as those cov-
ered by a retainer arrangement, the researcher's knowledge of actual use of his work
is generally sketchy, informal and inferential -- if it exists at all. He can seldom ob-
tain comprehensive knowledge of the utilization of research except by a systematic
follow-up, which may constitute another research in itself, requiring much the same
procedures as were involved in the original study. (Partly because of their rarity,
such follow-ups or reviews have considerable significance for the subject of this paper,
and one such will be discussed in some detail later on. )

Conditions and circumstances which are beyond the conscious control of the re-
searcher always bulk large, of course, among the factors entering into the ultimate
disposition of a research report. Where these conditions are favorable, the research
is likely to be well received and put to good use; where they are unfavorable, the most
competent work, the greatest need and the best intent may not suffice to keep it from
accumulating dust on the shelf. Frequently, the researcher knows or suspects that he
is up against difficult odds even before he undertakes the study; even more often, be
becomes aware of it in the course of the study. He may, of course, exercise the one
measure of realistic control he unquestionably possesses: to decline the study or to
discontinue it. While this is certainly advisable in some extreme cases, we may be
sure that proposals will continue to be made, contracts accepted and research per-
formed under all but the most impossibly adverse circumstances.

Although the researcher cannot modify certain of the factors which are going to
affect the use of his work, it is nonetheless worthwhile to review a few of them here.
To know them is at least to be forewarned, and there may arise occasions when sound
application of the proper ingenuity or influence in the right quarters will help ease an
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otherwise hopeless situation. Case illustrations have not been provided in every in-
stance; the same is true of the subsequent discussion of factors which are susceptible
to the researcher's own operations in the interest of utilization.

Conditions the Researcher Does Not Control

The contracting agent and the point of application. A study's chances of being
applied are improved if the proposal for it originates with the agency or division which
it is to affect. The chances become progressively poorer as the originating authority
becomes more remote from the point at which the recommendations are to be applied.
Two closely parallel INRA studies can be cited as illustrations. In neither case was
there any opportunity for the research organization to change in any way the situation
within which the research was to be performed or its findings applied.

Each study was directed toward known or suspected deficiencies in the Reserve
training set-up of one of the military services. Despite great differences in mission,
mode of organization and traditions, the two Reserves shared so many common prob-
lems that there is no question as to their comparability for our purpose. Each, for
example, was severely limited in the amount of time available for training. In each,
a considerable portion of the limited training time was occupied with administrative
routines and unanticipated or nonrecurrent duties. In each, the training was seriously
compromised by a split between authority and responsibility, which were separately
vested in two groups of supervisory personnel. Each was handicapped by a shortage
of competent instructors and by deficiencies in their selection and preparation. The
two studies were contemporaneous.

The research for Service Branch A was ordered by a service agency primarily
concerned with developmental studies. The need of such an inquiry was not at issue,
nor were cooperation and interest lacking among the operating personnel who served
as subjects for the investigation. There was even general agreement that the problems
defined for exploration were, in fact, areas needing corrective action. Nevertheless,
the degree of follow-through on the recommendations growing out of the research was
minimal.

The research for Service Branch B, although ordered by the same developmental
service agency, originated within the operating organization of the Branch's Reserve
arm. The problem areas were derived empirically from exploratory observation and
from discussion between INRA and staff and Branch personnel, unlike the case with
Service Branch A, whose problems had largely been set forth in advance as "given, "
with the researchtask restricted to a study of ways and means to solutions of problems
thus predefined.

Quotations from introductory passages in the two reports are illuminating. They
show how the predetermination of problems led to one kind of research focus with Serv-
ice Branch A, to another kind with Service Branch B. In connection with the former,
the study outline prepared by the contracting service agency states: "The first phase
will define the areas where existing problems interfere with the accomplishment of
training objectives (italics ours)." And later, in the words of the research staff:
"Many of the problem areas are obvious. It is the task of this project to clarify and
codify these obvious problems and to analyze the more obscure problem areas. "
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Definition of training problems contained little of the a priori element in the
case of Service Branch B. "These problems have been established as a result of ex-
amining Reserve unit training operations in the light of their goals, " states the B
report, "no one was asked what his problems were . . . It should be noted that these
problems have been developed from the Reserve point of view -- and that . . . where
a possible solution is presented, this has been developed from the point of view of the
Reserve, without knowledge or consideration of those policies and practices of the
permanent establishment which might be involved. "

This comparison, it may be emphasized, demonstrates the special advantage ac-
cruing to research which originates at or near the point of application: it is not so much
that the egos of operating personnel are better served and the report thus launched in
an atmosphere of greater good will, helpful as all this may be; it is rather that the
very focus of the investigation itself is directed along more cogent lines. In Loth
studies, the conclusions included short-range administrative prescriptions as well as
recommendations for further study (both in-service and external) which was clearly
indicated if the necessary action was to be soundly based. Inquiry over succeeding
months established that few if any of the recommendations of Study A were carried
out, whereas steps were shortly under way to effect many of the suggestions contained
in Study B -- including the additional research called for.

A basis for choosing between opposing views. Other things being equal, research
is likely to be functional in situations characterized by a sharp divergence of opinion
as to the best of alternative decisions. This kind of situation sets up a framework
within which the critical questions can be accurately formulated and inquiry directed
with comparative precision. By the same token, the answers obtained are likely to be
fairly clear-cut and the recommendations can thus more readily be stated in terms of
the alternatives. It needs to be noted, however, that the phrase "other things being
equal" is highly relevant; it means, simply, that the choice of altenaAves is really
understood to be dependent upon the :results of the research. If, instead, the disagree-
ment over alternatives is a reflection of political or bureaucratic contests, then the
situation may be the worst possible for utilization of the research, no matter how well
done. Unfortunately, the existence of such a state of affaIrs is often extremely hard
for outsiders to detect, even after the research has been under way for some time.

Decision insurance. Research is often highly functional when substantial agree-
ment has been reached on a policy derision, but the nature of the remaining opposition
is such that disinterested outside testimony is needed to clinch the decision and produce
an atmosphere decisively favorable to executing the policy. It is assumed in such
instances that fair and impartial examination will in fact confirm the majority's con-
clusions; but, because it proceeds from sources not previously identified with the con-
troversy, it will carry a weight which its proponents have lost in the course of debate.
This is, of course, a quite different situation from that in which research is suborned
to show a prescribed result; in the present case, should the results turn out other than
expected, they would lead to indicated modifications in the prevailing views.

Such a situation evidently existed in the Department of the Army early in the
Korean War with re3pect to the integration of white and colored troops. Opinion favor-
able to integration, chiefly Oa military grounds, had always been present in some
strength; but under the stress of World War II experience with all-Negro units of divi-
sional size and in response to strong political pressure, sentiment favoring implementation
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of Presidential no-discrimination orders had gained the ascendancy. If the Army circles
in which the power of decision lay chose to do so, integration could be ordered forth-with, with reasonable certainty that it would work out satisfactorily.

The penalty of error, however; could be high; even were the prediction justified,it was possible that integration might carry a built-in source of failure if those respon-
sible for effecting It down through the echelons should be unable to do so effectively
because of their own unresolved doubts. In such a situation, impartial observers ofintegration already in effect could provide detailed and pertinent information as to itsresults. Project CLEAR, as this research was known, assessed the progress andeffects of intevation in combat units in Korea and in garrison units lathe United States
and concluded that it not only resulted in no damage to the performance of the affected
units, but that it elevated the performance of Negro troops who were no longer segre-
gated. Submission of the report on the Korean phase a the study wan followed shortly
by announcement of the policy of integration for all units in the Far East Command.
The brevity of the time that elapsed between submission of ',he report and the policy
announcement tended to support the belief that the decision had not waited to be formedby the report which was used as a kind of "decision insurance."

Filling an information vacuum. Where there is a complete or near-complete lackof information of a kind that makes an essential background for policy determinations,
research providing the information will be highly useful. The number and distributionof radio sets, for example, in a country or an area for which this information has notyet been compiled is vital to certain kinds of promotion planning; even less-than-ade-
quate research may find a patron in this situation, if there is nothing better available.

Systematic and projectable information regarding popular sentiment toward anAmerican company operating in Brazil was needed for the company's calculations re-garding its future investment and public relations programs inthat country. No current
source was capable of providing more than unreliable guesses. An INRA study wasdesigned to obtain the needed information from a representative cross section of the
country's adult population, and the conclusions of the study were then embodied inpolicies and programs designed to bolster weaknesses and exploit strengths in thecompany's position. While the study's results covered numerous aspects of thesituation, almost any single aspect wculd have found some application under the cir-cumstances.

Conditions Subject to the Researcher's Control

Competence of the research. In the foregoing, it was assumed that adequate
levels of technical proficiency prevailed in the execution of the research. At this
juncture, however, the maZzer shouldnot beleftirnplicit. In an unhappily large numberof cases, studies are not used simply because they have been so poorly done that they
possess no utility at all. This is, of course, mar excellence the determinant of utiliza-tion for which the researcher assumes the responsibility. Clarity and sufficiency
of formulations, efficiency of design, pertinence and effectiveness of instruments, skilland shrewdness of analysis, and economical management may not guarantee utilization
of a piece of research; but there is no hope for it at all if they are lacking.

Proper definition of the problem. To say that a problem must be understood and
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defined before it car be researched is something of a first-grade maxim. What is often
overlooked is that such definition may not be achievable until the client himself has
came to a more adequate understanding of his needs. The researcher can frequently
make major contributions to this understanding, assisting the client to think through
his problems in terms both of logic and of susceptibility to investigation. Not uncom-
monly, the outcome of such a researcher-induced process is that the client comes to
recognize a need totally different from the one he initially presented.

An interesting example of this within INRA experience involved a client's request
for a study of reader reception of one of its house organs. A series of meetings be-
tween researchers and clients disclosed that the company's research problem was
much broader than originally intimated. In the end gt full-scale employee attitude
study evolved from the discussions.

Setting realistic goals. Client disappointment with research is sometimes trace-
able to having entertained too high expectations of what research might be expected to
accomplish. This is seldom a problem with clients who have had previous successful
experience with research, but may be troublesome in other instances. The researcher
may be reasonably sure that he can be of help, but that the help will be limited. Tc
state the probable value of the research in the limited terms justified may, despite its
accuracy, discourage the prlspective client. The temptation to promise more than
can be delivered is likely to be compounded by the knowledge that a less cautious com-
petitor may get the contract.

Constructive management of this kind of situation is a function not only of ethics
and the longer view, but, again, of research competence. If the researcher does not
himself thoroughly understand the range of possibilities for his work, he is not in a
position to explore them usefully with his client.

Identifying the client. The identity of the person or perr .ns who will actually
make the decisions regarding the usefulness of a study is sometimes a study in itself;
it is usually well worth the effort it entails. Where the negotiating representative is
to be the judge, or where no question arises as to the authority of his interpretation of
the criteria, whoever the judges may be, this presents no problem. But there are
frequent instances of research planned and conducted along lines will ch researcher and
agent completely agree upon and which, upon submission of the repo rt, are found to be
wide of the mark set by the ultimate authorities. In order to avoid such outcomes,
every eff. should be made to ensure that there is no division of opinion between the
negotiator and the ultimate authorities as to the purpose and expectations of the re-
search. Where the latter's involvement in planning and monitoring can be obtained,
there may be special advantages fo-r

Follow-up on Utilization: A Case History

The remainder of this discussion is devoted to a report on an all-too-rare de-
velopment; the follow-up by a research staff (in accordance with the original contract
terms) of the progress made by the client in applying the findings of the study. The
research involved was a management study of a small, denominational college. The
objectives of the study were stated as follows in the preface to the original Report:

1
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"This study is concernedwith the actual and potential economic resources of
College; and with its policies, practices and plans in reference to these resources.
Economic, as used here, includes all tangible and intangible assets of the college,
excluding some matters of an academic nature. Thus the scope of the study ranges
from financial matters, through personnel practices, to matters of community and
alumni relations."

Detailed inquiry was made into such aspects of the college's management as the
hiring, promotion, tenure salaries of staff; the accounting systems and office pro-
cedures in the various divisions; fees and endowments; plant use and maintenance and
the procure nent of supplies; public relations and the recruitment of students. A firm
of accountants served as consultants in the survey and analysis of the accounting and
bookkeeping procedures.

As a result of the survey, more than 160 specific recommendations were made,
of all degrees of importance. Nearly three-fifths of these recommendations either bad
been carried out or were in process of being carried out at the time of the return visit
by the research staff, one year later. Major and minor recommendations had been
carried out in substantially the same proportions in which they had been presented.
Since the latter is a purely numerical finding, however, it should be kept in mind that
failure to implement a given major finding may have more absolute importance than
failure to implement twice the proportionate number of minor findings. In seven or
eight instances, the research staff concluded that recommendations it had made origi-
nally were, in the light of further experience and additional evidence, not justified.

Reasons for Rejections of ecommendations

Of the 35 per cent of the recommendations which had not been effected, a little
over half had been by-passed for reasons of bureaucratic inertia, for what may be
termed "human relations" reasons, or for no ascertainable reason whatever. It is
probable that many more than were so specified could be attributed to difficulties of
personality and to entrenched personal preferences which had imposed effective blocks
to change. This would be particularly true of relatively minor procedural recommen-
dations, where failure to follow through would not be readily detected and, if detected,
might not seem worth pressing for.

Not quite a quarter of the recommendations had definitely been rejected by the
college officials on grounds which were usually made explicit. These were simply
cases in whichtheir judgment differed from that of the research staff. It was generally
apparent that some ground for differing judgments did, in fact, exist; in most cases,
however, the research staff remained of the same opinion as before with respect to the
value of the recommendations. Again, there seems to have been no disproportionate
representation of either major or minor recommendations in this group.

About the same number of recommendations as in the foregoing paragraph had
not been instituted because their application was dependent upon developments beyond
the scope of the study. Their general desirability was not questioned, but it was felt
that they were contingent upon certain events of which the college authorities were
hopeful but which they could do little or nothing to hasten. The research staff had been
aware of these conditions, for the most part, at the time of rendering its report; since
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the recommendations themselves were deemed sound, however, they were nevertheless
included.

Examples of Rejected Recommendations

A look at examples of these three types of nonapplied findings may be instructive.
The illustrations are quoted from the Follow-up Survey and are presented in parallel
columns for ease of comparison. The first set deals with cases in which the human
element -- inertia, personality, and the like was judged to have been most influential.

The Recommendation:

"The division heads should participate
more fully in the budget-making proc-
ess. Detailed budget requests should
be required of each of the division
heads prior to the adoption of the annual
budget. . . . Once the budget has been
approved, the actual spending of the
money should be the responsibility of
the division head rather than the
ness Manager. "

"It is suggested that one signature be
required on general disbursement
checks and that the practice of pre-
signing checks be eliminated. "

"It is recommended that the two full-
time dining department employees over
65 years of age be retired on their
social security pensions and that the
operation of the kitchen be continued
without further re-hiring of full-time
personnel."

"The Business Office could save time if
expense allowances were paid once a
month ty check. Time could also be
saved in preparing the weekly payroll if
it were paid by check. "

"Endowment fund securities having a
cost of over $400, 000 have been kept in
the Business Office safe for consider-
able periods. The securities would be
better protected if they were kept in one
of the bank safety deposit boxes. "

The Result:

"The Dean of the College disagre
with the recommendation and has not
gi. en it his approval. Since the con-
ditions which prompted it remain,
further consideration of the matter
by the College Administration is
urged. "

"The pre-signing of checks, a common
procedure in the College, willvery likely
continue despite this recommendation.
The Administration is urged to review
again the recommended procedure."

"There is some evidence that personal
reasons were permitted to intervene in
establishing the most efficient system of
help in the kitchen, and thus the antici-
pated saving of $3800 fi.om retirement
of personnel has not been fully realized. "

"This recommendation has not been car-
ried out. If these expenses were paid by
check, the Business Office would then
probably have to cash them. However,
the recommendation should ultimately be
adopted because of its benefits. "

"This recommendation has not been car-
ried out, for no understandable reason.
It is again urged that it be given immedi-
ate and serious consideration. "
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The second set of examples of rejected recommendations deals with those which
the college administration had definitely decided, after consideration, to discard:

The Recommendation:

"It is recommendedthat one Blanket Fire
and Extended coverage policy be taken for
all campus buildings and all endowment
buildings owned by the College . . . . A
blanket policy is more economical . . "

"Treasury Department Form 1099 has
not been filed by the College for persons
receiving expense allowances and wages
amounting to $600 and over in a calendar
year. This form should be filed to avoid
the penalties provided for willful failure
to make an information return."

"It is recommended that the Director of
Accounts review the advertising that is
published in the Yearbook and compare
the advertising space with the income
received in the Business Office. "

The Result:

"This recommendation has not been car-
ried out. The co'erage has been spread
over several local companies for pur-
poses of good will and the amounts have
gradually been increased,. "

"An informal opinion from a qualified
source was sought locally by the College,
and the advice given that adherence to this
law was not absolutely necessary. Thus,
the recommendation has not been carried
out. While it is true that failure to file
Form 1099 is more often overlooked than
rot in such cases, it should be clearly
understood that the College is leaving
itself liable for this failure to comply."

"This recommendation is being carried
out wherever possible, but it should be
pointed out that income from such adver-
tising is frequently carried as a collecti-
ble item with no intention of pressing for
the collection, in view of the needed
good will of the advertisers. "

As examples of recommendations considered to be contingent upon other develop-
ments, the following may be cited:

The Recommendation:

"In view of the low utilization of real
estate and the high costs disclosed in
the cost analysis section, the Home
Economics building should be converted
into a rental property, and the value
thereof added to the endowment of the
College. "

"A revised Balance Sheet with four sup-
porting schedules is recommended
(Exhibit XVI)."

The Result:

"This recommendation has not been car-
ried out because the facility is relied
upon to keep the student nurses' contract
-- a source of income. The ultimate
disposition of the Home Economics
buildings will be up ;or consideration
again upon the completion of the planned
library, at which time the present ad-
ministraave quarters will be available
for expanded classroom activity. "

"Nothing has been accomplished onthese
recommendations relating to revising the
financial statements of budgeting. It is
evident that the subject will require dis-
cussion with the parent Board. "
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The Recommendation:

"These records (prior years' accounting
records) should be stored in a fireproof
location instead of in the basement sup-
ply room of the Administration Building.
Warehouse space could be rented, or a
concrete vault constructed. . . .

Conclusions From tdE,t1R.ecommendations

The Result:

"This recommendation is being held up
pending the construction of the library."

This recital of examples of recommendations which were not adopted, and of the
reasons therefor, should help to illustrate two conclusions: first, that adoption or
non-adoption seems to have been related but little, if at all, to the nature or impor-
tance of the recommendation; and second, that the validity of these recommendations
is unimpaired regardless of the fact that they have not been carried out. Indeed, they
would have merited inclusion in the Report even had the research staff been assured
at the outset that there was no chance of their being put into effect. Their formulation
was justified entirely without regard to their utilization or nonudlization: that the latter
circumstance prevailed need not diminish the research staff's satisfaction with the
work, even without the knowledge that the majority of the recommendations did get
carried out.

Recommendations Put Into Effect

It may be noted that the following recommendations were among those put into
effect:

The Recommendation:

"Some saving in administrative effort
might be realized by consolidating the
Veterans' administrative functions with
the Registrar's Office. "

"Increases should be made in the basic
faculty pay scale whenever feasible, in
order to bring the average compensation
closer to that for College teachers as a
whole."

"A basic pay scale should be set up in
each of the four academic ranks provid-
ing an initial salary and annual incre-
ments for a period of three to seven
years. If some range of bargaining is
needed in hiring new personnel, they
can be given one or two annual incre-
ments in addition to their base salary."

The Result:

"This recommendatii.sn has been carried
out, with a saving of $600."

"This recommendation, considered of
vital importance by the Survey group,
was carried out, with a raise of 10 per
cent in the annual salary, plus a bonus
of 7 per cent in the last school year."

"This recommendation has been carried
out. If



The Recommendation:

"it is recommended that the management
contract with the Com-
pany be terminated and that the Resident
tvianager be ,--4tiested to terminate her
employment with and
become an employee of the College."

"The Bookstore merchandising would be
improved by the adoption of a line of the
better grade paper-bound books. A dis-
play of the Mentor Book Series or the
Anchor Book Series would be a probable
source of additional income and would
also add to the appearance of the Book-
store."

"It is recommended tha, registration
billing forms be prepared in duplicate
on registration day."

"Personal valuables are being kept in
the Business Office safe. Since these
items are not covered by insurance, it
would be advisable to discontinue this
practice to avoid liability to the owner
in case of loss."
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The Result:

"This recommendation has been carried
out. It should be noted that if anything,
the excellent quality of the food in the
dining-hall is even improved, rather than
diminished. The minimum saving to the
College through the cancellation of the
managememt. enntract is $4200 per year."

"This recommendation has been carried
out.

Over-all Conclusions From Follow-up Report

II

"This recommendation has been carried
out."

"This recommendation has been carried
out. "

The experience of the research staff in conducting the follow-up survey led it to
certain conclusions of an over-all sort, in addition to those relating to specific items.
A summary statement covering these conclusions notes that the success of the "key
recommendation" -- raising faculty salaries -- was " . . . attributed to the influence
of the Report by even the most Report-resistant members of the administration." The
recommendation to drop the dining-hall management contract was found to be saving
enough money, in one year, to pay for the College's share of the Report cost.

Some of the recorded comments of the College's administrators echo hypotheses
presented earlier in this paper. To quote from the Follow-up Survey, "The value of
the Report in the eyes of the various College administrators depends upon the view-
point of the individual administrator. To some, ' . . . it strengthened my hand; I
knew about this and your pointing it out gave me the backing to do something about it.'
To others, it poses a threat: either appearing as personal criticism, or because it
brings out into the open, for rbjective examination, conditions or working relations
which have been accepted and not discussed. To still, others, it is ' . . , really a
guide for the future; we can work on this for a long time.' It doesn't matter that
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several administrators in the College characterize the analysis and recommendations
by saying, 'Of course, most of these are things that we already knew about -- the
Report Just lays them out in front of us.' It does matter that the changes haeri't been
made before the Report came out, and were made after it did come out."

In the opinion of the research staff, an even higher level of utilization might
have been attained had certain weaknesses in the original Report been apparent at the
time of its preparation. The research staff noted, for example, that "There is evidence
that proble.ms of a major nature were considerably attenuated by the inclusion in the
Report of minor problems which though of value in themselves, were on a different
level of importance." The presence of the minor matters was felt to have decreased
soir.ewhat the influence and effectiveness of the study; to say nothing of the contributior
they made to the sheer bulk of the Report.

It was also concluded that the Report would have been more useful had it always
made clear the comparative costs of the various recommendations, as well as the
variable time periods within which it would be most desirable to bring them about.

As an encouragement to the Report's continued use as a kind of "blueprint for
the future,. " the Follow-up Survey further .aggested deletion from the body of the
Report of a substantial Appendix and transfer of the summarized recommendation
from the end of the Report to the beginning. In short, experience had again confirmed
the value of brevity and a prominent position for salient material in achieving use of a
research report.

It may be that this survey enjoyed an unusual advantage as concerns utilization,
since the client knew in advance that there would be a follow-up to review the progress
made as a result of the survey. The College administration thus had an added incen-
dve to put the Report's recommendations into effect. This is a plausible observation
and there is no reason why the device of a built-in review shouldnot be worth consider-
ing for more studies in the future. The advantages to both client and researcher are
so readily apparent that it should be possible to convince many more buyers of research
that the review justifies the relatively niodest additional cost.

The accumulation of broader evidence from a multiplication of similar instances
would be of very great positive benefit to the purpose for which this paper was under-
taken.



THE OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM:
An Example of Research Utilization

By Carroll L. Shartle

This is a case of outstandingly successful utilization
of social research. his related by Dr. Shartle, who is
Professor of Psychology and chairman of the Personnel
Research Board at the Otilo State University. The case
draws on his long connection with the occupational
research program of the United States government.

At the request of William H. Stead, Associate Director of the United States
Employment Service, the National Research Council and the Social Science Research
Council in 1934 nominated members for a Technical Board (1) which was to give guid-
ance to a newly established enterprise called the Occupational Research Program of
the United States Employment Service. Initially the project was supported by founda-
tion funds and later by Government appropriations. This Program and its successor
organizations have developed concepts, facts, and scientific procedures which have
had wide utilization in government, industry, and education.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe the Program with emphasis on the
utilization of its research. Mention will be made of events, over the more than 20-
year period, that appear to have been influential factors in utilization or lack of it.

Nature of the Program

Several publications have given an over-all description of the Occupational
Research Program (2). The most extensive was prepared by William H. Stead and
W. Earl Masincup in 1940. In 1944, Occupations, the official publication of the
National Vocational Guidance Association, devoted an entire issue to a description
of the first 10 years. No over-all description has appeared since 1944 although there
have been technical articles.

The Occupational Research Program was established inthe United States Employ-
ment Service, then a bureau in the 'Department of Labor. its purposes included the
development of authoritative information regarding occupations and jobs in the American
economy and to discover the requirements for success in them. In early discussions
of research plans and designs it was agreed that studies should be made at the source
where jobs and workers were found. By 1944 over 25, 000 industrial and business estab-
lishments and over 100, 000 workers had cooperated in the research.

The principal research results of the ORP and its successor organizations are
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concepts, research methods, and research products. These will be illustrated before
the techniques of utilization are discussed.

Concepts are perhaps most difficult to describe and yet they have far-reaching
3...-.l bons For example, ilk: u.uin-vpt of looking at. the woe Ld of work In. ter.ms of

families of occ.upations or constellations has received wide use in vocational counsel-
ing and training. No one can say who was first to propose the concept, but ORP gave
it practical meaning and contributed substantially to its development, acceptance, and
utilization. Also, the concept of the physical demands of jobs, developed in ORP, is
now extensively applied in the counseling and placement of the physically handicapped.

The appl _ation of most any research product requires concepts which the user
receives, in part, from the product itself. In counseling a job seeker, for example,
the person trained in utilizing test scores has a different concept of the counselee and
his role from that of the interviewer who knows nothing about tests.

In research methodology ORP contributed to meth& in job analysis and statisti-
cal analysis whica have been widely utilized by other research units. In some cases
a method has been modified to the extent that it is now utilized as operating practice
rather than as a research tool. Job analysis, for example, was pretty academic when
the ORP began methodological studies. However, adaptations were made so that for
many persons job analysis is no longer a research device but an essential operating
method in personnel practice.

Research products of ORP are mostly occupational information publications of
various kinds and standardized tests for measuring aptitudes and skills. They are list-
ed herewith and briefly described.

Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Volume I was published in 1939; the second edition in 1949. It defines
occupations and gives code numbers according to a classification struc-
ture. It contains 22,000 definitions and lists approximately 40,000 job
titles alphabetically. Volume II also was first published in 1939, with
a second edition in 1949. It presents the occupational classification
structure by defined major groups, divisions, and subdivisions which
bring related occupations together by the use of code numbers. Volumes
I and II of the Dictionary are perhaps the most widely used occupational
documents in the world. Their usage is standardized practice in public
employment offices in the United States and Canada, the United States
Armed Forces, and the Veterans Administration. They were used a
great deal by industry during World Wax II in justifying occupational
deferment. They also served as the basic document for determining
and defining critical occupations. The code structure is used by many
schools in arranging their occupational information files and libraries.

Part IV - Entry Occupational Classification. There was a preliminary
edition in 1941 and a revised edition in 1944. It defines entry fields of
work and lists occupations in those fields which are usually open to in-
experienced persons. The classification structure was .ieveloped in
terms of vocational interests, job family concepts, aptitudes, leisure
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time activities, casual work experience and vocational training. Usage
is now required in public employment offices, Veterans Administration,
and the Armed Forces.
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All were published in1937 to 1939 except Grain and Feed Milling in 1945,
Office Occupations in 1944, and Hospitals in 1952. Usage of these book
type industrial job descriptions has been more in relation to plant-wide
or industry-wide consideration than to individual occupations. Their use
has been limited. The urgeretv of hospitals for personnel provided a
need for the hospital descriptions.

Individual Job Descriptions

Individual booklet type job descriptions were published between 1943 and
1946 for over 100 occupations, particularly those important in war indus-
tries. They were superseded by occupational guides published for about
120 occupations during 1947-1948. These were booklet job descriptions
with labor market information added. Individual job descriptions sup-
plied a need, particularly during the War and reconversion, for informa-
tion about particular occupations. They were made available to public
employment offices, to many governmental agencies, and schools.

Job Families

Tables of related occupations were published in 1942 to 1944, particularly
for occupations pertinent in the war effort. They were designed to aid in
recruiting and transferring workers to war production occupations. They
received considerable use during the War. Although the publications
themselves are now little used, the concept has continueu.

Aptitude Tests

Aptitude test batteries were standardized for about 150 occupations. Later
a general aptitude test battery covering 20 broad fields of work was de-
veloped. These tests are used widely by public employment officers for
counseling and placement of learners and 1..irsons without work experience.

Trade Tests

Standardized typing and stenographic tests and oral trade questions were
developed for use in estimating the degree of skill possessed by experi-
enced applicants. Oral trade tests originally received a good deal of use
as interviewing and classification aids by public employment offices and
by the Armed Forces. These are now out of date and little used. Typing
and stenographic performance tests are applied in most larger public
employment offices.
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Occupational Composition Studies

These are reports showing the percentage of workers in various occupa-
tions in plants according to Dictionary terminology. They were exten-
sively used as an aid in determ..aing manpower requirements for war
plants and in community manpower problems during the conversion after
the War. They met a current need but have been little used since except
in manpower requirements research and in planning job analysis studies.

Physical Demands Analyses

This is a method of analyzing jobs t' determine the physical requirements
and working conditions imposed upon the worker. Several volumes of
descriptions of physical demands for jobs were published but the principal
utilization of this concept and method has been by government and industry
as an operating tool in selecting and utilizing workers, particularly those
with physical handicaps.

Special Studies

A large number of special studies, special reports, and publications have
been prepared to meet current problems. They have included information
on occupations suitable for women, tables of civilian occupations related
to military specialties, and definitions of critical occupations.

Climate of Need

The Occupational Research Program was begun in the depression when millions
were unemployed. Almost any project which appeared to have a possibility of helping
persons find jobs was looked upon with favor. The ORP was justified not as something
that would create jobs but as an aid to finding out what the jobs were in industry and
business. How could persons choose jobs, train for jobs, and find jobs if one did not
know what they were? No list of jobs was available with descriptions, or even defini-
tions. The census list of titles was available, but titles alone were insufficient and
often misleading.

The climate of the depression thus gave the ORP a favorable over-all setting for
its start. The new administration in the Federal Government in 1933 also produced an
atmosphere for change and new developments.

The Wagner-Peyser Act in 1933 created a new United States Employment Service
to facilitate the movement of unemployed workers to profitable employment, including
provisions for occupational guidance for job seekers . It consiLted of state administered
public employment services affiliated with a federal bureau in the United States Depart-
ment of Labor, The Bureau provided professionalized assistance and guidance in the
over-all operation. There was also established an emergency organization called the
National Reemployment Service (also operated by the United States Employment Serv-
ice) for communities not covered by the various state systems. Soon local public em-
ployment offices were established throughout the country. The local offices provided
a facility whereby unemployed workers could register for work and on the basis of
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their qualifications they could be referred to job openings in industry, business, agri-
culture and government. With the development of the Works Projects Administration
and the Public Works Administration vast new job opportunities were created. As early
as 1934 the offices of the United States Employment Service made 4.5 million place-
ments In'- one month and had an active file of 8 million job seekers.

Several problem areas in the development of the Employment Services played a
part in increasing the geraral necessity for utilizing the research materials produced
by the CRP.

First, there was the necessity for statistical reporting to give answers to ques-
tions needed for both local and national planning and policy decisions. How many job
seekers were there? What work programs should be planned to absorb the aptitudes
and skills of the unemployed?

Second, there was a need for interviewing and counseling whereby the employ-
ment offices knew the aptitudes and skills of persons seeking work. Also, registered
job seekers wished to know about job opportunities and how to get them. What were
the opportunities in Chicago compared to Dallas or. Los Angeles? Youthful applicants
were particularly vocal for they hadlittle or no experience to offer in a highly competi-
tive market.

Problems of filing application cards came up. How should the cards in an office
be classified so that employer orders for workers could be filled with the persons hest
qualified from among the thousands registered in a local office?

If an interviewer files application cards by occupation, what does it mean? A
machinist to one person is like a tool and die maker; to another he is a machine oper-
ator. How does one register a youth who has no experience and will take "anything"
that is open? What about the physically handicapped job seeker, or the older worker
who may be very difficult to place? How does one advise the experienced worker who
desires to change his occupatio These and many other similar problems were a
challenging opportunity for occupational research.

Attitudes of Resistance

While one could conclude that the climate of the depression favored the develop-
ment of the Occupational Research Program, there were forces that worked in the
other direction.

With the exception of the Department of Agriculture, the Government was doing
little research, especially in the behavioral sciences. Congressmen and many govern-
mental administrators were skeptical of research. Some doubted that it was a proper
governmental function; others felt that a "payoff' was dubious and many saw the pres-
sure of getting a tough operating job done with limited funds and personnel and thus
nothing to spare for research. At the same time, critics of the Roosevelt administra-
tion were already attacking many programs and expenditures as impractical and use-
less. Unemployed persons wanted jobs at once -- not research.

The Employment Service had relatively few professionally trained persons.
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Interviewers in local offices came from all walks of lift Routine operations fre-
quently rau behind schedule. Who would have time to use a dictionary of .1.t.:bs if one
were available?

Four Periods of Actbalq

The Occupational Research Program can be viewed as it reflected the world and
national events from 1934 to 1955 (3).

The first was the depression period previously mentioned. The Program began
July 1, 1934, and was conceived as a 5.- or 10-year initial affair. The Technical Board
was established, foundation support secured, and the job analysis studies were initiated
which resulted in job descriptions published in book form for several industries. These
were followed in1939 by the completion of the first edition of the Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles. In 1935 the Worker Analysis Program was initiated for developing
performance and oral trade tests and aptitude test batteries.

The research program grew rapidly from an inie.al grant by the Spelma.. Fund.
Emergency funds from the National Reemployment Service and large grants from the
Works Projects Achninistrationfor field centers brought the size to a staff of over 600
persons by 1937. In 1939 emergency funds were drastically reduced; the United States
Employment Service was transferred to the Social Security Board. It became a divi-
sion of the Bureau of Employment Security. It etas necessary for the program to fit
into the regional office set up by the Social Security Board. The headquarters staff of
ORP, now called the Occupational Analysis Section, was reduced from nearly 200 to
50 for the fiscal year of 1940. Displaced staff members trained in occupational re-.
search transferred to operations, moved to other governmental agencies, or joined
industry. Some were absorbed by state employment services to carry on studies of
Jobs to aid in local office operations.

The second period was World War II. A few months after the drastic reduction
in the research staff, a need suddenly developed for studies of defense jobs and new
war industries. Many former staff members returned to the program. The staff in
Washington reached a peak of 300 in 1942, and the state employment services a little
later had 750 persons trained in occupational research methods for studying jobs,
aiding in manpower utilization and placement.

In 1943 the Occupational Analysis Section was transferred to the War Manpower
Commission and became the Division of Occupational Analysis and Manning Tables of
the Bureau of Manpower UtilFiation.

The postwar period can be described as one of limited but continuous research
with considerable emphasis on the utilization of the research products in the state em-
ployment services,. The former Division of Occupational Analysis and Manning Tables
was separated into two principal parts each of which was added as a branch to a differ-
entmain division. One branch is concerned with job analysis, occupational descriptions,
and occupational classifications; and the other branch is responsible for research and
assistance to the state services for testing activities.

Current research activities are principally the development of a new occupa-
tional classification procedure to replace the two systems now used, namely, the
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Entry Occupational Classification and the Dictionary, Volumes I and II. Also, there
is continued development of a general aptitude test battery which came into being after
World War II. This battery is used in counseling and the norms are presented for
families of occupations requiring similar. abilities. It is also used in research as a
"core" battery for developing more specific batteries for the selection of eixtr workers
for specific job openings. Research is also being done on physical demands analysis
methods. Nearly all research activities are being conducted in cooperation with state
employment services. For example, ten states are cooperating in the development of
the new classification system and 20 states are cooperating in test validation studies.

Factors in Utilization

We have briefly described the products and the development of the Occupational
Research Program and its successor organizations. We have mentioned the climate
of need which existed and the major organizational changes that have occurred over a
21-year period. We shall now proceed with a discussion of a number of events which
were directly related to the use of the research results.

Dual Responsibilities of the Researcher

The Technical Board of the Occupations._ Research Program at the onset stated
that the project should be concerned with both research and application. This was a
very significant policy decision, for it meant that those in responsible positions in the
Program had two missions. This is in contrast with what is perhaps the more usual
pattern where one group deals with research only and some other administrative unit
deals with application only.

In the latter arrangement, if the product is not utilized, the researchei can dis-
claim responsibility and report that the product is not being applied correctly. On the
other hand, the unit responsible for utilization may report that lack of use is the fault
of the researcher WI ) supplied an inappropriate product in the first place.

Giving a research unit responsibility for both development and application has
its disadvantages. In the first place, the researcher may feel restricted in his re-
search work and he may not explore some worthwhile avenues because he doubts if
there will be a practical payoff. Also, some of our best researchers are not inter-
ested in application and may not wish to be associated with a program that has this
dual emphasis. In large projects, however, some "pure" researchers can be employed
for basic studies that contribute to an over-all product which is the responsibility of
someone else. For example, in the Occupational Research Program there were re-
search methodology problems and questions of theory that didnot require the individual
researcher to weigh the criterion of practical use. His chief, however, saw the basic
research as a specific contribution to an eventual usable product.

When a researcher is responsible for utilization, he has a difficult problem.
Since he is not a part of operations and does not have authority to make people use his
product, he must function in other ways.
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E)Teximental Application

In the ORP several methods were applied. First of all, experimental centers
were established in several selected cities in cooperation with local employment of-
fices. Here new materials cou'dbe introduced in an operating situation and the results
observed and evaluated. The District of Columbia Employment Center was also used
for this purpose. The experimental center approach also simplified communications
for the scientists in Washington could communicate directly with the Center in regard
to i,oth research and utilization rather than pass through the official channels of a
Washington bureau and a state employment agency. The director of the field center
and most of the staff were on tin ORP payroll. The director and his group had to
function with c.cnsiderable tact in order to maintain the close cooperative relationship
with the local office and keep the good will of the particular state employment service.
The experimental field centers were given publicity and were discussed at meetings of
state employment service directors. The work became well known and served as an
icebreaker for the more extensive use of the products..

Assistance by Technicians

Funds to maintain the field centers indefinitely were not available and as the
centers were closed, a second type of utilization emerged. This was technical assist-
ance and was sometimes called infiltration. Research and utilization oriented person-
nel on the payroll of the ORP became involved in the state agencies for the purpose of
assisting them in using or adapting for use the materials produced by the research.
The development of local job information for placement and counseling and gradual in-
troduction of testing procedures in offices received impetus by this method. All was
voluntary on the part of the state agency.

The states with the better operations were given preference. For example,
early in the program a state employment service director might request the typing
and stenographic tests developed by the ORP. The request would be discussed
with the field operations staff in Washington. If the state agency appeared to have its
quality of operations in good standing, arrangements would be made to send a quali-
fied person on the ORP payroll from Washington or one of the remaining field research
units to the state. The technician would explain the implications and requirements for
installing typing and stenographic tests in local offices. The necessit, of having a
trained person to give the tests, the suitable space and equipment required, the train-
ing of interviewers and counselors in interpreting the scores and the implications for
applicant and employer relations would be discussed in detail. If it appeared that the
introduction of the materials had a reasonable expectation of success, one local office
was chosen for the first trial. It was usually one of the larger offices. The technician
would work with the office for a week or more in assisting the management in the
introduction of the tests and their use. When the technician felt the operation could be
carried on successfully without him, he would report back to the state headquarters.
Perhaps they wished tests in other offices but the technician would persuade the direc-
tor to hold off until they saw how the new procedures worked out in the first office.
During this visit, the technician would, no doubt, explain how the use of ORP products
was working out in other states and what other useful ORP materials would be avail-
able. The Washington visitor played a definitely subordinate role, emphasizing that
he wished only to give helpful technical assistance and was not concerned with other
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issues. This was necessary in order to avoid his being drawn into controversial policy
or budget matters that oftenbolled over between state agencies andthe Bureau in Wash-
ington. The role also aided in building a reputation that the ORP technicians were
helpful persons who knew their business, stayed out of administrative affairs, and
would remain in a state long enough to accomplish something.

Occupational Analyst's Role

Withfurther extended visits and withthe expansion of the use of research materi-
als in the offices of state agencies, it became apparent that a full-time technician
(later called occupational analyst) was needed. The friendly visitor from ORP was
perhaps offered the position. If he accepted, the problem was settled for the time
being. If he did not accept, he probably worked with the person selected locally who
might also be sent later to Washington for further training. With a state occupational
analyst on the job it became apparent, as the work of offices became more profession-
al, that one ot more were needed in each larger local office. Soon the title, Occupa-
tional Analyst, appeared as a budget item. In addition, there were also interviewers
and counselors who worked part time as occupational analysts.

The analyst aided in the use and adaptation of the research materials and under-
took local studies to provide occupational information for the local offices. Later
they participated in the standardization of aptitude test batteries in cooperation with
ORP personnel it Washington. During World War II they worked extensively on prob-
lems of manpower utilization in war plants and on a variety of other emergency
problems where the research materials or research skills were needed.

Many occupational analysts were placed in regional offices of the War Manpower
Commission to give assistance. After the War, the analysts in the field were limited
to those in the state agencies where they now continue.

It is no easy matter for an occupational analyst to perform his tasks success-
fully. Since he is a technician without administrative authority, he must be able to
persuade administrative personnel to accept and retain his ideas. While he must be
technically competent, the chances are that if he fails, it will be because of interper-
sonal relations rather than lack of technical competence. He needs to be effective in
teaching individuals and small groups, and be able to follow through with persistence
until the user of the research product has developed sufficient skill. He needs the
social skills that will result in quick and continued acceptance by the local group with
whom he works.

The ORP during its first 10 years of existence received sufficient favorable
attention so that many of its staff were drawn off by industry. The practice in the
Program in such instances was to aid the occupational analyst in getting well situated
rather than to drop interest in him when he was about to take an industrial position.
Turnover was high at times, but in terms of wider utilization of ORP concepts, methods,
and materials the practice was no doubt helpful. Most of the analysts went into per-
sonnel work and some now have major executive positions in business and industry.
Others joined cohsulting firms where their competencies were useful. A number are
teachers in colleges and universities.
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Utilization in the Armed Forces

Perhaps the most dramatic example of utilization was in the Armed Forces.
This was initiated largely through interpersonal communications in Washington. In
1936 an Army major (who later, became a four star general) quietly visited ORP. He
indicated that in case of emergency ORP methods and materials would be needed in
the classification and assignment of militaly personnel. Three years later, the major
returned. The Army needed badly to ana.yze its jobs in order to develop equitable
levels of pay. ORP enlarged its program and made 10, 000 job aualyses in the Army.
The resulting materials were used in many ways but never for determining pay levels
as originally intended. The Army, and later the Navy, developed occupational re-
search work of their own. in nearly all cases the original staff who developed these
personnel who had learned their methods in ORP. They were either lent or had been
transferred to the Armed Forces. If the analyst did not receive a commission and
was drafted, a note was promptly sent to the Adjutant General of the Army so that the
draftee could be spotted for later assignment in occupational research work.

So extensively were former ORP personnel found in business, industry, educa-
tion, government and the armed forces that they became known as "alumni. " Their
effectiveness as utilizers of ORP concepts, methods, and material varied -with the
situation. However, the results of the infiltration approach seem to justify it as a
method to increase utilization.

Participation by Administrative Personnel

The ORP, while originally made up primarily of professional persons with tech-
nical backgrounds, also included persons whose bent was more in the direction of
administration. This aided in utilization and also in the strictly research phases of the
Program because many of these persons, after a year or two with the Program, moved
into responsible administrative and fiscal positions. Their experience in most cases
had convinced them of the importance of the research and its potential value in the
operating picture. They were thus able in many cases to facilitate wise utilization by
making administrative decisions that persons in ORP were not in a position to render.
To turn down a state director who was adamant for materials that his agency was not
yet competent to use, or to insist on higher quality in operating standards andperson-
nel were valuable administrative decisions to aid utilization. Likewise, the approving
of occupational analysts in state agency budgets and insistence on their being well
trained were very helpful to utilization. This administrative support did not by any
means all come from administrators who had formerly worked in ORP, but it is be-
lieved that such persons made a significant contribution to utilization. Likewise,
local office and other state employment service personnel who received training in
and/or experience with occupational research products were later helpful in both
research and utilization, particularly when they were promoted or transferred to
positions of greater influence. Several served in important positions in the Bureau of
the Budget of the Federal Government; one became assistant to the President of the
United States; another became a dynamic United States Senator.

An influential person can, of course, make for trouble. One prominent candidate
for high office announced over nationwide radio that all copies of the Dictionary should
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be burned. He was objecting to the unemployment compensation law in his state where
tae Dictionary was and still is used as an aid in determining what is suitable work for
an unemployed person who applies for benefits.

Formal Trainine

While the earlier use of ORP materials was aided by more informal methods,formal training programs played an ever increasing role in utilization. As state
agencies developed, programs for in-service training of their personnel and the useof ORP materials became a part of such training programs. Occupational analysts
aided in developing the content of programs. They often did part of the teaching and,occasionally, an analyst was appointed the director of training.

There were, of course, special training programs when a new proced'ire or
product was to be introduced for general use. The most extensive special training
program occurred when the first edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles was
introduced into all local offices in 1940. A small group of carefully selected persons
from the field worked with the Washington staff in preparing the program. This kindof participation was important so that practical operating procedures and needs in
local office s could be fused with the technical knowledge that was necessary to under-
staad and apply the Dictionary classification structure with its definitions of nearly20, 000 separate jobs or occupations. The necessary training sessions with teachingaids and practical exercises were prepared in detail. The original group trained key
persons who in turn trained others until within six months nearly 10, 000 persons had
participated in the sessions. This special program was later modified and adopted bythe state agencies as a phase of their regular personnel training procedure.

One phase of training that has been popular is to give training in job analysis to
local office personnel, particularly interviewers and counselors. The concept and
method are taught and then the trainees attempt to analyze one or more jobs and nre-
pare a description of each. This seems to create a greatly improved awareness of
what a job really is and tends to increase the use of occupational information by thetrainees in their work. Checks indicate that the professivaal quality of work with
applicants and employers increases after taking such training.

Another method to increase utilization is to have a newly employed interviewer
initially attempt to use the Dictionary and other materials without training. This canbe a frustrating experience, but one which creates a strong desire to learn about theuse of the materials.

Formal training in the use of the Dictionary and other materials as a part of the
procedure in the classification and assignment of military personnel was inaugurated
by all the Armed Forces. During the War, colleges cooperated in giving this training
to officer candidates. Since then, the training has been done by the Armed Forces
themselves.

The Veterans Administration and other civilian agencies which usethe Dictionaryas a part of their procedure have developed training programs.

The local oblie. employment offices in many communities have given training to
school counselors and to representatives of business and industry.
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Concepts, methods, and products .:).f. ORP are now taught in courses for counselors
and personnel workers in at least fifty universities and colleges.

An example of au agency without a training program was Selective Service. Six
thousand copies of the Dictionary went to the local selective service boards during. the
War. Although no systematic: check was made, very little proper use was observed;
in fact, in one office it was reported that Volume I of the Dictionary was regularly
used as a doorstop. At this same time many schools wished copies of the Dictionary
but had difficulty obtaining them. One professional journal suggested that the local
school visit the nearest selective service hoard and ask for a long-time loan of the
board's Dictionary. This was a successful venture in a number of cases.

Required Use

One of the most effective means to insure utilization of materials produced by
behavioral science rese,- ,.ch is to require their use and to give credit for such use.
This does not insure effective application and sometimes a usage will be required
which is unnecessary. For example, in some of the early counseling procedures
developed by the Vetera.,s Administration the use of the Dictionary wa.s required in a
detail beyond what was aecessary. This was later modified. Too great detail in
application is apt to foree the user to become over Involved with product and procedure
and lose sight of the real purpose of his task.

Required use is no doubt the reason why the Dictionary of Occupational Titles is
so widely applied.

Credit for use is also important. In public employment offices a report is given
concerning the number of applicants given aptitude test batteries. Such activity is a
part of the work load and a local office thus receives official credit for such testing.
On the other hand, oral trade tests, which also have optional use, receive no official
credit. This may be another reason why oral trade tests by comparison receive little
attention.

Format and Content

A research product, such as a job description, a dictionary definition, or an
aptitude test may be developed by using the best research techniques, but unless it is
continually available in a usable form, its application will be limited.

For example, in ORP several volumes of job descriptions were prepared on an
industrial basis. It turned out that for interviewing and counseling they were awkward
to use. They were later supplemented by booklet type descriptions which could be
filed handily in the top drawer of a desk. These were much more popular.

Some apparatus tests were installed in local offices that had parts that were
easily lost and difficult to procure. These tests were replaced later by ones whose
parts were easily attainable at a hardware store.

One apparatus test required several minutes of the test administrator's time to
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set it up after an applicant had finished. This test was replaced by a similar type that
was always "ready to go" when an applicant finished. In fact, the second part of the
test was getting it back in order. The original apparatus tests were designed for indi-
vidual administration. By a modification of scoring method they became suitable for
group testing.

The first edition of the Dictionary u tional Titles had an arrangement of
definitions whereby the interviewer often found cross references difficult to find. This
was greatly simplified in the second edition.

During the War and later, it was necessary to issue supplements to the Diction-
ary which contained definitions of new jobs. At fire'c, a loose leaf binder was supplied
to each user. All the interviewer had to do every few months was to take out obsolete
pages and add the new ones. However, this proved to be a detailed task that often did
not get done. New pages would arrive before the previous batch had been installed.
The loose leaf arrangement was replaced by sending out a completely revised supple-
ment each time on cheap paper. All the interviewei did then was to throw the old one
in the wastebasket.

Most of the ORP products have had fairly high"face validity"; that is, they looked
useful and made sense to the apnlier. While this initial impression important
for utilization, it is of course better to have a product that wears well. Occasionally,
the initial impression of a product was negative. For example, a Congressman at an
appropriations hearing stated that Webster's Dictionary looked better to him and he
thought the Dictionary of Oc:oiptional Titles should be discontinued.

It is important that the content be utilized in terms of what it is designed to do.
In many instances the Dictionary and other products have been improperly utilized
because they looted more useful than th3y were. The Dictionary has been brought into
labor dispute 3 one, other controversies as authoritative evidence when the information
it supplied wtae: not suitable for the purpose of either side. Some people, unfortunately,
think the Dictionary represents work standards; and, therefore, it should be used for
this purpose. This idea persists in spite of a special notice in the front of each copy
of the Dictionary indicating that it does not represent standards.

A dictionary definition is necessarily a general one and is not intended to describe
a specific job in a given locality. It must be supplemented by local descriptions. On
the other hand, a local job description is not intended to cover jobs in general.

Another distinct factor in utilization is to have the proper content. If material
is too lengthy, it will not be read; if it is too short, it does not contribute enough to be
worthwhile. If the applies finds factual errors, or thinks he has found them, his atti-
tudes may defeat the whole purpose. The new user of the Dictionary will invariably
check on the merit of the entire publication by looking up the definition of his own occu-
pation or a job with which he believes he is familiar. Some users lost faith in the
published job families because some of the related jobs seemed farfetched and perhaps
were. Interviewers in Los Angeles found a few arswers in one of the trade tests that
did not apply to their community. This was bad enough but made worse when it was
discovered that the western validation data came from San Francisco.

Because of incomplete coverage, some Dictionary definitions were defective as
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were other products. Occupational research materials quickly become out of date and
must be continually revised. Unless this is done, any such research products will
soon fall into disrepute with the users.

Conclusion

In this paper an attempt has been made to discuss the utilization of behavioral
science research materials that were developed by the Occupational Research Program
and its successor organizations in the United States Employment Service.

Mention was made of the products which include the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Job Descriptions, Job Families, Oral Trade Tests and Aptitude Test Batteries.

Factors in utilization were presented. These included: (1) giving the research
person definite and official responsibility for utilization; (2) developing informal re-
lationships with operating people and filtering technical personnel and products into
the operating offices; (3) research participation by lay persons who later aided utili-
zation; (4) formal training programs; (5) requiring utilization as a part of standard
operations; and (6) the importance of format and content of product.

Methods have been discussed much more than standards of utilization, How much
utilization is necessary, for example, to justify a research product? In a very large
operation, such as the 1,500 public employment offices, it is logical to assume that a
research product may be worthwhile if it is utilized is only a portion of the offices.
During the War, it was assumed that job families were worth developing if they were
used in only a few of the more important offices . On the other hand, it is necessary
for all offices to use the pisLionaac2LOccupational Titles if labor market information
is to have validity and if applicants in one locality are to be placed in jobs at distant
points.

Quality of utilization is likewise important but difficult to obtain. Surveys and
spot checks can be made. In ORP one unpublished study showed that 50% of the classi-
fications of applicants would have been different if the oral trade tests had not been
used. Many reports have been received showing that the quaiIty of placements im-
proved when certain research materials were properly appled. A recent survey in
one local office showed that after tests and local jobinformation were properly utilized,
placements increased nearly 1000% and the percentage of persons hired from those
referred rose from 39 to 63.

There is a real need for careful research in determining the relative utilization
value of occupational research products. Such research should be considered a stand-
ard phase of the utilization proc:ess.
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In 1940 the Technical Board was reorganized and reduced in size. New members
included: Marion Hedges, Ralph Hetzel, Millicent Pond, Leonard C. Stoll and
Carroll L. Shartle (Secretary). The Board was discontinued in 1946. Since that
time, advice and guidance have been obtained from committees of the Advisory
Council of the Bureau of Employment Security and from consultant groups called
together to deal with specific problems.

2. Llthough there are over 100 technical articles reporting phases of the work of ORP
and its successor groups, the three most extensive descriptions were published
in 1940, 1941, and 1944. They are:

Stead, William H. , Carroll L. Sh&rtle, and Associates. Occupational
Counseling Techniques. New York: American Book Company, 1940.

Research methodology and results are shown for oral trade questions,
rating scales, criterion development, statistical analysis, aptitude test
batteries and occupational relationships.

Stead, William H. and W. Earl Masincup. The Occupational Research
Program of the United States Employment Service. Chicago: Public
Administration Service, 1941.

A report to the Technical Board covering the Program through 1939. The
development of the Program is described including organization chart and
sources of funds. The Spelman Fund, the National Occupational Confer-
ence, and the Am.?.rican Youth Commission supplied $273, 000. The Feder-
al Government granted about two million dollars, Products are listed and
details given, particularly about job analysis and job descriptions.
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Shart le, Carroll L. , Beatrice J. Dvorak, Carl A. Heinz, et al. , "Ten
Years of Occupational Research, 1934-1944," Occupations, 1944, Vol.
22, No. 7, pp. 387-446.

The principal products are described largely in terms of the methods
used in their de-v-elopment. A bibliography of 110 items is listed in-
cluding both government publications and articles in professional
journals.

3. The ORP from 1934 to 1939 was under the direction of William H. Stead with
M. R. Trabue serving as Technical Director for the first two years. The
Occupational Analysis Section and its successor organization, the Division of
Occupational Analysis and Manning Tables, were under the direction of
Carroll L. Shartle from 1939 to 1944, and under Carl A. Heinz from 1944 to
1949, when the program was divided. The two principal activities are now
in the Testing Branch under Beatrice J. Dvorak, which is a part of the Division
of Counseling, Selective Placement, and Testing under Earl T. Kline; and the
Occupational Branch under Walter S. Studdiford, which is a part of the Divicion
of Placement under Carl A. Heinz. Both Divisions are in the Bureau of Employ-
ment Security, United States Department of Labor, Washington.
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THE COMMUNICATION AND UTILIZATION OF THE
RESULTS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH BY
AMERICAN FARMERS: A Case History 1900-1950

By M. L. Wilson

One of the most impressive examples of the utilization of
scientific research has been the progress of agriculture in this
country since 1900. Believing that this development may have
some relevance to a better understanding of the problem of
utilizing behavioral science, we have asked Mr. M. L. Wilson
to analyze briefly the development of "utilization" in American
agriculture.

Mr. Wilson is one of the great figures in American agri-
culture and was for many years head of de U. S. Cooperative
Extension Service. He is retired and is at the moment in India
on a mission directed toward improving the utilization of know-
ledge of scientific agriculture in that country.

His account, reproduced in the following pages, is full of
implications for behavioral scientists. We have not thought it
necessary to point out these implications, but the reader will
note that the ball was set rolling by a research discovery of
great value and dramatic result in meeting a recognized need.
There followed demonstrations of this and other research
results. Word of these demonstrations was carried by word
of mouth. Ingratiating names were found for the new practices.
Organizations began to grow up around this process -- agri-
culture colleges for training applied scientists and professional
middlemen; organizations such as the cooperative extension
service or the "county agent" plan devoted directly to utilization.
Around these grew up a broad spectrum of agricultural inedia
and special services to agriculture, all tied together by the source
of their information (the land grant colleges and USDA) and the
source of their trained "appliers" (the colleges of agriculture).

One of the impressive elements in the pattern Mr. Wilson
draws is, despite the extent and complexity of this system of
utilization, the farmer's carefully nurtured sense of identification
with the system - it is "our" service. Interesting too is his
candid statement that it takes ten years to get new knowledge into
practice and even after that time the percentage of adoptions is
often discouraging.
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INTRODUCTION

In an address before a group of agricultural students at Iowa State College in
1905, Professor K. L. Hatch, Assistant to the Dean of the College of Agriculture,
University of Wisconsin, said that "The principal problem of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Wisconsin, now is getting the useful information to the farmers
of Wisconsin which exists on the college campus, partially as a result of recent re-
search work in the experiment station. We have developed the Babcock Test to deter-
mine the butter fat in milk, whereby farmers can sort out their low producing 'boarder
cows, ' we know how to test dairy cattle for tuberculosis, how to feed dairy cattle with
rations that will produce more milk at cheaper cost. We have a new variety of corn,
Wisconsin No. 7, which will yield 10 bushels per acre over the ordinary varieties
that are now grown in southern Wisconsin. We have a lot of other things as well that
we are ready to teach, and as research develops, we will have more and more that
have practical application to our farwer4, but we don't have any clear-cut and effec-
tive way of getting these facts understood and used by farmers." He went on to say
that President Van Hi3e of Wisconsin University, who was held in very high esteem by
Theodore Roosevelt, because of his leadership and statesmanlike interest in the con-
servation of natural resources, frequently stated that the campus of the College of
Agriculture of the University of Wisconsin was different from the campuses of the
other colleges, in that it included on it all of the farms and the farm families of the
state of Wisconsin. Every farmer and his family and his farm were part of, or in-
cluded in, the classrooms and the laboratories. Mr. Hatch continued to explain that
their work now consisted of research in the experiment stations and teaching students
in the classrooms and the laboratories, but this was not enough. Their responsibility
and their service to the state required that they teach the farmers as well. He held
out his thumb and first tw..) fingers, pointing them downward, and continued, "We
must have a tripod, one leg of which is the agriculture experiment station, a second
leg is the College of Agriculture, and the third leg is yet to be added. This is the leg
that will deal with reaching and teaching the farmers of the state. We have not decided
yet the best way to do it or what to call it, but we have reached the point where some
means must be found.

This memorandum, in a brief and sketchy manner, will outline what has happened
in the development of the third service outlined by Professor Hatch. The problem was,
perhaps, a little more complicated than was thought to be the case at the turn of the
century. The use of research results by farmers was not simply a matter of making it
easily available to them -- it involved a process of growth and development in the farmer
himself, a series of steps, so to speak, with cumulating changes in his outlook and per
sonality and behavior. There was to be an inter-action between the farmers as users
of research results and the publicly supported institutions of the state and Federal
Government who supplied the research. This inter-action produced changes in both.
As the flow of research results took place, the pattern of behavior, the pattern of
ideas, the forms of research and teachir., agencies, and the systems of prestige in the
rural communities, changed very perceptibly. Farming is carried on largely as an
individual family enterprise. The farmer and the family make their own decisions.
The farmer is a manual laborer, a technician and user of scientific knowledge, a farm
manager, an individual enterpriser, an engineer, and a citizen all combined. In this
respect he is different from many of those who live in cities and work in industry in
which a high degree of specialization has developed, and in which the decisions about
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the use of research results and of changed methods of production are made by few
people. It is important to understand the institutions that have grown up in agri-
culture to perform the functions of education, of training for professional technical
service, as well as the passing of research results on to farmers. During the last
fifty years, the Land Grant Colleges and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, as
institutions of state and national government, have developed to perform certain
functions and supply certain services to farmers that are somewhat unique and their
counterpart does not exist in the other segment of American culture. It is for this
reason that this memorandum takes the form of a case history.

This memorandum will first deal briefly with the technical and idealogical rev-
olutions of agriculture, next with the development of the colleges of agriculture, the
agriculture experiment stations, the agriculture extension service, and the special
programs of the Federal Government, as these functions are related to changes in the
technology of agriculture and the behavior of farmers themselves. The other institu-
tions and forces closely related to or supplemental and parallel to the public functions,
but which are non-governmental in character, but nevertheless important channels in
reaching farmers, will be surveyed and discussed. The final section will deal with
process of communication as it goes on today. This communication deals with those
kinds of ideas and knowledge which are desired by farmers and their families as
agricultural producers, and as members of the rural community in which they live,
and as citizens of the world ;A large.

The writer of this memorandum asks the indulgence of the reader in connection
with several personal references. He has had the good fortune of being in the midst
of much of the development described herewith. In 1902, he entered the agricultural
course at Iowa State College, and as a student assistant took part in the second two-
week winter short course for farmers given at Ames in the winter of 1902-3. He was
the first "county agent" in Montana (1912), and has been involved in extension work
ever since. At the time of writing this memorandum, he is preparing to go to India on
a special mission as consultant to the Indian Government in connection with the devel-
opment of rural village extension teaching (The Community Development Program
Multi- Purpose Village Level Workers to which the Indian Government has made a
commitment and set forth goals to the end that there will be a village extension agent
working in each five 'villages within the next 7-1/2 years). This program calls for the
training of 100,000 village extension workers.

1. THE TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION IN AGRICULTURE

It would be like carrying "coals to Newcastle" to spend much time dealing with
the great scientific and technological changes which have grown out of scientific re-
search, and which have produced the great transformation in all walks of life during
the past fifty years. It is generally recognized that the speed with which these changes
are taking place is increasing all the time. We live in a very dynamic age. The
changes in farming are a part of the present era and the changes have been just as
great, perhaps no greater, than in other fields of technology. The attitudes, the ideas,
and behavior of farmers have, in my judgment, changed just as much or more as the
technology, the machines, the methods under which agricultural production is carried
on today.
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In the early summer of 1902, my father and I, a boy of 16 years of age, met
Mr. Peter Hop ley on Main Street of our county seat town, Atlantic, Iowa. Mr. Hop ley
was an Englishman, who purchased about a thousand acres of the best river bottom
land in Cass County, Iowa shortiy after the Civil War. He probably had more prestige
than any other farmer in Cass County. He was a tall, stately, fine looking man with
a gray inustache and spoke with a good deal of assurance and authority. As farmers
went, he was quite successful, often feeding as many as 500 steers per year. He was
an importer of Shire and Clydesdale stallions. My father frequently visited with him,
and next to the banker, held his judgment in farming matters very high.

During the conversation, Mr. Hop ley said, "Well, Mr. Wilson, your youngest
boy is getting up where he can be some good to you - a regular hand on the farm." To
which my father replied,. "Yes, but I'm going to send him to the Agricultural College
at Ames this Fall."

Mr. Hop ley straightened up with surprise and said, "Mr. Wilson, I'm :surprised.
It's alright to send some of the boys to college, but why would you want to send him to
an agricultural college? Send him somewhere to study something that would have a
future. Get him off the farm. I have spent my life here in Cass County. I am not
worth much more now than I was when I came here 35 years ago. There is nothing to
farming but drudgery and hard work. Then, besides, there is nothing to that 'book
farming' at the agricultural college. It is entirely impractical." "Why, " he went on
to say, "I went up there to see Professor Curtiss to try to sell him a Shire stallion.
He was sitting in an office finer than any in Cass County. He had on a white shirt, a
better suit of clothes than you or I ever had, and just think of it, he's Professor of
Agriculture, runs a farm from a soft office chair, and the taxpayers pay for it. He
took me to the cattle barn where they were feeding some experimental steers. The
barn had fly screens on the windows to keep out the flies, and they have gunny sacks
as fly nets over the steers. Mr. Wilson, that's the biggest waste of the taxpayer's
money that I know about. It's nothing but farming out of the book. You are a good
farmer. If you want this boy to succeed you on your farm, keep him right at home
with his hands on the handles of the corn cultivator. You know a lot more about
practical farming than Professor Curtiss at Ames."

My father immediately changed the conversation to the price of feeder steers.
Nevertheless, Mr. Hop ley expressed the thoughts of perhaps most of the farmers in
Iowa at that time. There were then, perhaps, 20% of the farmers of Iowa who read
Wallace's Farmer, the Orange Judd Farmer, the Breeders' Gazette, and whose attitude
toward Ames might have been mildly friendly, but to most farmers, it was book farming.

Almost fifty years afterwards to a month, I was in the office of the Dean of Agri-
culture of Iowa State College, having been invited to attend the meeting of the State
Agricultural Advisory Committee to the College of Agriculture, the Experiment
Station and the Extension Service. This committee meets each year. The members
of the committee are rotated and consist of a farmer and a farm woman from each
congressional district. They are actual working farmers or farm homemakers. The
committee each year comes to the college, spends two or three days meeting with the
faculty and staff, then they spend a half day in executive session at which time they
write their report. This report is given at a college staff luncheon. Dean Floyd Andre
came into his reception room, where I was waiting, and said to me, "you'll have to be
a little patient, because I have a committee representing the hog producers that are
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coming in in a ;few minutes. They are in a very critical mood. We have been conduct-
ing some experiments in feeding antibiotics to sows and pigs. The results were star-
tling; so much so that we do not feel justified in releasing them until we have duplicated
the experiments and have, for that matter, the results verified by other Experiment
Stations. Some of the results have leaked and this committee is here to demand that
the results be immediately made available. They say, you're a state institution,
you're supported by the taxpayer, you've got information that means dollars and cents
to the hog industry. Why don't you give it to us now'?"

When the advisory committee reported, the chairman said that the committee
recognized the truth in the statement made by the Dean to the effect that the standing
of the college is such in the state of Iowa that if the collegegave out research results,
large numbers of Iowa farmers would immediately act on this information. The col-
lege, he said, had a reputation and a standing to preserve, and that they did not dare
release certain kinds of information until it was fully verified by the most exact scien-
tific standards.

These two illustrations serve well to illustrate the great contrast of fifty years,
and this memorandum will deal with some aspects of how this change has taken place.
I would not want the reader to infer that there is no time lag in agriculture now between
the research results and their adoption, or that farmers are constantly waiting on the
doorstep of the Experiment Stations. However, institutions and channels of communi-
cation have been developed between agricultural research and the farmers as the users
of the results of research that are unique in our society.

Before we proceed further, there are two points that I should like to clear up a
little for the reader. One of these is the use of the word "farmer." It is not a very
precise word, and we recognize all kinds of variations in types of farmers in the
United States. The concept "average farmer" is an abstraction and does not exist in
reality. What may be called the "commercial farmers" of the country are said to
produce 90% of the total agricultural production which passes through the channels of
trade and distribution_ There are large numbers of part-time farmers, who live on
the land u i perhaps do some farming, and while they are part of the rural community,
often times they are by no means interested in using "the latest results of research."
Some of the research work of the state experiment stations and the U. S. Department
of Agriculture in both agriculture and home economics brings forth results which bear
directly cn home life and family living of all farmers, regardless of whether they are
commercial or part-time, or subsistence farmers. The research au. extension pro-
gram in Home Economics which deals with food preservation and preparation, human
nutrition, child care, family life, clothing the family, home beautification, labor
saving in the kitchen, etc. are all part of this story. Parenthetically, when reference
is made in this memorandum to agriculture, by implication home economics is also
included. The two are inseparably related in agricultural research and program
making.

Everyone is a creature of his home environment, and as a child he develops in
his mind stereotypes which he carries with him throughout his life. I was born in a
community of corn belt farmers where the farms ranged from quarter to half sections
in size. Therefore, instinctively when I am talking about farmers, I am actually
thinking about the kind of farmers and farm families that live on the farms that you
look down upon when you fly over the Corn Belt. I, therefore, caution the reader that
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most of the general statements which use the term "farmer" are susceptible to refine-
ment and more precise definition.

There is a "consciousness of kind" that tends to run through the total agricultural
economy in the United States, and in a way ties the professional workers and the spec-
ialized activities, wherever they may be, to the great body of farmers and rural people
in the United States. Agricultural and farm life and living is something that the indiv-
idual is largely born into. There is only limited migration from the city or non-agri-
cultural walks of life into farming. The current of migration since the beginning of
cities, of specialized functions in society, and of modern industrial civilization, has
all been away from farming. As the specialized services, about which I have a good
deal to say in this memorandum, developed, they drew their personnel pretty largely
from "farm families." By and large, but of course with many exceptions, the students
at the colleges of agriculture and to a lesser degree of home economics, come from
farms and rural communities. As the professional people developed as college
teachers, as researchers in agriculture, and as extension workers and vocational
high school teachers, there was no psychological gulf between them and the farmers
to whom they rendered their services. During the first half of the 50 year period
which I am discussing, farmers might be critical of the "agricultural college man"
in the abstract, but when the farmer visited with him, or attended his meetings, the
farmer likened him to his own son or daughter or the younger generation of neighbor
ing farmers. This lack of any social or psychological gulf between the people in
professional agriculture and working farmers is very important. One does not realize
the full significance of this until he steps into many of the other cultures of the world,
where the students in the agricultural colleges come from the upper classes in the
city. In many of these cultures there is no opportunity for the son of a peasant farmer
to become an extension worker or a professor in the college of agriculture. In these
cultures it is easy to observe a wide gulf and difference in attitude between the peasant
and the agriculturally educated man. The professors in agricultural colleges in the
United States and the researchers in the experiment stations feel a sort of moral
responsibility for keeping in close touch with the farmers of their state, and as a
consequence the "head of the horticliltural department" in an apple growing state will
be acquainted with most of tha apple growers. In the course of a year he will have
face to face contact, either through meetings or personal conversations, with most of
the apple growers.

This guild-like social structure in American rural society is now changing. It
is not nearly as tight as it was a few years ago. Today, it is possible for a "city-bred"
man to enter the field of professional agriculture without prejudice on the part of
today's modern farmers.

2. NEW METHODS AND CHANGING FARMERS' ATTITUDES

This memorandum is not so much concerned with the history of the progress of
agricultural research as such in the first half of the century, as it is with how the
application of this research has changed the personality, the pattern of ideas, and the
behavior of the farmers who used it. Their culture, so to speak, has changed. Cer-
tain ideas have dropped out of the pattern and have been replaced by others which have
grown out of science. There is an inter-action here which over the past fifty years
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has produced great personality changes. These changes, it seems to me, are greater
in psychological terms than have been the changes in production in economic terms.
If we had some way of measuring it, this psychological change would prove greater
than the physical change stated in terms of man-hours, dollar farm Income, etc. The
thinking of the farmers who were sitting on Dean Andre's doorstep was vastly different
from Peter Hopiey's thinking fifty years ago.

I can illustrate what I am trying to say by taking an example which is typical of
the technological change in agriculture which we are discussing. Let us take the story
of hog production from 1900 to 1950 as an example.

There had been little or no change in the methods of raising hogs in the Corn
Belt from the time the virgin prairie lands were broken until the discovery of hog
cholera and the development of a vaccine at a joint U.S.D. A. -Iowa Experiment
Station laboratory near Ames about 1907. Up to that time, good farmers and hog
raisers had certain skills which the English called "husbandry" in dealing with their
hogs. But, regardless of these skills, it was to be expected that once every three to
five years an epidemic of hog cholera would sweep along and kill 90% of the farmers'
hogs within a few days. There were many theories about what caused hog cholera.
Mr. Hop ley, I expect, was pretty positive in his ideas as to what caused it. My
father thought that if growing pigs had free access to wood ashes and copperas, they
were not apt to have the cholera. But, none of these things made any difference. When
the epidemic came, it swept across the country like a great storm and paid no respects
to any farmer. It was sometimes justified as a blessing in disguise, for since the hog
was a prolific animal, its numbers would soon outrun the demand, if it were not for
the cholera, and farmers would be afflicted with over-production, mounting surplus,
and low prices. It was said, therefore, to be nature's regulator of production. The
vaccination was a simple process, particularly if done by a veterinarian, and for a
cost of fifty cents per pig the cholera was stopped in its tracks, There was no ex-
tension service when this great innovation came into hog raising. However, the ex-
tension service soon came into being, and the county agents in corn-hog counties
were quick to develop with the farmers a hog "cholera free county program." The
vaccine was associated in the farmers' minds as having been developed by the Icwa
Agricultural College. It was a boost for all of the Mid-Western agricultural colleges.
The farmers called it the agricultural college vaccine. This, of course, was in the
days before public relations. In later times, business concerns would be willing to pay
millions of dollars to get the good will and favorable attitude which the cholera vaccine
gave to the colleges of agriculture and the U. S. Department of Agriculture. There
were no more epidemics of hog cholera. This pushed the prestige of the corn belt
colleges of agriculture skyward in one big thrust, but it did not solve all of the prob-
lems of raising pigs.

Even the best of hog farmers had wormy pigs and increasing numbers of runts.
Now that hogs could be raised without the danger of loss by cholera, the farmer who
used to raise 100 head now raised 250 head. He was more prosperous, and one of the
first things he did was to build an expensive hog house with a maximum amount of sky-
lights, etc. He did not realize that increasing the number of hogs on a farm, and con-
centrating them in barnyards, and having the pigs farrowed year after year in the same
unsanitary pens, was building up terrific sources for the infection of the little pigs
with intestinal parasites.
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Dean Mumford of the University of Illinois recognized this problem and set up a
research team including thereon veterinarians, animal husbandryr.nen, zoologists,
agronomists, agricultural engineers and farm management specialists. A system of
yards was worked out so that the saws and pigs were taken out of the old barnyard,
New, individual small farrowing houses were built so that they could be moved about
with great ease. Under the new system, the doors of the expensive hog house were
nailed shut and the pigs were farrowed in a clean environment in which they were not
infected. As a consequence, the worm-free pigs utilized their feed with 20% greater
efficiency than the wormy pigs.

After proving this out on the experiment station, it was next taken to McLean
County, Illinois, where it was set up as a pilot plan on a county-wide basis under the
direction of the county agriculture agent. Extension meetings were held to explain to
farmers the why-fors and general supervision was given the project by the college. It
was tremendously successful. It was one of those kinds of projects in which communi-
cation takes place a little in advance of the time schedule. Other hog farmers hearing
about the project, and county agents in other counties, began to go to Bloomington to
see it in action. It was named, nobody knows by whom or when, "The McLean County
System of Hog Sanitation." It is doubtful that any advertising agency or public rela-
tions advisor could have selected a better name for the corn belt. McLean County was
widely known for its feitile corn land, for the Funks' seed farm, for the generally high
state of corn, and its hog af.i.iculture. Bloomington, the County Seat, was another good
name.

Most of the other experiment stations in the corn belt had been working on the
worm problem; and had been giving recommendations about the same as those that
were involved in the McLean County System. But, they had not set it up as a pilot
project, and they did not dramatize their work as did "McLean County." At any rate,
in less than three years almost every county agent in the corn belt of the United States
had a major project dealing with raising worm-free pigs. There was magic in the
name "McLean County System." It was the terminology that was largely used in Iowa,
even though it was the product of another experiment station.

The "M',Le. n County System" had five steps in it. It was not a simple thing like
vaccinating h' gs for cholera.

Fir A, the use of the old hog house was discontinued and new, small, individual
farrcwing muses were used instead.

Second, the sows were moved out of the old "pig pen" and farrowed in a new
alfalfa field or meadow which had not been used as a hog lot.

Third, the udders of the sows were disinfected before the newborn pigs suckled.

Fourth, clean pure water in clean troughs was made available -- no more drink-
ing out of infected mud holes.

Fifth, the feed troughs were kept clean.

This required farm management, the control of several factors, and an under-
standing by the farmer as to why each one of these steps was necessary. Many farmers

1

:
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would not take the care and trouble to follow all of the five steps. Those who did were
rewarded with worm-free pigs, but those who followed the two main points of moving
the sows on to new ground with clean water and feed troughs did about as well as those
who followed the complete system.

In the late twenties, the extension service in Nebraska decided to try an experi-
ment in introducing the McLean County System into a township about 75 miles west of
Lincoln. They first held a series of meetings in this township, in which the system
was completely explained. After this, personal visits were made to each farm in the
township and the whole thing was explained individually to the farmer. At the end of
the year, the township was re-surveyed, and it was found that about 25% of the farmers
were practicing all of the five steps. About 35% or 40% were practicing the two main
steps, and, as I remember, 10% were not practicing any of the steps but. intended to
start the corning year. All of the farmers who practiced the system were satisfied.
There were 25% who did not make any change and did not seem to be interested. They
were frequently old people, or those who had one or two sows, or whose personalities
were such that they didn't adjust or change their habits under the kind of stimuli of-
fered by this educational campaign. If I am not mistaken, a survey was again made in
this township about five years later, and the investigat n's found that the new practices
were now part of the habits, customs, and routine of raising pigs for better than half
of the farmers. Everybody was for it -- no one was against it. The farmers evidenced
much good will toward the University of Nebraska, and the interviewers usually wound
up their interviews with a discussion of some problems about corn, the price of hogs,
or something of that nature. At any rate, the extension people estimated that it took
about ten years to build these practices into the habits and customs of the corn belt
farmers.

My point is that the introduction of the "McLean County System" was made much
easier, since it came after the first step which eliminated hog cholera. It would have
been much more difficult if there had been no hog cholera vaccine discovery.

By the middle thirties, the use of vegetable oils for shortening in cooking had
created a serious problem in connection with the consumption of lard and the raising
of lard-type hogs. The science of genetics in relation to "hog type" had been develop-
ing in practically all of the experiment stations types of hogs which gave high quality
carcasses, lower percentage of lard, earlier maturity, and more pigs per litter.
Within four or five years, during the thirties, there was a remarkable shift from the
old lard -type to the new type hog. This change was not as marked nor as spectacular
as far as the beginning point was concerned as either the use of the cholera vaccine or
the adoption of the McLean County System. It could not have quite the same direct
demonstration approach. Yet, it marked the third step in the change of hog production,
and was much easier to make because of the farmers' changed attitudes as a result of
the previous steps and the other recommendations on hog raising from the colleges
and experiment stations.

During the forties, considerable fundamental research in relation to animal
nutrition was going on at the experiment stations. This research was uncovering new
fatts relative to hog rations and the place of minerals, vitamins, proteins, etc. in
their diet. Someone in concocting some poultry rations thought of the idea of putting
penicillin in the ration to protect the chicks from scours. To this investigator's sur-
prise, it not only prevented a disastrous diarrhea in young chicks, but they gained
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more xapidly, were free from disease, and made much more efficient use of their feed.
In about 1950 or 1951, some of the experiment station workers in the field of animal
nutrition said to themselves, "If it works with chicks, maybe it will work with scours
in pigs." It did, and the information got out by word of mouth, and that was why the
c'mmittee of hog producers was on Dean Andre's doorstep.

The story of practically every line of agriculture production follows the pattern
that I have described in reference to hogs. It is the same story with dairy production,
poultry production, control of insects and plant diseases, application of fertilizers,
pasture management, farm power, labor - saying farm machinery, and many of the
processes in the home as well.

If a graphic analysis were made of perhaps 50 or 75 of the most important lines
of agricultural production from 1900 to 1950, the pattern would follow very closely
that which I have described for hogs. On the fifty-year trend line, there would appear
sharp upward movements, one or two for each decade, which were caused by the intro-
duction of new methods, machines, etc. To illustrate, take corn production. Durmg
the first decade, the colleges in the corn belt put great emphasis on new methods of
selecting, drying and storing seed corn so as to secure nigh germination aria a more
perfect field stand. By means of local community testing plots, higher yielding varie-
ties were replacing poorer varieties. In the late twenties, hybrid seed corn began to
be produced and used. It increased the yield about 1070. In the late twenties and thir-
ties, tractors began replacing horses on Corn Belt farms. This permitted farmers to
keep their field work "ahead of the season." Even though the spring was late, the
tractor could be worked at night, if necessary, and the corn planted on time. In tlt.
thirties and forties, four row corn planters and cultivators and two row corn pickers
replaced single row equipment. In the late forties and early fifties, cheap nitrogen
fertilizers beganto be used, which increased the yield from 5 to 25 bushels per acre.

Wheat - During the first two decades, new varieties of high quality milling
wheats were introduced. In the early twenties, a highly efficient three plow tractor
was manufactured which was well adapted to family wheat farmers. By 1930, these
tractors were mounted on rubber tires, which greatly increased their efficiency and
flexibility. The tractor power made possible much more effective moisture control
in the semi-arid regions, and furrow drills planted the wheat so as to eliminate winter
killing. During the thirties, the combine practically replaced the binder and header in
the hanesting of wheat.

Dairy Products First came cow testing, then tuberculosis and Bang's disease
control. By 1930, milking machines began W be common with farmers having more
than fifteen cows. Increased knowledge of nutrition and feeding greatly modified the
rations which were fed dairy cattle. In the thirties, sire testing came into more com-
mon use together with artificial insemination. In this manner, the germ-plasm of
American dairy cattle rapidly changed, and high producing cows began to replace
average cows.

There has been a constant change in the basic practices of production. These
practices have grown out of research in the basic sciences, such as Biology, Genetics,
Biochemistry, Physiology, Physics, etc. , and the technologies of agriculture, agronomy,
horticulture, dairy science, animal husbandry, agricultural engineering, veterinary
science, etc.
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Of course, the development of good roads, of automobile and truck transporta-
tion, of telephone and radio, made possible great changes which speeded up communi-
cation, marketing, and all aspects of farm productio71.

By 1950, it was estimated that five and a half million farmers, instead of six
and a quarter million in the decade before World War II, representing 13-1/2% of the
nation's population, now feed and clothe the United States better than they have ever
been fed and clothed before, and produce as much surplus as can be exported and still
pile up the largest agricultural surpluses ever known to man. It is estimand further
that one half of the five and one half million farmers produced 90% of the agricultural
products that go into commercial distribution. Since 1940, while farm population de-
creased 27%, total productivity increased more than half. The productivity per man
has almost doubled during the past fifteen years! While these changes are startling,
nevertheless they are part of the society and economy in which the same kind of
changes have been taking place in production in all fields. Those practices which
have to do with farm production, farm management, etc., are directly or indirectly
the result of research carried on by the experiment stations under the Department of
Agriculture. The changes in the ways that farmers think about research and the ways
they use it have also been very great. The organization of research has changed, and
likewise there has been a great change in the methods of diffusing this knowledge to
far

Many farmers can no longer farm by following traditional practices. They are
confronted with the problem of replacing old practices wit'. new practices. In general,
the farmers who first adopt new practices, theoretically at least, make more money
than those who do not. By using the new practice, they are "low cost producers" until
the majority of the farmers change to the new practice and a new eqailibrium is formed
between cost and output. These changes, particularly in stepping up the efficiency of
labor, have reflected themselves in increasing the size of farms. A Corn Belt farmer,
for instance, who had been farming 160 acres of land with perhaps four work horses,
shifted to a "three plow four row tractor." He now has the equipment to raise, let us
say, 160 acres of corn if the machinery can be used at its optimum capacity, instead of
50 acres of corn, which would be about the limit of the two bottom gang plow and the
two row horse drawn corn cultivator. His investment, however, in a tractor and the
equipment that went with the tractor has increased over what it was with the horses,
perhaps three times. The tractor and the gasoline involve molLey expenditures, where-
as the feed and horses were raised as a part of the farming operation and were, in that
sense, self-sufficing. Therefore, the terfiency of this technology in doubling the out-
put per man, has been to increase the size of the farm and the capital investment, and
to make a sharper division between small and self-sufficing farmers and farmers who,
while still family farmers, are still far more commercial than they were before.

I cannot emphasize too strongly the great change that the newer technology has
made in changing the personality and attitude of farmers and in making them much
more responsive to all aspects of farm research. Let us assume that an Iowa corn-
hog farmer was 40 years old and had a son 15 years of age when he first vaccinated his
nogs for cholera in 1910. By 1930, this son might well have started farming "for him-
self, " and as a young man, might have carried on a demonstration for the county agri-
cultural agent of the McLean County System. Quite likely, the son of the original
farmer is not farming now, and possibly his son has taken his place. The grandson of
the original farmer has had a cultural inheritance in attitudes and in methods which
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grew out of 40 years of development prior to his becoming an active hog producer. He
is quite unconscious that he himself is far different in his attitudes and behavior than
was his grandfather. Either he or his father might well have been members of "Ton
Litter 4-H Pig Clubs." He might well have been a vocational agriculture student in
the local high school and is now a member of the local chapter of the Future Farmers
of America. At any rate, he is acculturated to a very different farm situation than
was his grandfather, and the attitude of keeping up with the changes in production
practices is more or less second nature to him.

3. THE BASIC EDUCATIONAL RESF ARCH INSTITUTIONS
OF SERVICE TO FARMERS

Colleges of Agriculture Land Grant Colleges and Universities
State Agricultural Experiment Stations
Cooperative Extension Service - Agriculture-Home Economics 4-H Clubs
United States Department of Agriculture

Cultural anthropologists say that the basic functions of cultures which grow out
of the necessities of human living change but little, but the forms in which these func-
tions are expressed vary tremendously from culture to culture, as does the speed w;th
which social change takes place. The function of education, therefore, and the func-
tion of inquiring into nature's ways, has always been with man; perhaps, at times in
an almost embryonic form. In farming, however, the function of developing technical
knowledge out of the results of research and passing this technology on to farmers was
not highly developed in the agricultural colleges until about 1900. Over the past fifty
years, great specialized functions in agriculture have developed. Technical agricul-
tural education is necessary to supply trained people to serve farmers as researchers
and extension workers in connection with their problems and their needs. These spe-
cially trained people have become technicians and the educational servants of the
farmers of today. They have been at the core and almost at the fountainhead of the
revolutionary changes that have previously been described.

The arguments in behalf of the Mori 11 Act, which passed in Congress in 1862,
was that these colleges would train farmers t.-.2x1 mechanics. I have failed to discover
in the writings and discussions of that period any indication of what was going to hap-
pen, and that the so-called "people's colleges" would not be training young men to be
farmers, blacksmiths, carpenters, etc. , but would instead be training researchers
and technologists and, later, extension workers, who in turn would diffuse knowledge
to the farmer on the farm and the mechanic at the bench. The following section of
this memorandum will deal briefly and very inadequately with relation to this research
and educational public service system, which is somewhat unique in the United States.
European countries hardly took cogni: Ince of this type of service to agriculture until
World War II. During World War II the increased contacts with the United States gave
the representatives of many democratic nations of the world an opportunity to observe
the great quantity of agricultural production which could be turned out with the limited
war-time manpower available to agriculture. The world problem of post-war rehabil-
itation of agricultural production, and the need for our food and fibre, caused the
United Nationai Organization and its specialized agriculture sector (FAO), to observe
and emulate our system of public services to agriculture. When the Marshall Plan
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and Point 4 came into the picture, we generously sent out technicians to "under-devel-
oped countries" to assist them in developing within their countries institutions and ap-
proaches similar in essence, but perhaps different in form, to the public services
which had developed in the United States during the past 50 years.

Colleges of Agriculture Land Grant Colleges and Universities:

Thomas Jefferson was the first prominent man in America to advocate the idea
that agriculture was to become science and that "there should be chairs of rural econ-
omy in the colleges of the country." He provided in his plans for the University of
Virginia that one of the six main departments would deal with agriculture. It is, there-
fore, both fitting and proper that the auditorium of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
is christened Jefferson Memorial Auditorium in recognition of the man who, more than
anyone else, was the exponent of the idea that "agriculture was a science which drew on
the basic sciences of chemistry, botany, meteorology, etc." and that an era lay ahead
in which agricultural science would stand on a level with the other sciences which bene-
fit mankind. Incidentally, his library which was sold to the Library of Congress con-
tained the largest collection of books on agriculture and the sciences related to agri-
culture that had been accumulated in this country up to that time. It is sometimes
said that the Land Grant College Act of 1862, to establish People's Colleges in Agri-
culture and Mechanical Arts, was a revolt against classical and professional education
at that time. I doubt if there is much justification for this statement. Dr. William
Russell, formerly Dean of Teacher's College at Columbia University, has said that
they were an expression of frontier America and grew out of pragmatic ideas with
reference to the needs of American society. In the midst of the turmoil of the Civil
War, Congress passed the Morill Act in 1862 which set up in each state a college
"where the leading object shall be that, including other scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as relate to agricul-
ture and mechanic arts in such manner as the legislatures of the states may respec-
tively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the indus-
trial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life." It was in the late 60's
and early 70's before the states were in a position to open the doors of these colleges.
There were no teachers of agriculture. An agricultural college had opened its doors
in Germany about 1818, and the Royal Agriculture College of England was established
about 1840. There were numerous writings about agriculture by the agricultural
journalists of the time, and a few books were written by chemists about the soil.
Competent professors of agriculture did not begin to appear until the late 80's or early
90's. There were few agriculture students, and the state legislators appropriated but
little or no money. Many of the students who came to the land grant colleges at that
time instead of taking agricultural courses, took courses in engineering, or science,
or training which would permit them to teach in high school.

By the early 90's complaints began to ai ise from people interested in agriculture
that the colleges were rendering no service to agriculture. As an example of the change
that was beginning to take place, let me cite an incident in the history of what was then
called the Iowa State Agricultural College, later Iowa State College. In 1892, a group
of 5 or 6 men met in Des Moines, Iowa, to formulate a protest to the Board of Trustees
of the Iowa Agricultural College. They said the school had been in existence for 25
years and had graduated, all told, about 600 students, only 25 of whom had taken the
agriculture course. They proposed the employment of a new president who was sympa-
thetic to agriculture, and the engagement of a new professor of agriculture who could
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get money out of the legislature, drum up students to take the agricultural course, and
get friendly support from the Iowa farmers. "Uncle Henry" Wallace called the meeting
and was chairman. He was founder and editor of Wallace's Farmer, father and grand-
father of two future Secretaries of Agriculture, and perhaps the most influential man
on farming matters in the State of Iowa at that time. The committee met and decided
three things. First, "the right kind" of an educator should be chosen as president of
the college. Second, the agriculture course should be thrown open to the sons and
daughters of Iowa farmers, about the only entrance requirement being that they were
farm raised and had completed the country school. At that time, few farmers' sons
and daughters attended the high schools which were in the larger towns; however, the
entrance requirements at the college insisted on freshmen being graduates of high
schools. And, third, that the professor of agriculture must be a man who would be
well received by farmers and could get money out of the legislature. One of the men
on this committee was James Wilson, who was born in Scotland and had immigrated to
Iowa before the Civil War. He had been a member of the legislature for three terms
and Speaker of the House for one term. He had also been a member of Congress for
two terms. He lived on and operated a 400 acre farm and was a breeder of short-
horned cattle.

The committee, after surveying the field, and making recommendations about a
new president, implored "Tama Jim" Wilson of Tama County to go to the college long
enough to get it on the right track with respect to agriculture. The committee decided
that he was the one man who could get money out of the legislature and support from the
farmers. At the opening of the college year in 1892, he left his farm and his excellent
herd of registered short-horned cattle, and went to Ames. The new president of the
college arranged for him to interview every boy that came from a farm, regardless of
what the boy thought he wanted to study once he got there. Wilson promised these
boys that if they took the agricultural course, upon gradu-ation they would get jobs in
agriculture that would give them twice as much pay as they would get if they were
science teachers in the Iowa f. _gh schools. The new president removed any high school
requirement for students entering the course, and the new professor of agriculture
assured them that if they would work bard, they could be graduated from the combined
preparatory course and the four year course within four years. In this manner he got
27 new students signed up for the agriculture course. When the State Legislature of
Iowa met in January and February of 1893, he went before that body with tears almost
streaming down his cheeks with the story "that times had changed in Iowa." It was
going to become a great agricultural state, and the sons and daughters of farmers
were crowding into the college to study agriculture, but the colleges had no facilities
for teaching them. There was no agricultural building, there was little improved
livestock, and yet the students were there to study agriculture. Even though the times
were hard in 1893, the Legislature responded by appropriating $100,000 to build an
agricultural building, to improve the farm facilities and livestock, so that the great
State of Iowa could really begin seriously giving college training in agriculture. In
1897, Professor Wilson went to the McKinley Cabinet as Secretary of Agriculture, and
held this post for 16 years. He made good on his promises to the entering class of
1892, and saw to it that those who desired them "got jobs at twice what they would have
gotten if they would have taught in high school. "

This story is worth repeating, because it illustrates the kind of thing that was
going on in many of the agricultural states in the 90's. By approximately 1900, the
colleges had accumulated a good deal of momentum. In 1903 the Iowa State Agricul-
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tural College went back to the requirement of high school graduation as an entering
requisite. The general agricultural course was greatly improved, and the demands
for graduates far exceeded the supply. The original idea, as I have pointed out before,
was that the colleges would train young men to become farmers. This they have done
to a certain extent. It is estimated that about 40% of the graduates in agriculture are
directly engaged in farming, but of far greater significance, the colleges have trained
the professional personnel for agriculture which it had to have in order to expand in
the specialized fields of services that were developing,

Some Facts and Figures about the Land Grant Colleges:

The agricultural courses dealt primarily with the agricultural technologies,
agronomy, animal husbandry, horticulture, dairying, and agricultural engineering.
In the 1930's a few institittions gave major courses in agricultural economics. In the
1930's a division of agricultural education was established m many colleges for train-
ing vocational high school teachers in agriculture and home economics. The core
courses in the college of agriculture have dealt with specific aspects of agriculture
largely from the point of view of the natural sciences. As the results of research and
systematic scientific knowledge as it applies to agriculture has increased, the techni-
cal courses have expanded in both content and in time requirements. This expansion
could only have taken place at the expense of the basic supporting sciences, botany,
zoology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, etc., and general cultural courses. Many
of the courses in agriculture require laboratory periods. The quality of the college
teaching in the agricultural subjects is on the same level as far as standards are con-
cerned as other technical and scientific courses in colleges and universities. The
developments in the social sciences, as far as agricultural students are concerned,
have been confined largely to agricultural economics and somewhat to rural sociology.
The students in agricultural education get some courses in educational psychology and
general education. There are very few opportunities as far as the agriculture student
is concerned, to get very much in the field of the behavioral sciences or to be exposed
to the developments in those fields that throw light on personality, culture and behavior.
There are two exceptions to this general statement; the Michigan State College has ex-
tended the agriculture course to 5 years and basic courses are being given dealing with
the nature of man, his institutions and the contemporary civilization in which he lives.
During the time that Dr. Milton Eisenhower was president of Kansas State College, he
instituted a number of changes to give a broader base both to agricultural and engineer-
ing education. He secured a grant of funds to establish an institute of citizenship,
which was to render service in this field both to college students and to feed into the
state-wide extension service. At the dedication of "Eisenhower Hall" on the campus of
Kansas State College Dr. Eisenhower, now president of Pennsylvania State University
(formerly Pennsylvania State College), said that the technologies alone are not enough.
Russia seems to be, perhaps, as successful as we are in teaching technical engineer-
ing and agricultural science. The conception of the nature of man and the values or
philosophic goals that men are seeking are entirely different in Russia and in the United
States. In other words, the technology is the same, but the humanities and social
sciences and philosophies are wholly different. President Milton Eisenhower went on
to say that the great problem now of the Land Grant Colleges is to maintain all of the
gains they have made in the fields of science and technology, but to combine with these
a certain amount of required teaching in the fields of basic social sciences and the hum-
anities, as a minimum aid to understanding the democratic way of life and the great con-
flict of ideas which is of such great importance to the future of civilization.
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There are 52 land grant institutions and 17 "institutions attended predominantly
by negro students." The principal professional fields included in these colleges are
Agriculture, Engineering, Arts and Sciences, Business and Commerce, Veterinary,
Fel-est.-3.y, Home Economics, etc. In 1953, the total enrollment was about 320,000, of
w.zich 27,400 were enrolled in Agriculture, 17,600 in Home Economics and 62,400 in
Engineering. In 1953, there were granted 5,167 Bachelors Degree: in Agriculture,
1,126 Masters Degrees, and 473 Doctors Degrees. In Home Economics, there were
3,000 Bachelors Degrees, 387 Masters Degrees, and 36 Doctors Degrees.

The Agricultural Experiment Station:

Very little research or experimental work was done on the college campuses un-
til funds were supplied by the Federal Government in 1887 for the establishment of ag-
ricultural experiment stations. In 1925, a third act of Congress (the Purnell Act) con-
siderab'e: expanded the Federal support of the state experiment stations and provided
for research work in the social sciences and home economics. At the present time,
the total budget of the state experiment stations and the Department of Agriculture for
agricultural research is about one hundred million dollars per year. In 1955 the state
experiment stations expended a total of $91,136,719.15, of wliich $18,979,214.48 came
from Federal Government sources and $72,157,504 67 from state sources.

After 1910, young men entering the agricultural research field began receiving
graduate training and doctors degrees. In many cases, these degrees were given in
the basic scientific fields, but the doctor's dissertation was written on some problem
of agronomy, animal husbandry, dairying, horticulture, etc. By the middle teens,
both the researchers and the teachers in agricultural courses began to stand on the
same level as far as academic training was concerned as the teachers in the natural
basic sciences.

The research program has always been more or less definitely directed toward
what is called "problem research." The problems attacked are those which are trou-
bling farmers and are limiting factors in agricultural production and in farm profits.
Through agricultural commodity committees, representing a particular line of agricul-
tural production, or through the extension service, there is a good deal of consultation
and collaboration between the producers and the experiment station staff. To illustrate,
the apple picking season for commercial producers is limited. The apples cannot be
picked before they are ripe, on the one hand, and they have to be picked before frost,
on the other. If there happen to be wind storms during the short apple picking season,
the growers have tremendous losses because the apples fall to the ground. Growers
have observed from time immemorial that some years the apples drop badly, other
years they seem to stay on the trees, even though there were wind storms and disturb-
ing conditions. The growers, in effect, said to the experiment station, "Can't you
find some way to prevent the 'apple drop'." The researchers said, "We'll try." But
to get at the reasons why the apples dropped required studies of the physiology of the
cell structure of the apple stem, and the biochemistry of the apple trees, which went -

to the frontier zones of knowledge of biochemistry and the physiology of plant cells.
Eventually, a hormone was discovered which, if properly sprayed on the trees, within
limits prevented the "apple drop. " Incidentally, the results of this research were re-
leased to all the manufacturers of agricultural spraying materials in the late 30's. The
county agricultural agents discussed the new discovery at meetings of apple growers
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the following spring, and tie dealers who sold spray materials to farmers passed out
advertising material and took advance orders for the spray. It was estimated that the
spray was used by 80% of the apple growers the first year that it was released. The
point about this story is that from the standpoint of the experiment station, they were
carrying on "problem research," rather than fundamental research for the purpose of
increasing man's knowledge of nature. The apple growers of New York could urge the
members of their legislature to get bellied appropriations for the Cornell Experiment
Station to find an answer to the problem of apple drop, whereas it is doubtful if they
would have any such motivation if the objective of the research was exploring the un-
known in the biochemistry and physiology of cell change.

The statement made above needs modification and qualification in terms of his -
torical perspective. The attitude of the farmer toward so-called basic or fundamental
research in contrast to so-called problem research is changing rapidly and the last
two acts of Congress which made substantial increases in federal appropriations to the
experiment stations have authorized the use of funds fcr so-called basic research, not
so much for expanding the range of human knowledge as to furnish tools for getting the
answers to specific problems.

Almost nothing has been said thus far about the social sciences and their place in
the research picture. Instruction and research in the fields of economics and sociology
were very limited both in the college and the experiment station until World War I. Up
until that time, Cornell University and the University of Wisconsin were the principal
institutions giving graduate work and very little agricultural economics and rural soci-
ology was taught in the agriculture courses. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics
was established in the Department of Agriculture in 1919, and from then on agricultural
economics had a very rapid development. The Purnell Act of Congress in 1925 author-
ized experiment stations specifically to enter these fields, and about that time the
Social Research Council was instrumental in getting money for graduate scholarships
in Economics and Sociology. The students who were awarded these fellowships came
from the colleges, and most of them went to the larger universities for their graduate
work. They were thus first trained in economics and sociology and then returned to
their institution to develop the agricultural aspects of the same. It is estimated that
2500 Masters and Doctors degrees have been given in agricultural economics and soci-
ology in the last 25 years.

The Cooperative Extension Service - Agriculture-Heme Economics 4-H Club Work:

The reader will recall reference made at the beginning of this memorandum to
the statement of Professor Hatch of the University of Wisconsin that the time had come
to add the third leg to the agricultural tripod. He said that an institution of some kind
needed to be established that would reach the farmer and help him take advantage of
the results of agricultural research. Such an institution, he said, would not only give
prosperity to the farmer, but would also add to the wealth of the nation. The question
of how to do this was widely discussed in the decade between 1905 and 1915. Out of all
this discussion evolved about 5 different plans for doing what needed to be done.

1. The Farm Demonstration Agent Approach:

Dr. Seaman A. Knapp was the principal advocate of this approach. The cotton
boll weevil infestation, which moved from Mexico into the southern states, produced
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great alarm. There was no effective method of controlling the insect, and many feared
it would wipe out the cotton economy of the sou.h. Therefore, a new farm economy
must arise, which was based on diversified agriculture production, rather than special-
ized cotton growing. Dr. Knapp, representing the Department of Agriculture and the
General Education Board, in 1903 instituted a system of farm demonstration agents.
These men were not college graduates. They were farmers who were somewhat ahead
of thc-...ir neighbors, who could talk well, and, as Dr. Knapp said, take the farmer by
the hand and show him. They worked largely througa crop demonstration. By and
large, they were successful and attracted a great deal of attention.

2. The Agricultural High School Theory:

The Assistant Under Secretary of Agriculture at U. t time, Professor Willa M.
Hayes of the Minnesota Agriculture College, had, himself, been a country school
teacher and was interested in agricultural high schools for farm communities. He
made a trip to Denmark and sz:w the Danish folk schools. He came back and advocated
a system of consolidating the rural schools and having a rural high school in the center
of each township. The rural high school would have some of the characteristics of the
Danish Folk School and the teachers would not only work with the pupils, but with their
parents on the farm. There were many advocates of this theory.

3. The Agricultural College Approach - A Member of the Faculty
Assigned to the County as a Field Educational Representative:

The advocates of this plan said, "Let us have one of the teachers from the agri-
cultural college go and live in a rural county and represent the college and the experi-
ment station. In order to keep it out of politics, he should be a member of the agricul-
tural college faculty assigned to work in a county. He will do all kinds of things to
promote more profitable ag-riculture and better living for farmers in the county." One
of the chief advocates of this plan was Kenyon Butterfield. Professor Butterfield had
been an active worker in the Grange and for a time was state lecturer of the Michigan
State Grange. He was interested in sociology and had taken a doctors degree in general
sociology, education and philosophy at the University of Chicago shortly after 1900.
He was a man of many parts; a botanical scientist, the leading horticulturist in America,
a poet, a philosopher, and an accomplished writer. He was the chief proponent of the
idea of a program of informal education which included the entire farm family, and thus
closely related the farmers and the rural community to the faculty and campus of the
college of agriculture. After considerable discussion this approach became the official
approach of the Land Grant College Association. And the then Secretary of Agriculture,
James Wilson of Iowa, whose loyalty to the Iowa State Agricultural College did not di-
minish when he became Secretary of Agriculture, was an important factor in promoting
this idea among agricultural leader.) and members of Congress.

4. The Proposal for a County Secretary of Agriculture:

Another theory developed that each county should have a county secretary of agri-
culture. He ought to be about the same thing to the county that the State Commissioner
of Agriculture was to the state. He ought to be a practical farmer, possibly he should
be elected, the same as the county officers in the court house, and he should be a kind
of handyman, doing anything that might be done to assist the farmer, but he would be a
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"county man" - one of the farmers of the county without any connection or domination
by outside interests.

5. Rejuvenating the Rural Schools:

Another line of thinking came from the celebrated Liberty Hyde Bailey, Dean of
Agriculture, Cornell University. Bailey, as a young man, had taught in a country
school in Michigan before attending the Michigan Agricultural College. He was an out-
sruiding student, and after graduation, went on to Harvard, where he studied botany
under the great botanist of that time, Asa Gray. His experience as a country school
teacher made a great impression on him, and at that time, it is probable that no dean
of agriculture had greater prestige in this country. He saw great value and sociologi-
cal significance in the small rural district school. He was skeptical about the various
proposals outlined above, but thought there should be a great movement for the rejuve-
nation of the rural schools and for the teaching ofagriculture and nature study in the
one-room rural schools, and of relating these schools and their teachers to the
farmers who lived in the school district. In addition to the one-room country schools,
there should he district rural high schools not exactly on the pattern of the Danish high
school, as proposed by Professor Hayes, but yet the kind of high school whi,th would
give inspiration, love of rural life, and skill. in agriculture and home making to its
azudents. Under such a system, he said, it would not be long before we would begin to
have a generation of farmers who had basic understanding of the forces of nature and
of the things which made for good farmers.

By 1905 or 1906, the problem of how to reach farmers in an educational way, so
as to bring about improvements in developments in agriculture, had become a subject
of nation-wide discussion. It was close to the heart of Theodore Roosevelt, who when
he was president, was greatly concerned abe ut the movement from the farm to the city.
He had a feeling that the nation must have a strong, healthy agricultural rural economy
at its base, and that too many capable farm boys were leaving the country and going to
the city. He was greatly concerned about the abandonment of farms in the hilly sec-
tions of New York and New England. The work of Dr. Seaman A. Knapp in connection
with the cotton boll weevil in the south had attracted his attention. He personally liked
Secretary James Wilson, and enjoyed visiting with him on farm and rural matters. As
an expression of his deep concern about agriculture, he appointed a National Country
Life Commission in 1908, and charged this Commission with the responsibility of get-
ting at the problems that concerned him; of finding out what the trouble was, and what
should be done about it. Liberty Hyde .bailey, Dean of the Agricultural College, Cornell
University; was made chairman. "Uncle Henry" Wallace and Professor Kenyo,i
Butterfield ,,Tre members, as well as about 7 or 8 other nationally prominent puop le
in agriculture. The Commission and its objectives were well dramatized by T. R. It
did much to pave the way for the future and to stimulate wide-spread interest in the
problem.

The report, when made, essentially said that the fundamental difficulty was "lack
of the proper kind of education." The Commission Report called for a "redirection in
education when:by schools would serve a new kind of function at the center of the rural
community." The following excerpt from the report is of major importance.

"The consideration of the educational problem raises the greatest single question
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that has come before the Commission, and which the Commission has to place before
the American people. Education has now come to have vastly more significance than
the mere establis.,ing and maintaining of schools. The education motive has been taken
into t.11 kinds of work with the people, directly in their homes and on their farms, and
it reaches mature persons, as well as youths. . .

"The arousing of people must be accomplished in terms of their daily lives, or
of their welfare. For the country people this means that it must be largely in terms of
agriculture. Some of the colleges of agriculture are now doing this kind of work effec-
tively, although on a pitiably small scale as compared with the needs. This is exten-
sion work, by which is meant all kinds of educational effort directly with the people,
both old and young, at their homes and on their farms; it comprises all educational
work that is conducted away from the institution and for those who cannot go to schools
and colleges.

"The best extension work now proceeding in this country if measured by the
effort to reach the people in their homes and on their ground -- is that coming from
some of the colleges of agriculture and the United States Department of Agriculture.
Within the last five or ten years, the colleges of agriculture have been able to attack
the problem of rural life in a new way.

"This extension work includes such efforts as local agricultural surveys, demon-
stration farms, nature-study and other work in schools, boys' and girls' clubs of many
kinds, crop organizations, redirection of rural societies, reading clubs, library exten-
sion, lectures, traveling schools, farmers' institutes, inspections of herds, barns,
crops, orchards, and farm publications of many kinds, and similar educational effort
directly in the field.

"To accomplish these ends, we suggest the establishment of a nation-wide exten-
sion work. The first or original work of the agricultural branches of the land-grant
colleges was academic in the old sense; later there was added the great field of experi-
ment, and research; there now should be added the third coordinate branch, compris!iig
extension work, without which no college of agriculture can adequately serve its state.
It is to the extension department of these colleges, if properly conducted, that we must
now look for the most effective rousing of the people of the land. "

It is said that the first county agent to operate on a county basis began his
work in 1906. At any rate, in 1908, Dr. Knapp proposed that the demonstralon agents
whom he had working in the cotton states operate largely within the area of a county.
Ina number of states, farmers and colleges did not care to wait until the passing of
the Federal act, but in various ways started "county agents" on their own. In 1910
400 county agents were working, and by 1914 over 700 counties in the United States
had full-time or part-time farm demonstration agents.

After 4 years of nation-wide discussion in Congress and in the Land Grant
College Association, the Smith-Leaver Act was passed in May 1914. This Act gave
Federal sanction for the establishment of extension work in the Department of Agricul-
ture and provided a basis of cooperation with the state agricultural colleges. Each
state was to receive Federal funds amounting to $10,000 annually and after the first
year an amount prorated among the states on the basis of rural population from a fund
of $500,000, which was to increase annually for 7 years, and ccntinue thereafter as an
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annual appropriation of $4,585,000. The Act provided that extension work should be
carried on under the direction of a land grant college within each state and in cooper-
ation with the Department of Agriculture.

Extension work in the language of the Act was defined as follows: "to aid in dif-
fusing among the people of the United States useful and practical information on sub-
jects relating to agriculture and home economics and to encourage the application of
the same. " It implied that the farm family approach would be used, and that in addi-
tion to diffusing useful and practical information in agriculture and home economics,
informal work would also be done with farm boys and girls.

After the passage of the Smith-Leaver Act, each state college prepared a plan
for organizing and developing extension work within the state. The Department of Ag-
riculture set up two divisions for administering their end functions in relation with the
state - the Office of Extension Work, South - which included the states south of the
Ohio River as far west as and including Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. The remain-
der of the country was administered as the Northern-Western States. This sepaxeion
into two groups continued until shortly after World War I. In this formative period
the administrators of extension work had very little to do with the professional field of
public education. There was no antagonism between the colleges of agriculture and
the departments of education in those land grant colleges and universities in which
teachers and school administrators were being trained. The department of education
confined its field largely to the public school system, and the training of teachers and
the development of vocational education. The colleges of agriculture were intent on
reaching the farmer and to go back to the philosophy of President Van Hise, of the
University of Wisconstr., co include all of the farmers and farms on the college campus.
So far as I can learn, there were very few instances where either the agriculture people
or the educational people thought of getting professionally acquainted with each other,
and for that matter, this same situation more or less exists today. It should be pointed
out that if the agricultural extension service at the beginning had a conscious educational
and social philosophy which went deeper than the practical job of improving farm prac-
tices and home living, it came largely from Kenyon Butterfield.

There was very little in the way of instruction or training that could be given to
the men who were starting to work in the counties. They had to be pretty much on
their own. Their pattern of approach, however, was very similar, even though there
was little communication between them, or little supervision on the part of the colleges.

Professor W. J. Spillman, in charge of Farm Management Investigation in the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, put forth a theory that there were certain problems
that farmers, through trial and error, could solve themselves, and there were other
problems which required scientific investigation and were beyond the individual farmer's
capacity to cope with. These had to be solved by the Experiment Station. In starting
in a county, the new county agent should first get acquainted with successful farmers,
and observe and learn their practices. But, at the same time, he should visit with or
survey all of the farmers in the county and get at the problems which were limiting
production and profits of all. We now call these problems "the felt needs." Once hav-
ing ascertained these, and the practices of the "good farmers," he should go to the col-
lege and the college campus and get the information that was there available, and by
putting this all together, he had an extension program for a county. This is exactly
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what the early county agents did. They first made friends, they isolated problems,
began demonstrations in connection with these problems, and developed an organized,
integrated program which grew out of the needs of the county.

It was immediately realized that involving farmers in all kinds of participation
was a good thing, and that if the agent could have an organization through which he
could work, he could multiply the effects of his work many times; so, the next thing he
did after getting acquainted with the county was to set up some kind of county organiza-
tion. These organizations were called different names in different states. In Illinois
they were called Soil and Crop Improvement Associations. In New York State they
were called The County Farm Bureau; in North Dakota, the County Better Farming
Association. These county associations consisted usually of community units with a
chairman and committee in each community, a county-wide committee, and special
committees dealing with the major lines of production or with major problems. In
this way the agent involved many farm families in his program. His program took on
the aspect of self-help -- helping farmers to help themselves -- and the agent was the
man who spark-plugged the whole thing and related it to the college. The term county
agent, I think, was first developed by Dr. Knapp; the full designation was county demon-
stration agent. In many of the northern states the implication was that he represented
the college as its agent in the county.

This form of approach and form of organization was highly successful and has
remained the core, so to speak, of the extension system. Of course, the teaching
methods, the methods of developing local leaders, of evolving programs, and all such
things, have greatly improved; however, the central idea that extension work was pri-
marily educational, that farmers through the organization and special skill of the county
extension workers, educated themselves continues today throughout the extension sys-
tem.

After the work got started in the counties, an extension staff on the college cam-
pus began to develop. This state staff consisted of three types of people: (a) adminis -
tration and supervision, (b) information press services, visual aids and mass media,
(c) subject matter specialists. Subject matter specialists became an integral part of
each of the college departments. The animal husbandry spec,^list, for instance, had
his office with the-college and experiment station animal husbandry department. For
certain intents and purposes he was a member of their staff, but instead of teaching
classes or doing research work, he backstopped the extension workers in the counties.
He translated the research results, from whatever source they might come, into terms
which made them available for program building, for demonstration work, or what-not
in the county. He frequently visited the counties, partially for the purpose of training
the county agents in animal husbandry matters, and he conducted meetings where the
subject matter was too highly speciaazed for the county agent. In addition, he per-
formed another very important service, he toi,k back to the research workers and the
teachers of animal husbandry the problems of producing farmers and their point of
view in matters of animal husbandry. This was of tremendous significance in keeping
the college and experiment station "on the beam" as far as the problems of the farmers
were concerned. He did not simply take the facts of research to the county, but also
kept the people in the county informed as to the research that was going on, the prob-
lems that were being attacked, and the methods that were involved in the research.
Thus, farmers were being informed and educated not only in the end result which had
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an application to their problem, but also given some insight into the nature of the basic
science involved and the methods and techniques that were used in carrying on research.
This is an important point that is often overlooked in connection with the extension serv-
ice - experiment station relationship. Experience in agriculture has shown that it is
not enough simply to give the results in terms and In a context to be understood by the
users. The users, in this case the farmers, must have the opportunity of knowing
something about the methods and the concepts that are involved in scientific investiga-
tion.

In this memorandum I find myself referring almost continually to the agricultural
side of things and to the county agent. If time permitted, I would elaborate on the work
of the home demonstration agent. I have already pointed out that according to the theory
and the plan of the Smith-Leaver Act, the family approach was to be used and that home
economics was to be regarded in relation to the home the same as agricultural science
was in regard to the operation of the farm.

The same is true of 4-H Club Work, which is an extension service activity in-
volving boys and girls, presumably from the age of 10 to 18 or 20. In the early days
of extension work it was assumed by many that the older people were too "set in their
ways" and that the best approach to social change and so forth lay in getting hold of
their children, involving them in projects such as raising calves, keeping a flock of
chickens, raising a litter of pigs, an acre of corn, or half an acre of cotton. These
Clubs were organized on a community basis, usually with some farmer or farmer's
wife as the local leader. They met in the homes of the members, perhaps once each
month. They kept records of their projects and the Club leader assisted them in car-
rying them out. During the year, preferably in the fall, contests were held and prizes
were awarded to individual Club members. Club work not only supplemented teaching
in the school, but also served to demonstrate certain things that were in the county ex-
tension program. The 4-H Clubs soon began to develop prestige. Farmers took pride
in their children belonging to the Clubs and the community came to regard them as
very significant activities, both in the field of character building and as a means of
developing in the child an interest in and a pride in farming and farm life. It was soon
found that the Clubs worked better if there was a division between the adolescent and
pre-adolescent youngsters. It is estimated that over 50% of the fathers and mothers in
the farm homes of today were members of 4-H Clubs yesterday. All evaluation studies
indicate that they have been a very constructive force with rural children.

The extension service soon found it necessary to develop all the avenues available
for dissemination of agricultural information. This work began first with the extension
editor, who was skilled in the preparation of printed and illustrative materials. This
meant that he wrote extension circulars, translating research into simple and attractive
"how to do" leaflets and circulars. He assisted the county agents in preparing local
farm news for the county papers. He supplied the agricultural press with extension
material. He wrote posters and designed placards for exhibits. It was natural that he
become a photographer and either prepared lantern slides or supervised their prepara-
tion in the days of the stereopticon. He supervised art work, drawing and the develop-
ment of illustrative material, and as radio and television developed, it was his respon-
sibility to gear these new media into "the dissemination of useful and practical informa-
tion, " both as a direct operation of the state extension office, and also as a supporting,
or backstopping service to the county extension office.
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It is more proper at present to think of the agricultural extension work of a col-
lege as being carried on by a county staff rather than the county agent and the home
demonstration agent. The increased demands of farm people in the county for greater
service from the Extension Service has necessitated a gradual expansion, so that in
most counties in the United States at the present time there is at least a staff consist-
ing of the county agricultural agent, the home demonstration agent, the 4-H Club agent,
and a receptionist and secretary, who is very apt to be the daughter of a farmer in the
county, who knows most of the farm people and can render a great deal of service to
office callers "over the counter", so as not to require the professional worker to de-
vote so much time to personal service of office callers. The extension office is a
center for all kinds of activities and services within the county. It is more than an
outpost of the college and the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The type of service
in the county has changed, and while a great deal of individual, personal service is
rendered callers, the extension staff devotes increasing percentages of their time to
well thought out integrated programs, which are designated to meet the needs of the
county and to reach all of the people within the county. The methods of teaching, of
organizing, of involving people, have greatly improved. The county worker, himself,
is becoming more and more of a highly skilled professional educator.

Paralleling the development in the county has been the development of the state
extension staff, located on the campus of the agricultural college in all states but two,
and the staff of the federal extension service in the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
which does not work directly with farmers, but with the state extension service. The
state extension staff in the last quarter of a century has made great strides in adminis-
trative organization, and in performing the multitude of necessary services that lie
between the extension staff in the county and all that goes on in the experiment station
in the college and in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, which is related to the
county extension program.

The extension service has become not only the greatest adult educational enter-
prise in the United States but, I presume, in the world. There are now almost 14,000
professional extension workers in the UnitedStates, and the total budget of the Cooper-
ative Extension Service, 1955-56, is $109,664,000. The total enrollment of the 4-H
Clubs is a little more than 2 million boys and girls. This great organization is well
integrated and well administered, and has high prestige and standing among the farm
people of the United States.

Vocational Agricultural High Schools:

The reader will recall that before 1914, during the formative period of the exten-
sion service. there was a large group of people who believed that the rural schools
shc..ld be involved in agricultural welfare and that agricultural high schools should be
established to serve rural youth. Several such high schools were established during
that period. The land grant college people and the public school people seemed to
understand each other, and to assume a division in interest and approach; consequently
the land grant colleges pretty much went their own way in developing legislation with
reference to extension work, and the public school people, largely through NEA, pro-
ceeded along a somewhat independent course. The educators were generally opposed
to the idea of separate high schools for agricultural students. They felt the schools
should come to the farm child rather than the farm child having to go to a boarding
school that would be too far from his home to make it practical for him to live at home.

I
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The educators also had the viewpoint of vocational education as something which in-
cluded all vocations, and that it would be unwise from the standpoint of the high
schools in a typical community of the United States to separate the various vocations.
After considerable discussion in educational circles, Congress in 1915 passed the
smith-T-TughPQ Act, which provade for the teaching of agriculture and home economics
in high schools, and made appropriations which, according to certain formulas and
local requirements, could be allotted to local high schools teaching vocational agri-
culture and home economics. The teachers of agriculture and home economics in
these schools had been trained at the land grant colleges. The teachers used the
project form of teaching which involved the pupil and his home in farm projects, and,
th- refore, the schools carried out certain ideas in the Country Life Commission
Report. The vocational agriculture department of the local or community high school
has had very close contact with the farms of the pupils, and for that matter, has
rendered great educational service to the farmers in the district it serves. This has
been done so as not to compete with the program of the extension service; rather it
complements and supports the extension program. The vocational agricultural
schools have been a tremendous factor in rural America. A large percentage of
their pupils has remained on the farm and in the community in which they were born
and went to school, and the result of this kind of education is recognized as a tre-
mendous factor in the present situation. The limits of this memorandum forbid more
elaborate or detailed discussion of the work of the Smith-Hughes vocational agri-
culture and home economics teacher. While the activity is administered by the local
school board, the state department of education, and the Federal Office of Education,
there has never been any serious problem of competition or lack of coordination
between this great public school enterprise and the land grant college extension program.
Since the teachers are trained in the colleges of agriculture and home economics and
since they get their subject matter from that source, they are in,some respects part
of the agricultural college system, at least froma subject matter standpoint. Many
Smith-Hughes agricultural teachers later became county extension workers. The
pupils and alumni of the vocational high school departments are banded together in an
association called the Future Farmers of America. This alumni association is rapidly
becoming one of the important and significant organizations in American Agriculture .

Some Facts and Figures on Smith-Hughes High Schools:

In 1953 there were 10, 179 Smith-Hughes high schools, with a total enrollment
of 293 vocational agricultural students. The total membership of the Future
Farmers of America was 383, 219 in 8, 868 local chapters. Total expenditures were
$47, 490, 396, of which $16, 618, 589 was state funds, $20, 767, 184 was local funds,
and $10, 104, 623 was Federal funds.

U. S. Department of Agriculture Programs:

One of the causes of delay in the passage of the Smith-Leaver Extension Act
was the problem of relationship between the Federal Government and the land grant
colleges, which were statn institutions. There was fear, on the part of some presi-
dents of the colleges, of oomization of the colleges by the Federal Government through
the Department of Agriculture, and consequently they wanted direct grants to states
of extension money without any strings attached. The Department of Agriculture felt
that there was a national interest in extension work and that it would be a mistake for
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the Federal Government to set a precedent by making grants in such a manner as
not to involve "the national interest." Secretary James Wilson saw both sides of the
problem, having been Dean of Agriculture at Ames and the Secretary of Agriculture
in Washington. He repeatedly stated that the states and the Federal Government
should consider themselves as partners in a common enterprise. A compromise
was finally worked out which provided in essence that the extension service should be
called the Cooperative Extension Service and its program within a state should be
approved by both the president of the college and the Federal Secretary of Agriculture
If there was anything in the annual program in the state which the Secretary of Agri-
culture disagreed with, it would be eliminated from the partnership agreement. By
the same token, the state would not be forced to do anything which the Department
of Agriculture wanted done by the Cooperative Extension Service, if it did not fully
agree. The gel sonnel within the state were to be selected by the state, and ap-
pointed as cooperative employees of the Department of Agriculture by the Secretary
of Agriculture. Thus, extension workers were in a way employees of the Department
of Agriculture and the college of agriculture, either of which could veto any portion
of their program which they did not approve. Under this arrangement neither the
Federal Government nor the state could completely dominate the other. The Cooper-
ative Extension Service did those things which were mutually agreed to and each part
was free to do on his own those things which were outside of the mutual agreement.
The arrangement has worked very successfully and there has been almost no dis-
agreement between the colleges and the Department.

In 1931 the Department of Agriculture began to embark on action programs
which were not primarily educational in nature and, therefore, did not quite fall
within the scope of the Cooperative Extension Service. The first of these programs
was the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, through which benefit payments were
made to farmers to increase farm income, and various other measures were taken to
bring about adjustments in agricultural production and improve the economic position
of the farmer. These programs were of an administrative nature and not primarily
educational. They were emergency in character and the colleges agreed that the
extension service during the emergency would render all possible assistance to the
program, but would not assume responsibility for its administration. After 3 years
of very important and very satisfactory service to the Federal Department of Agri-
culture, it was mutually agreed that the extension service would not be called upon
for further assistance to this program, or with the other programs such as the soil
conservation service, the Rural Electrification Administration, and .he Farm Security
Administration. The colleges agreed for the extension service to do a certain amount
of educational and informative work with reference to these programs on a friendly
cooperative basis, but not to assume any responsibility thereto . These programf3
administered by the Department of Agriculture have been nation-wide in their scope.
During the past 20 years most of the farms in the country have participated in the
programs of the AAA and its successors. The Soil Conservation Service is federal
in character and cooperates with Soil Conservation Districts which are governed by
the farmers and land owners within the district. They carry on a program having to
do with soil and water conservation and again most of the farms in the country are
involved in these programs. The programs are closely related to the educational
program of the extension service and there are harmonious cooperative relations
between the two organizations, but their administrative lines are separate and distinct.
The Farmers' Home Administration deals with low-income farmers in promoting
small farm ownership and rendering supervised credit to worthy people who are unable
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to get production credit through the regular channels of banking. The Rural Electri-
fication Administration makes loans to cooperative associations of farmers for the
purpose of making electricity available in the farm home and on the farmstead.

These organizations deal directly with farmers and while they are not educa-
tional in character, they are to a certain extent middlemen as far as ideas and
information are concerned. They are not part of the Cooperative Extension System,
yet they have a great impact on farmers in changing attitudes and ways of both farming
and living. They raise certain problems in the field of the social sciences -- political
science and government, economics, administration and social organization.

The Farm Credit Administration, which was originally the Federal Farm Loan
Board, and created by an Act of Congress in 1914, makes loans to farmers who are
members of cooperative loan or credit associations to facilitate farm ownership and
economical farm production and marketing. in some cases these loans are predicated
on a farm plan in which the farmer agrees to make certain changes in his methods of
farming or to use the funds received from the loans for certain particular purposes
which affect the organization and management of his farming enterprise.

4. NON-GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
SERVING FARMING

The limits of this paper forbid any detailed discussion of the principal organi-
zations and methods of communication that are involved in carrying information and
attitude forming ideas of various kinds to farmers in relation to farming and farm life.
The following is a list and description of the principal organizations of this character
which deal with farmers.

Farm Organizations:

A large percentage of the farmers today belong to one or more of the three
national farm organizations, the Farm Bureau, The Grange and the Farmer's Union.
These organizations usually have local and state units; they publish both national and
state publications, which are sent to their members and which deal primarily with
economic, social and legislative problems. These organizations represent their
members before the national and state legislative bodies .

Cooperatives:

Almost every farmer today is a member of one or more cooperative organi-
zations of a business character . These organizations may be engaged in marketing
agricultural products, in credit, in manufacturing and processing, in supplying farm
supplies, etc. Nearly all of these cooperatives publish house organs to keep their
membership informed regarding the work of their association. These house organs
are usually well edited. They support the extension program and are a little broader
in scope than just the area of the cooperative association.
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Farm Papers and Magazines:

Nearly all farmers are subscribers to one or more of the 725 agricultural
papers that are published in the United States. These farm papers are national and
regional and state-wide in their coverage. They are frequently traditions in farm
families who have been continuous subscribers for 3 or more generations. A large
percentage of the editing and writing of these papers is now done by men and women
who are graduates of the colleges of agriculture and home economics, many of whom
have specialized in agricultural journalism. These papers are widely read. They
follow closely the work of the colleges and experiment stations and the extension
service.

Local Newspapers:

Every county extension service endeavors to supply local agricultural news
to the papers within the county. Frequently, educational material having to do with
farm practices or the results of recent research are rewritten in the county extension
office so as to associate them with individual farmers or communities within the county.
More or less abstract research results are objectively reported in terms of "results"
demonstrations and local community meetings.

Metropolitan Daily Newspapers:

Many of the city dailies which have state-wide circulation now have an agri-
cultural editor and feature either a daily farm column or a section in the Sunday paper
devoted to agriculture. There are a few papers of state-wide coverage, such as the
Register and Tribune of Des Moines, Iowa, which not only feature agricultural news
of all kinds, but issue an agricultural supplement devoted to farms and farming. The
supplement has a style of its own which makes it different from the farm paper. Rural
free delivery and rapid transportation makes it possible for a farmer most anyplace
in the United States to receive daily a state-wide paper carrying good current agri-
cultural news. There is every evidence that such material is widely read by farmers.
The writers and reporters again are very apt to have been trained in the college of
agriculture.

Manufacturers, Advertisers and Local Dealers:

Commercial farmers are substantial buyers of all kinds of manufactured
prody.:ts, tractors, farm machinery, fertilizer, feeds of all kinds, household equip-
ment, automobiles and trucks, and such other things as insurance, baby chicks, seed,
etc. The manufacturers of these materials take special pains to train their dealers
to understand and to be able to explain accurately and effectively the use of the par
ticular product. They must be skilled in demonstrating it, if necessary, and know
all of the points that are involved in its use. This great increase in use of manu-
factured products by farmers has brought about a close working relationship between
this sector of private industry and the extension service, and the agricultural system
which bas been described in this memorandum. Local dealers and merchants both
go to the county agent for information regarding the use of the things which they are
distributing, and also to see that the agent it informed regarding any improvements
or changes in their products. A number of the national manufacturers of farm equip-
ment now publish monthly magazines which are informational and of high quality, and

1
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whicl, are sent to farmers who have purchased their machines . Many of them sponsor
radio and television programs directed to ff.irmers .

Radio and Television:

Practically all farm homes now are equipped with radio receiving sets and an
increasing number of TV sets are being installed. Most radio stations have programs
of direct interest to farmers; market reports and weather predictions are sent out
several times a day. Farm families often have the habit of listening to the radio
while eating the noon meal. Many county extension officers have regular time on the
radio station within their county. The National Extension Report for 1954 states that
the average county extension officer was responsible for over 206 radio broadcasts
during the year. There were 2, 400 counties in the United States which reported radio
as one of the important avenues of communication between the county agent and the
farmers of the county. Home demonstration extension workers have been skillful in
using the radio as an educational approach to farm women. For instance, a state
clothing specialist in New York a number of years ago devised a radio program for
teaching sewing in the home. Radio extension classes were enrolled by the county
home demonstration agent and at periodic intervals a radio talk was given on the
assumption that the farm woman who was listening had her instruction books and mate-
rials and her sewing machine before her. It was found that this was very effective ex-
tension teaching.

A few of the land grant colleges have their own broadcasting facilities. Those
that are fortunate enough, such as Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan State, Iowa State,
and Kansas, to have their own stations have developed large and appreciative listening
groups within their states.

When you put together all of the agencies and avenues engaged in diffusing
"useful and practical information in agriculture, " they make a combination of great
significance. There are two elements that tend to tie together this vast array of in-
struments of communication with agriculture. First, the principal source of their
information in agriculture and home making comes from the land grant colleges and
the U. S. Department of Agriculture. And, second, a large percentage of the people
who are involved in organizing, in writing and presenting the material, have been
trained in the college of agriculture. They are mostly sons and daughters of farmers,
they speak the farm language, they belong to the farm guild, they know how to talk to
almost any farmer in his own terms, and in such a way as to make him look upon them
as neighbors.

Mr. Lester A. Schlup, Director of the Division of Information Programs,
Federal Extension Service, recently said:

"The manner in which science has taken permanent root in farm practice is a
compelling story, it seems to me, that has been shaped from a torrent of influences.
These influences are like a group of cogs which mesh together. Each cog whirls in
unison with the others giving power to and takingpower from the remainit g ones. All
of them together transmit form and motion to the giant effort which moves rural America
forward. But it is practically impossible to isolate and observe the communications
cog independently from the others.
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"Mostly, I imagine, the barriers v) better farm production and rural living
;lave been pushed back by research, machinery, and the diffusion of knowledge through
the schools, the Cooperative Extension Service, and the one-way channels of mass
communication."

5. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN COMMUNICATION AND UTILIZATION
OF THE RESULTS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

Thus far this memorandum has dealt largely with those developments in the
agricultural sector of the national economy over the past 50 years, which have brought
about the development and specialization of those functions in agriculture which have
to do with the development of specialized professional agricultural workers. These
specialists perform certain necessary tasks that cannot be performed by farmers
themselves. These specialized functions are in the fields of scientific research, of
interpreting and passing the findings on to the 6 1/2 million family farmers and their
households in such a way as to make the utilization of this research and information
easily understood, and its adoption a simple matter. In order to accomplish these
two functions, colleges had to be developed to give the professional training required.
Thus, there has cieveloped in the division of labor a number of categories of proles -
sional workers, most of whom, but by no means all, are in the public service. These
specialists are necessary to the functioning of the complex and highly efficient agri-
culture which we have today. In this section we shall have a look at those functions
which stand between research at the college and the individual family farmer. Also,
we shall make some comments regarding the factors which are involved from the
standpoint of the farmers, in changing his methods in the adoption of new practices .

It is recognized at the onset, as has been the case throughout this memorandum, that
communication and utilization at the present time is much more simple and far better
developed in the realm of the natural sciences and the technologies based thereon than
in the social sciences and their application to economic and social affairs.

The term "communication" is coming into more common use as being the
symbol for that phenomenon which involves the transfer, in this particular case, of
scientific knowledge from the scientist and the specialist to the individual who uses it.
I think the term is a little confusing, if we begin by looking at who does what instead
of first endeavoring to understand the function or service which the term denotes. The
anthropologists have made a great contribution to the understanding of human culture,
partially because they try to look at all of the innumerable cultures of mankind and en-
deavor first to see those areas which are common to all. Second, they try to recognize
those areas in a culture common to all, and as necessary to man's existence in a
society as food is to the life of his body. Certainly, one of the great areas common
to all cultures can logically be termed "communication" -- people talking with each
other. We often think of this in the very simple terms of language. The individual
can only understand another individual if he speaks a common language . The neces-
sity of science has developed scientific terminology which is "Greek" to the farmer,
but a necessary tool to the scientist . NOW, this was not a problem in agriculture of
any great significance prior to the era of research, but when agriculture became
dynamic and there began to be a flow of new knowledge which would basically change
farm practice, it became of tremendous importance. I think there is some confusion
in the agricultural field today about the term and concept of communication; on the
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one hand John Dewey's daiultion of education, "anything that changes behavior", is
widely accepted, and a kind of cornerstone in extension education, Gy that one might
ask, what is the difference between education and communication? On the other hand,
the anthropologists might commeni that communication is the term which first of all
describes this great area of human behavior whereby individuals talk with and under-
stand each other. Words of common usage evolve as there is necessity for their use.
The telephone came first, the name later . As I see it, in the agricultural sector the
term communication is coming to be understood as the art and skill involved in the
transfer of ideas of what we call knowledge from one individual or group to another.
To a certain extent it involves educational methods, but in its more popular meaning
it is coming to have reference to a number of skills which are closely related to the
printed page, pictures and visual representations of all kinds, and mass communica-
tion through the radio. The methods of disseminating this knowledge involve the
agriculture editor, and the increasing number of people that develop visual aids and
all forms and methods of getting ideas over to the farmer. What I am trying to say
is, as I conceive it, that it is a collection of skills, methods, and approaches, all
directed to the same end, all of which are involved in agricultural programs and
program making, and in practical terms take the form of tools and methods that are
used by the communicator in carrying out his objectives .

From this standpoint "communications" has had an interesting and sort of
parallel development with the other professional services in agriculture. At the be-
ginning of the century the results of research in the experiment stations was presented
largely in terms of unattractive bulletins in which there were many tables, few and
poor illustrations, ail which were written in a style with words and phrases that had
little meaning to the farmer. About the time that James Wilson came to the Department
of Agriculture, a series of somewhat popular bulletins, called "Farmers Bulletins, "
were issued. These were printed in large quantities and distributed as free Govern-
ment publications through tit the United States. They had to be written in broad and
general terms, and often times could not answer a specific question that was bothering
the reader. At that time the principal communication from the outside world to the
farmer was the farm paper, and it must be said that many of the farm papers were
both well written and sound in the information they presented - As the extension
service began to develop, the county agent soon learned that the local newspapers in
his town were, perhaps, his best avenue of reaching people. He immediately got on
good terms with the country paper editors, and either wrote local agricultural news
himself, in which he involved ti e farmers of the county with the county extension
program, or supplied the editor with the information on which such news stories were
based. The country editor liked this and he cooperated fully. The farmer readers
liked it too. Extension agents in the early period requested a great deal of assistance
from the college in the area of the preparation of news stories, the preparation of
charts, and the spc-itil preparation of experiment station material in terms of local
problems in his county. The volume of requests became so large that the colleges
began to specialize and the position of extension editor, or extension information
specialist, .!..ss created. In addition to writing, this specialist began to develop
"lantern slides, " charts, and visual material of all kinds. It was not very long after
the passage of the Smith-Leaver Act before "the extension information specialist"
began to be a very busy man. In turn, the experiment station, either through the
extension editor or another editor, also began to give more attention to "popularizing"
and gradually moved in the direction of reporting research in two ways: first, the
scientific bulletin written primarily for the scientist, student, and popularizer, and
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second, through the means of simple, well illustrated circulars, presentingfacts for
the use of the farmer and his family.

County agents almost from their beginning had stereopticons. They took
pictures of their demonstrations and significant things in the county, and as far as
possible, illustrated their talks at farmers' meetings and so forth with lantern slides.
As movie projectors came to be simplified and electric current more commonly
available in the rural community, county extension officers began to use educational
and documentary movies. By the late 20's and early 30's, most county agents had
modern projection equipment, and the extension editor or information specialist of
necessity was moved into the field of visual aids . The same development took place
as radio and television appeared and the requirements of both of them in the prepara-
tion of material, and in the training of extension workers to use mass communications
media, again brought about by increasing demands from the county. The extension
information specialist or section of the state service found itself to be a very im-
portant element in carrying out the extension program. It now involved cooperating
with many agencies, many more than I have outlined above. Another important
factor was the growth of the various administrative and action agencies in the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, which also followed the pattern in the development of in-
formation outlets that I have previously described.

In 1913, a year before the passage of the Smith-Leaver Act, a professor at the
University of Illinois who was interested in "reaching the farmer" calleda meeting of
the handful of men who were then agricultural editors. There were only about 7 or 8
colleges that had such people at that time. Among those who attended the first
meeting, which was called by Dr. Powell, were Professor Andrew Hopkins, Agri-
cultural Editor at Wisconsin; Mr. Bristo Adams, the Agricultural Editor at Cornell;
the college editor of Iowa State College, and, perhaps, representatives from 3 or 4
other institutions. Those who attended this meeting became the organizing group of
trio American Association of Agricultural College Editors. From these small be-
ginnings this association has grown to a present membership of about 400. Iowa
State College last year commemorated the 50th Anniversary of the first course in
agricultural journalism that was given on that campus. At the present time, under-
graduate service courses in agricultural journalism and related subjects are available
to most agricultural students. There are 14 institutions, however, which either have
departments of agricultural journalism, or give well developed courses or master's
degrees in agricultural journalism. In some cases these courses are in cooperation
with the school of journalism of the institution. Eight of the 14 are in the middle
west. If my information is correct, the University of Wisconsin is the only insti-
tution now that gives the doctor's degree in agricultural journalism. Among the state
institutions in which instruction in agricultural journalism is quite well developed are
the University of Wisconsin, Cornell University , Kansas State College, Michigan
State College, Iowa State College, Oregon State University, University of Nebraska,
University of Minnesota, and the University of Illinois.

The American Association of Agricultural College Editors (AAACE) has been
very progressive. They have kept ahead of the developments in this field of communi-
cation. In recognition of the need of keeping abreast of the developments and of
professional training, a proposal was made to the Executive Committee of the Land
Grant College Association that a nation-wide workshop should be held in which would
be brought together the extension editors for the purpose of having a look at the whole
field, and of evaluating present methods and trends.
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The first, national Workshop of this character was held at Cornell University
in the spring of 1949.

In early 1952. Mr. Hadley Reed; Agricultural Editor, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, invited a few people to meet at the University of Illinois to con-
sider the broad problem of communication development and increasing the service to
agriculture. In calling the meeting he stated that it was being generally recognized
that communication was a very important function, and that it had developed so fast
over the past 15 or 20 years that many of those connected with it had been so hard
pressed by their daily tasks that they had not had opportunity to think in broad terms,
and to discuss its current problems or to plan for the future. At about that time the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation had expressed some interest in the field of communication,
particularly, as it was developing in the field of agriculture. The Kellogg Foundation
had, since its inception, been concerned with agriculture, health and education. It
had sponsored some experiments in community development in certain Michigan com-
munities; it had followed closely the developments in agriculture that have been
outlined in this memorandum, and it had raised the question as to whether or not
there was something unique in the developments in agriculture which might have a
bearing on the whole field cf communication in adult education and community develop-
ment in the United States. A representative of the Kellogg Foundation was present at
this meeting at the Univeesity of Illinois, and it was agreed to hold a program develop-
ment conference on imvovit,g agricultural communications at the University of
Chicago, May 25-31, 1452. About 40 people were invited to this program development
conference. The conference was made up of the Deans of agricultural colleges, the
directors of extension and experiment stetions, representatives of agricultural indus-
tries, three professors of education, Dr. Floyd Reeves, Professor of Education
Administration, Dr. Ralph Tyler, Dean of Social Sciences, University of Chicago,
and Dr. Robert Van Duyn, of the Kellogg Foundation. The United States Department
of Agriculture was represented by Mr. Lester Schlup, of the Federal Extension
Service, by Mr. Warren Meyer, Office of Experiment Stations, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, and Mr. Lyle R. Webster, Chief of the Office of Information of the United
States Department of Agriculture.

As a result of this developmental conference, certain recommendations were
made which became guide posts in the development of communication in agriculture.
One recommendation was to the effect that a national center be established on the
campus of some land grant college which would have as its purpose, among other
things, giving broad leadership in the development of agricultural communication in
the United States. As a result of these recommendations the Kellogg Foundation made
a grant to establish "The National Project in Agricultural Communications." The plans
for this project were cooperatively developedby a committee appointed by the Execu-
tive Committee of the Land Grant College Association. After the project was approved
and the grant made, the Executive Committee of the Land Grant College Association
appointed a committee which gives guidance and direction to the project. The project,
therefore, while located on the campus of Michigan State College, is in a broad way,
as far as policy matters are concerned, responsible to the Land Grant College
Association, and the Kellogg Foundation, as grantor of the necessary funds for its
operation.

The project got under way in the Fall of 1953. Although it has a small staff
engaged in carrying on its program, it is giving a certain type of leadership in
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agricultural communications and is working on a number of significant projects.

Thus, agricultural communications has taken its place as one of the members
of the family of important specialized agencies of service to American agriculture.
It is quite probable that the numbers of workers involved in this field both public and
private will rapidly increase, and there is every evidence that a number of land grant
colleges and universities are becoming the centers of graduate training and for re-
search in agr'cultural communications. Eventually, several of these institut ons will
grant doctor's degrees in agricultural communications.

The field of communications in agriculture, like many other areas in which
there is very rapid growth and development and multiplication of organizations per-
forming related services, develops problems in the field of coordination. In a free
society, and particularly in the United States where there is free interplay and under-
standing good will between public and private agencies, the present services and
future development of coordination takes the form of bringing about greater effective-
ness and efficiency for all through common understanding and through what might be
called the establishment by common consent of some rules to govern interrelations
a xi lines of development. It has been fortunate, in my judgment, in the agricultural
communication field that a large proportion of the professional workers have been
trained in the land grant colleges, and that they function within this area that I have
been calling professional, organized agriculture.

Utilization:

Thus far, it would seem that there are two main approaches to communications
of agricultural research results. I would call the first of these theories, "Give them
the facts, period." Those who hold this view say, "Let the farmer decide whether
or not he wants to use the facts. It's his business, and no one, particularly in the
public service, has any right to urge their adoption. Public servants can't sell things
like private salesmen." I would call the second theory, "Give the farmers the facts,
plus a little persuasion and a whole lot of interpretation, and some salesmanship."
In seeking state appropriations for agricultural extension and research the argument
often takes the following form. "Let us say, the use of hybrid seed corn has in-
creased the income of the farmers and the income of X state $50, 000, 000 annually .
The amount which goes into research and extension is a mere pittance in comparison
with the increased income that comes to X state as a result of its farmers using
these results."

I believe that if an outside behavioral scientist were to make a psychological
study of the views, motives, and personalities of the people in professional agri-
culture, he would conclude that they have a strong missionary bent in their makeup.
Those who have this missionary bent deeply feel that it is to the general welfare of
the country for the results of science in agriculture to be used by the farmers as soon
as possible. Dean Mumford and the Extcrision Service of the University of Illinois
didn't say, "Here is the McLean County System of raising worm free pigs. Take it or
leave it. " They put on, as did the other extension services, a campaign to influence
farmers to use it. The ancient Zoroastrian religion conceived the world as a great
conflict between darkness and light, between good and evil. It was the duty of farmers
to pitch in and fight evil that good might eventually win. Wormy pigs were symbols of
the devil; healthy pigs symbols of the good. I think this outside behavioral scientist
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would say that he found that the professional public servants in agriculture had swal-
khed William James' "Moral Equivalent of War," hook, line and sinker. Evil in
modern agriculture consists of the continued use of those pre-scientific production
practices which are wasteful, whirh ! are ingtf.'"nt, and which minimize man's
optimum use of scientific knowledge in the economic production of food and fibre.
Essentially, these professional people say, "Let's move research along in agriculture
at lea, as fast as it moves in the other sectors of society; let's communicate the re-
sults as speedily as possible to farmers; let's help farmers to understa-d them." Of
course, in free democratic society each farmer makes his free decisions, but the
current of the culture and the economic pressure makes him more and more respon-
sive to make the decision in the direction of rapidly fitting the newer practices into
his system of farming, insofar as they are economically sound and increase his net
return. Farmers, like other producers in a free economic system, respond to the
profit motive, but the more they are acculturated to this flow of scientific knowledge,
the quicker and easier and more profitable it is to put it into use.

Studies are beginning to be made of the processes by which farmers come to
know about the results of research and are motivated to substitute new methods and
practices for old ones. Thus far, few such studies have been made. Those that have
been made have been largely carried on by rural sociologists by survey methods.
They have sougnt largely to get from farmers what they thought was the source of the
information which caused them to change practices. One of the pioneer studies was
made in North Carolina by Professor E. A. Wilkening, a rural sociologist, who had
at one time been a county agent. In response to questioning a sample group of farmers
as to the source of information about 8 improved practices, he got the following results.

Other farmers 28 percent
Extension Service 26 "
Dealers 16 "
Vocational Agriculture Teacher 11 "
Soil Conservation Service 9

,,

Farm Journals 5 ,,

Other farm agencies 2 "
Radio 2 "

A similar study, made by rural sociologists in Missouri found the following as a
result of a study of 279 farm operators in a northeast Missouri community. The 1-1 ob-
jective was "To get a picture of how scientific information reaches the farmer." The
following indicates the percentage of the farmers interviewed who got help from par-
ticular sources.

Direct Roads of Communication:

1% Meetings at the college
23% College circulars and bulletins
30% Direct from the county agent

Lndirect Communication:

65% Newspapers
75% Farm papers
46% Radio
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Relay Stations of Communications:

22% Meetings held by the county agent
19% Vocational agricultural teachers
9g% ela.sses at the local high school

Integration of Communication Channels:

90% Contacts with neighboring fanners
76% Sought their advice within the community
90% Friends, neighbors and relatives

'Communication through Successful Farmers:

35% Sought information from 22 farmers in the area.

These studies are significant primarily as pioneering in this field. Research
of this kind will not go very far until it gets into the problem of personality, of moti-
vation, of systems of prestige and values, and all of those complicated and complex
things which underlie human behavior. They show what farmers think, and above all
that there are many lines of communication, all of which are significant, and the total
impact of them all is proportionally greater than any one approach.

As an indication of a "stiaw in the wind" of present agricultural extension de-
velopment, a regional committee has been formed by the North Central States Rural
Sociology Committee to study the problem of sources of information and motivation.
This Committee is be;ng financed by the Farm Foundation. Thus far, one regional
report has been issued, "How Farm People Accept New Ideas," Agricultural Extension
Service, Iowa State College, 1955. The report is an example of the trend in the
writing and presentation used in extension publications; simple, readable, and ad-
dressed, in this case, to extension workers. In essence the report says that there are
3 stages in the process ofacceptance of the diffusion process. One is awareness; 2
is interest; and 3 is evaluation, of which there is a trial stage, after which the idea is
either adopted or rejected. It points out that the diffusion process varies with types of
change and that there are some personal and social characteristics related to the
adoption of any new practice. Some of these factors are, grouped and community be-
havior, personal prestige, educational development, family behavior, etc. These
variations on the parts of individuals give a basis for further study and classification
as to different types of personalities. There are innovators, there are followers, there
axe those with negative reactions, and those who, for a number of reasons, are gripped
by custom and habit and are not motivated to doing things differently than they are done
at the present time.

In a recent discussion of the subject "the diffusion process" by Professors Beal
and Bohlen before the annual conferezce of the Iowa Extension Service, these rural
sociologists pointed out that the fanners as usera of research fell into 4 classes: in-
novators, early adopters, informal leaders, and non-adopters. Their present re-
searches seem Lo be getting into the classification of different types of reaction on the
part of farmers on the one hand and the social and economic environment as At affects
the adoption of recommended practices. This irid!cates that this line of research will
soon be grappling with very basic problems in what goes on after one phase of com-
munication takes place.
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The extension service for the past 15 years has been giving more and more
attention to the professional training of extension workers in the field of what is coming
to be called extension education, and in research and evaluation as it underlies and
gives a basis for methods and procedures. One of the significant results seems to
come from extension studies in the field of utilization and adoption in that a "multiple
exposure approach, " which uses and combines all of the approaches and all of the
methods, is the one that gets results. Shooting with bird shot is more effective than
a high-powered, long range, single bullet, for certain types of game. Therefore,
the skillful county extension program utilizes all of the methods of communications
rather than relying on a single approach.

The reader of this memorandum should not assume that both the communication
process and its objective, the utilization of research on farms, have reached a high
degree of perfection. State extension specialists frequently make "spot checks" of
farmers. They might drive down a road and talk with all the farmers regarding the
area of their particular interest. By way of illustration, the poultry specialist in New
Jersey a few years ago made a spot check of this kind, talking with those farm fami-
lies who kept between 50 and 75 hens for their own use. He reduced his survey to the
5 most essential poultry practices in connection with small flocks. He found only 25%
of these farmers using all of the 5 practices. He further tried to find a satisfactory
explanation in his mind as to why this was the case. What were the road blocks? Had
there been a failure in communication? Was there a lack of understanding? Or, was
there understanding, but for some reason, lack of motivation? And, if so, why this
lack of motivation? On the basis of his interviews with 100 farmers, and the explana-
tions that he got as to w'iy the practices were not adopted, he, in cooperation with the
county extension staff, worked out a program which provided for different kinds of
approaches of communication, so to speak, for different kinds of farm situations. In-
stead of preparing one circular, or one set of educational materials, they prepared
five. When they tried these out, they found they got a much more satisfactory result,
but still about half of the farmers did not significantly improve their poultry practices.
This kind of "trial and error" approach, which has characterized the extension service
throughout its history, and which has been one of the greatest elements of its strength,
is in the process of being supplemented and reinforced today by both research and
training, and by an understanding of all of the functions of communications. The
demands of farmers for professional service in agriculture and home economics con-
tinues to increase rapidly. The more usable research information farmers get, the
more they demand. The importance of the function of communication and the develop-
ment of the communication functions is being recognized more and more by educators
and extension administrators.



SOME PRINCIPLES REGARDING THE UTILIZATION OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH WITHIN THE MILITARY

By George W. Croker

Colonel Croker became director of the African Re-
search Foundation in 1961, after a distinguished
career in the United States Air Force . One of his
assignments in the Air Force was that of adminis -
trative officer of the Human Resources Research
Institute, where there was a large program of
behavioral research.

What This Memorandum Is About

In the early '30's, during the construction of a tunnel through Malinta Hill --
a camel's hump of ground that divided the defense bastion of Corregidor -- a bench
was built near one entrance of the tunnel and painted white. It was for the use of
those who had to walk through the tunnel as well as for the guard posted at that end.
However, since paint took some time to dry in those days, particularly in humid
climates such as in the Philippine Islands, instructions were included in the orders
of the guard to permit no one to sit on the bench, and a sign to the same effect was
erected nearby.

After some days, the paint did dry, but the orders to the guard and the sign
prohibiting sitting on the bench remained. Several years later, after construction
of an electric rail system that provided transport through the tunnel for all -- and
for reasons of no moment to this account, the guard post eliminated -- an inspired
lieutenant (there is evidence that suggests he was a civilian reserve officer called
to active duty) became interested in why the sign and the guard orders prohibited
sitting on an object obviously designed for such a purpose. It may have been surmised
already that his dogged pursuit of knowledge makes this story possible.

Now there is no intent in the foregoing tale to impute shortcomings to those
who won just and undying fame in the heroic defense of Corregidor. Rather, it is to
suggest pleasantly that by its very nature a military society nurtures the status quo
and resists change.

In an era when conflict is a way of life, one of the agencies sorely pressed to
cope with the changes demanded of it is the United States Air Force . In addition to
the overwhelming demand for continuous adjustment to technical changes that is im-
plicit in its primary mission, the Air Force has been required in less than a decade
to adjust to two other changes, different in character, but each of substantial magni-
tude. First, it won its "fight" for independence and in 1947 became a Department.
From a secondary, supporting arm of one service during an era when military affairs
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and civilian affairs of government were relatively discrete, it was suddenly "on its
own" as a co-equal with the Army and Navy in an era when policy and power were no
longer brothers, but Siamese twins. Then, before completing its first deep sigh of
pride and uttering its first groan of responsible despair in this capacity, it was
forced to assume an even greater responsibility: The role of the primary military
arm.

Hence, there is logic in using the Air Force as a "laboratory" in which to
examine the process of change . In a general, modest way this memorandum will
attempt to do so. Specifically, it will direct attention to problems that are confronted
in the utilization oi social science research -within a military setting, that of the
United States Air Force. Its ultimate purpose is to draw from experience some hy-
potheses, or principles, that appear to underlie, or govern, the utilization process --
if not social change itself. To do this, there will be a discussion and analysis
of four research projects (selected primarily for their illustrative characteristics)
conducted under the aegis of the Human Resources Research Institute (the Air Force's
social science research agency from 1949 until 1954, hereafter in this memorandum
referred to as "HRRI," the short title by which many came to know it), and second,
a discussion of some general aspects of the problem of utilization of social science
research within a military setting.

Some Essential Background

It should be made clear that in the Air Force research is controlled to a large
extent and in many aspects by individuals not trained in a scientific discipline . This
is particularly true of social science research, especially during the planning and
utilization phases. In this memorandum the generic term, "operator, " selected
because it is the term used by the military itself, will be used to refer to this repre-
sentative of "management." He may come from one or more of the following func-
tional areas: "policy", "plans", "command", "personnel management", "training", or
from "operations" itself. In the social order of the Air Force he is supreme. He
controls the "purse strings" and is promoted faster and in greater numbers than his
research brother. In brief, he "runs the show."

He first enters the research process in the "requirements" phase, during
which the question: "Does the Air Force need die research?" is theoretically answered.
He has to state -- or agree in those cases in which the scientist himself suggests a
research study -- that the Air Force requires the research proposed. Or, if the
study has passed the early test of "being required, " he can cancel it simply by elimi-
nating the "requirement." Implicit in many instances is the demand placed on the
"operator" to admit either that he or someone in the hierarchy is incapable of coping
with the problem stimulating the research, or that some aspect of the system has
been mismanaged and help is needed. Moreover, it is implicit that sponsorship or
acceptance of a research project means that the "operator" understands the dimen-
sions and nature of the problem researched -- or, where no definite problem is
involv the relation of the research to the Air Force's mission -- as well as the
manner in which the research can be of assistance to him or the Air Force.

In the utilization phase, additional forces are present that work on the
"operator." Now he is confronted with a need to change something: a procedure,
a policy, an organization -- perhaps even eliminate all or part of his own function
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or area of responsibility. At this point the reluctance of an individual to change his
behavior is accentuated and becomes as crucial to the social process as does the
necessity for him to understand in the first place the problems and the relation of
the research to the totality of the situation.

Example I. The Ethics Project

While bold and visionary in its approach to the solution of its new problems
and responsibilities, the Air Force, like a person newly come to power and position,
was sensitive about the manner of its performance. One manifestation of this con-
cern is of interest to this account. Shortly after the close of World War II, some
leaders of the Air Force became worried about the high incidence of dissident be-
havior among its officers and were led to the conclusion that a set of explicitly stated
behavior standards, a "Code of Ethics, " would lessen the degree of "bad" behavior.

The first attempt to develop such a standard, or code, was made within the
Air Staff (the staff of the Chief of Staff of the Air Force). A board was created in
1947 and given the task of writing a Code of Ethics for Air Force officers. Several
months of unproductive effort led to the delegation of responsibility for the task to
the Commander of the Air University. This action led to the establishment of HRRI.

On the staff of the Commander of the Air University at that time were two
colonels: X, a senior Chaplain within the Air Force, and Y, one of its outstanding
combat commanders of World War H. While obtaining his doctorate, X had added
understanding and appreciation of social science research methods to a professional
and deep personal interest in the causes of human behavior. Y's intense combat
leadership experience had convinced him that there was a pattern in the affairs of
men, and that such affairs could be conducted better if it were known. They both
deplored the guess work that often characterized the management of Air Force
personnel .

The Ethics Project was assigned to them.

While exploring methods of undertaking the task assigned them, these two
officers learned of the Committee on Human Resources of the newly created Research
and Development Board of the Department of Defense. Under the broad guidance pro-
vided by this Committee, the Air Force was to have an integrated human resources
research program; in fact, two agencies concerned primarily with psychological re-
search -- the Human Resources Research Center ("HRRC") and the Human Resources
Research Laboratory ("HRRL") -- already had been established. There remained a
need for a social science research agency. Initial inquiries by X and Y concerning
ways to evolve a Code of Ethics led to a broader question: Should the Air University
fill this need? The answer was "yes"; consequently in June of 1949 HRRI was estab-
lished at the Air University and given the mission of conducting research in these
substantive areas of concern to the Air Force: Officer Personnel, Officer Education,
Manpower, Human Relations, Psychological Warfare, and Strategic Intelligence
Methods. Y became its first Director, and X the Director of the Ethics Project. The
author was assigned to HRRI and the Ethics Project in August 1949.

Planning for the study was completed and data for the first phase collected
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shortly after the establishment of HRRI. The design of the study was as follows:
Using Flanagan's Critical Incident Technique, a sample was obtained of approximately
1; nnn incidents of "grarvi" (00-kind) and "had" (unethical) behavior on the part of Air
Force officers . These "cases," obtained from officers of the rank of major, lieu-
tenant colonel, and colonel, were then subjected to qualitative analysis for the purpose
of determining the ethical "themes" implicit in the judgments made by the officers
providing the cases. The rationale was that. "real life themes," as distinct from
ones philosophically determined, were a logical step toward a Code of Ethics.

The Project staff was unanimously in accord that the implementation of the
research results was as important as the research itself. Consequently, a great
deal of planning and effort was devoted to the "utuizadon" phase. For example,
numerous attempts were made at communicating interim findings to Air Force of-
ficers through lectures and seminars in various schools of the Air University. Such
efforts had a feedback effect on the Project staff in that they contributed both to prepa-
ration of the Project report and to sharpening the insights of the staff during the final
stages of the analysis phase. In addition, an explicit effort was made to inform all
"operators" within the Air Staff (e.g., "Personnel" and "Training") who might affect
the utilizat: of the research results and of the progress status of the project. Ac-
tivities such as these brought the project to the attention of several key commanders
of the Air Force. Among them was General Ciu:ds E. Lemay, Commander of the
Strategic Air Command, who considered the project to be of great potential worth in
solving a major problem -- that of moral leadership -- in his command.

By early 1950 the analysis of the first-phase data was complete and steps were
under way to obtain additional data to complete the project as originally planned.
However, several factors entered the picture that affected the conduct of the study
and the utilization of the research results. Late in 1949, a civilian had succeeded
Y as Director of HRRI. After he had been on the job for a brief period, he voiced
disapproval of the Project on the grounds that (a) it was not scientific enough, and
(b) it was not possible to study "ethics" except in terms of the total "community."
(The reader might note that the American Psychological Association used a study
similar to the Ethics Project to evolve its own ethical standards.)

The specific effect of the new Director's position on the utilization phase of
the project was to alter significantly the character of the Project Report. In fact,
X was given to understand by the new Director that it would be the better part of wis-
dom on his part if "he would forget the whole thing, "'and that "in no case would an
official report from HRRI be issued on the Project." However, X possessed an
obstinate character when such was needed. He simply refused to permit over two
years' work to be side-tracked. Widespread and profound interest in the study by the
thousands of officers who had come to know it through his lectures and seminars
fortified his desire to publish a record of the inquiry. As a compromise, 45 mimeo-
graphed copies of an "Interim Report" bearing no "official sanction" by HRRI was
published. No "official" distribution of the report was ever made.

Thus, the Ethics Project was "concluded" short of its original goal: To create
a Code of Ethics for Air Force officers. Yet it came close to attaining the essence
of its purpose, if not the letter, for in June of 1950, the Chief of Chaplains of the Air
Force arranged for a personal briefing on the study for his immediate superior, the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Headquarters, United States Air Force. The
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latter's response to the presentation is indicated by a comment he made in a discus-
sion afterwards: "This is the most important workgoing on in the Air Force today."
He followed this remark with instructions to prepare. a program of moral eadership
for the entire Air Force to be implemented personally la its major commanders,
and to be based on the findings of the Ethics Project. To understand why this program
was not undertaken one needs only to know the date on which the presentation occurred:
25 June 1950. The invasion of South Korea by the North Korean Army diverted the
interest of Air Force leaders to more pressing problems!

But to understand fully the broader impact of the Ethics Project one has to take
a brief journey to two events in later history. For the first, let us rejoin Colonel Y
in the Fall of 195Z, more than two years after he transferred from HRRI to General
Lemay's Strategic Air Command (SAC). Now commander of an important SAC base
in the middle west, Y is as enthusiastic as ever regarding the use of the social
sciences in helping solve Air Force 'human problems. In fact, shortly after taking
command of the base, he decided to do "something" about it . His first effort was to
apply some of the ethical principles which grew out of the Ethics Project. But let
him tell it (as he told the author):

For over two years I've been trying to figure out just how in the
world one could make any practical use "f the ethical themes we used
to talk ..bout at HRRI. Well, when I first came to this base I decided
to try. I noticed that the base c.o. before me had been the only one
on the base with a paved driveway. I made it a point to get everyone
out of the mud, and I stopped the practice of getting something special
just because I was the c .o. Take the matter of the hack watches (Note:
a special kind of watch worn by airmen). Not long after I arrived the
supply officer came to me and said that a new shipment had come in.
When did I want mine? As base c.o., I didn't need one. They are nice
to have, save you some dough -- so he naturally thought that I'd want
one. I asked him if he had checked with the tactical (combat) outfits.
All of the watches finally went to them. Now what I had done was to
recall the theme about the use of one's power position to one's own
advantage. I was really surprised at the effect that even the simple
application of that principle had!

But the theme that had the most effect and was the most important
was the one to do with keeping people informed -- letting them know
where they stand and what their job is. I'm convinced now that most
of our trouble in getting people to do their jobs lies in that one.

Note: Eleven ethical "themes" evolved from the Ethics Project. The two
specific ones referred to by Colonel Y were:

Foregoing personal advantage -- occupation, psychological, economic,
etc. -- out of consideration for the rights of other persons or groups of
persons .

Seeking and sharing knowledge needful for the best performance of
tasks; or a scientific attitude in dealing with problems or data, as opposed
to arbitrariness, prejudice, rashness, or evasion.

-
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To pursue further his sharp interest in and insight h to the patterns of human
behavior, Y instituted a management school at his base. TV help him in this endeavor,
he sought the assistance of HRRI. A team of social scientists was made available to
help Y in his program. The "tangible" results of this work was a set of procedures
for improving the operation of an SAC base while effecting a considerable reduction
in personnel required for the task. Moreover, the study became well known and
stimulated similar studies at other SAC bases. And while the intangible effects of
this research, as in most cases, is difficult to measure, Colonel Y's comments are
worth noting:

While I felt that the manpower we saved in itself made the effort
more than worthwhile, something else was at least as important.
People worked better when they knew just what they were supposed
to do and how it related to other people's responsibilities. In fact, I
felt that I "had it made" when I started to get calls from wives to tell
me that their husbands worked harder and were happier than they
ever had been before.

The second stop of our journey through history occurs in 1952 also. The
Ethics Project had come to the attention of the Commander of the United States Air
Force in Europe (USAFE). As a result, he requested that a study be made of the
standards of behavior of Air Force Personnel in the European area. This study was
completed in the fail of 1952, but its usefulness was seriously impaired as a result
of two errors of judgment by the staff of HRRI:

(1) Too great an insight into, and ability co use, the final report was at-
tributed to the Air Force "operators" in Europe. This conclusion resulted in omis-
sion from the report of "suggestions for action, " a major failure in this instance.

(2) An Air Force Chaplain should have been included on the research team.
Failure to do so offended the Chief of Chaplains and his representatives in Europe.

Notwithstanding these serious shortcomings, the report made on this study
was the basis for some worthwhile policy decisions in the United States Air Force in
Europe.

Now what apparent principles of effective utilization can be derived from the
Ethics Project? The first -- and perhaps most important -- is one that characterizes
progress in any field of science: The products of scientific inquiry are often used
for purposes other than those contained in the original goal of the inquiry; i.e., they
may be applied to the solution of a different problem, or form the basis for further
inquiry which in turn leads to new knowledge or ways of doing tasks simpler or
better. The Ethics Project did not attain its goal of a Code of Ethics for Air Force
officers; yet, its findings had a number of effective uses, only two of which are re-
lated in this account: Y applied them in operating a base of the Strategic Air Com-
mand, and the Commander of the United States Air Force in Europe used them as a
basis for further exploration of a related practical problem . Elsewhere in the Air
Force they were used as a basis for a course in leadership in the Air University, and
as a "stepping-stone" to a manual on discipline for the Air Force.

Second, the Ethics Project illustrates the effect of a "negative" position
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utilization that can occur in the military. A senior officer with wide experience in
research once said to the author: "The single greatest problem in getting anything
doi.e is coping with the guy who says Why, it takes the agreement of about 99
generals to get around one I I I I I major in the Pentagon who says 'no' ." In the Ethics
Project, the disapproval of the civilian Director seriously decreased the possibility
of attaining the Project's initial goal. In the "Standards of Behavior" study in Europe,
the negative position of the Chaplains affected detrimentally the utilization of the re-
port of the study.

Third, the Ethics Project illustrates the principle that effective utilization of
social science research will depend often (especially where pervasive or contro-
versial changos are involved) on the addition of a force or influence on the part of
persons not immediately identifiable with the social situation in which the change must
occur. The presentation of the briefing to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel on
the Ethics Project Interim Report was arranged personally by the Chief of Chaplains
of the Air Force. Had the Project staff made the arrangements, the briefing would
not have occurred.

Other important principles of utilization are illustrated in the account of the
Ethics Project. -rer, since they are more pointedly portrayed in the examples
that follow, discuss ,n of them will be included there rather than under this example.
References to the Ethics Project will be made when appropriate.

Example II: The Air University Far East Research Group (Social Sci_nce Research
in Combat)

If the Air Force fails i. its primary mission that of deterring war then
it must fulfill its secondary mission -- to be maximally effective when war occurs.
Combat effectiveness of course is a function of the combination of machines and men.
To study this relation, as well as to look into other aspects of the human elements in
the war, HRRI sent a group of social scientists to Korea and other areas of the Far
East in the fall of 1950. A unique opportunity existed in the substantive areas of
psychological warfare research and strategic intelligence methods research, for in
South Korea there existed for the first time a "laboratory' in which the "products"
of sovietization could be studied firsthand.

Specific recommendations that HRRI study the human aspects of the Korean
war came from a Planning Group of eminent social scientists wh met at HRRI during
the summer of 1950 for the purpose of outlining broad areas of research which they
felt were appropriate guidelines for an Air Force social science research program.
(The late Prof . 3. A. Stouffer, who directed the morale studies conducted by the War
Department during World War II, was Chairman of the Group. It is interesting to
note that one segment of the report dealt with the subject of "research into methods
of utilization of research.") Except for the utilization aspects of the study, the plan-
ning and execution of this project was essentially without fault. 17.ndorsed by Head-
quarters, Air Force, its general terms and broad outlines were arranged for
personally by General George Kenney, then Commander of the Air University, with
General MacArthur and General George Stratemeyer, then Commander of the Far
East Air Force (FEAF), the headquarters of the Air Force in the Pacific. Par-
ticipation by HRRI's sister agencies, HRRC and HRRL, made it an integrated Air
Force effort in the field of human resources research .
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The group was comprised of 14 social scientists and two officers, of which
the author was one. A majority of the group came from various universities and the
remainder -_-om the staffs of the permanent agencies . Meeting at HRRI some time
before departing for the Far East, the group completed the planning originated by
the in-service staffs of the HRRI, HRRC, and IIRRL . Two "teams" were formed: A
Personnel Research team of 10 scientists and one officer, and a Psychological Warfare
Research Team of 4 scientists and one officer . Tentative methods of approach and
design of interviews and questionnaires were completed. A name, "The Air Uni-
versity Far East Research Group," or "AUFEIG" for short, was chosen.

The Personnel Team devoted its attention to such subjects as attitudes toward
the war and toward Koreans, leadership, job satisfaction, and other human relations
aspects of the war. It gathered its data in the form of structured interviews and
questionnaires from five different combat units, 2 of which were in Korea, 2 in
Japan, and one on Okinawa. Several thousand questionnaires and over one hund-red
and fifty intensive interviews were obtained. No analysis of the data was attemptedin the Far East.

An account of the study conducted by a sub-team of a unit in Korea will il-
lustrate the nature of the Personnel Research Team's task. The unit, a fighter Wing
comprised of approximately 1800 men and 75 aircraft:, was engaged in intensive
combat operations at the time the sub-team arrived at its base. From the outset,
the Wing Commander indicated that his regard for tie study was not high. He "didn't
see its purpose, " and had his permission been sought, the study of the Wing surely
would not have occurred. However, he did nothing to obstruct the research.

The two civilian scientists, (Dr. Floyd L. Ruch of the University of Southern
California, and Mr. Dan Camp of HRRI), both superb practitioners of human rela-
tions, immersed themselves in the social climate of the Wing and established remark-
able rapport in a very short time. The interviews were conducted and the question-
naires obtained, of course, during non-combat periods.

As the research progressed, certain marked changes occurred in the behavior
pattern of the personnel of the Wing, as well as in the attitude of the Wing Com-
mander toward the research team. The normal earmarks of a fighter-type unit --
which might be described by the phrase, "boisterous exuberance" -- became less
noticeable. Instead, a conservative climate became normal. The Wing Commander
became friendly and approachable in contrast to the distant attitude he had displayed
initially. And prior to the sub-teams' departure from the base, he sought out the
author and voluntarily provided the following comment:

F rankly, I think you know tiow T. felt about you people when you
first got here. I just didn't like it. But since you've been he-fe I've
noticed quite a change in the Wing Haven't you noticed the extraor-
dinarily reserved atmosphere at the Club?? I'm still not clear as to
what you intend to do with the information you've gotten out of us, but
I will say this: Whatever your trip cost the Air Force, it was worth it
just from the good you did in my Wing alone .

Perhaps the Wing Commander was prescient, for after the return of the Group
to the U.S., it became clear that insufficient thought had been devoted to the analysis
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of the data of the reports pertaining to the work of the Personnel Research Team .
Months passed before a single report was published, and many of the reports origi-
nally intended for publication never reached that stage .

By comparison, the Psychological Warfare Research Team was a model both
of how to carry out research in an overseas theater and of effective utilization. De-
spite the bitter Korean winter and amidst the confusion of a badly confused war, the
Research Team not only completed its data-gathering, but coded it, transposed it to
IBM cards, and completed a partial analysis while still in Korea. (Note: If the reader
wonders about the availability of IBM equipment in Korea at this particular time, he
may be consoled by the knowledge that so did the author.) Within four weeks after
he return of the Team to the U.S ., its report was completed, and within two months,

printed and distributed. But of more importance, those who could use the report were
kept apprised of its nature with the result that it was used -widely.

As a result of the work of the original AUFERG, and in light of the broad
social science mission assigned it, HEM decided to establish a permanent detach-
ment in the Far East. This action was taken with the personal knowledge ?nd approval
of the Vice Commander of FEAF, Maj. Gen. (later Lt. Gen.) L. E. Craigie. The
Rand Corporation agreed to provide one scientist to work in cooperation with the
permanent AUFERG.

One of its first projects was a morale study of Chinese and Korean prisoners
of war. By the time of the Korean Armistice negotiations, the analysis phase of the
project had advanced sufficiently to permit an interpretation by the Rand represent-
ative, Dr. Herbert Goldhanuner (who had provided major guidance of the research).
His conclusions had such import that they were brought to the attention of the truce
team. By then, Gen. Craigie had become the first Air Force member of the truce
team. His knowledge of AUFERG's work prompted him to invite Dr. Goldhammer to
visit Panmunjon, where he remained for over four months as a major adv Lsor to the
team .

What principles can be derived from the exp,?rience with AUFERG? First, it
demonstrates that effective utilization of social science research depends to a large
degree on planning for such utilization at the same time that plans are made for the
research itself. Little or no attention was paid bar HRRI planners to the subject of
utilization of the research findings of the Personnel Research Team. Primarily for
this reason, the results were not forthcoming in time to be of real use. It would have
been far wiser to have sacrificed a degree or two of sophistication in the analysis and
conducted enough of it in the Far East to have permitted a preliminary report to be
submitted to the FEAF . As things turned out, such a preliminary report would have
been of substantial benefit to FEAF in solving some of the difficult personnel problems
it had at the time. Conversely, because utilization was Alarmed for, the findings of
the Psychological Warfare Research Team were produced and distributed with dis
patch. As a result their usefulness was greatly enhanced.

Another principle of utilization (and one closely related to the preceding one)
is that effective utilization must take into account the dynamic, changing nature of
social situations . Again, this principle may seem so obvious as to not warrant
mentioning; however, in altogether too many instances researchers have foreclosed
on the possibility of effective utilization of their efforts by attempting overrefined
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analysis. Failure by HRRI to recognize this principle was a major factor in the in-
effective utilization of the findings of the Personnel Research Team. On the other
hand, the permanent AUFERG later conducted a project that exemplified the positive
side of this principle. Called "Project Symbol, " it was a study of ways of communi-
cating with Chinese and Korean soldiers. The officer who was at that time Chief of
the Psychological Warfare Division in General MacArthur's headquarters said this to
the author: "Symbol is the project I always think of when I need an example of sockr
research being finished in time for it to be of some real use. '

Effective utilization must recognize that a research endeavor tends to affect
the very situation which it has under study: this is the third principle illustrated by
this project. The members of the fighter Wing knew that it was being observed by
scientists; this knowledge affected their behavior. The change in the Wing's behavior
impressed the Wing Commander, whose attitude toward the research was affected.
(This principle was also demonstrated in the Ethics Project. At one points an attempt
was made to solicit the attitudes of a large class of approximately 500 officers ranking
from major to colonel toward the meaning of the ethical themes. The school author-
ities had limited the time of the Project staff to one afternoon. However, the reaction
of the group to the experience was so strong that the authorities altered their original
position and granted additional time of substantial proportions.)

The final principle illustrated by this Project is that effective utilization usu-
ally will depend on an operator possessing insight into, and knowledge of, how the
social sciences can be utilized in solving problems of policy and management. Gen.
Craigie possessed a profound understanding in this respect which provided the basis
for his agreeing to the establishment of a permanent AUFERG and for inviting Dr.
Goldhammer to visit Panmunjon.

Example III: Project Repair (A Study of Repatriated Prisoners of War)

As early as 18 months prior to the return of the first U.S. prisoners of war
which resulted from the end of fighting in Korea and subsequent negotiations, 'MIattempted to establish a research project designed to reveal the character and nature
of a problem that later was to assume large dimensions. It was felt that prisoners
who had been subjected to intensive Communistic propaganda and brain-washing
presented a problem, the solution of which could be helped by social science research,
and that to be maximally effective, research should begin at the time the prisoners
were first liberated. However, the effort to establish a requirement for such researchwas not successful.

As a result, it was not until the fall of 1953 that the POW problem was per-
ceived by the Air Staff as having aspects in which social. science research could be of
some help. Even then, the requirement that led to HRRI's participation emanated
primarily from the understanding of the potential contributions of social science to
the solution of the problem by the Commander of the Air University at that time,
Lt. Gen. (now General and Commander of the North American Defense Command)
Lawrence Kuter, rather than from the formal organizational entity of the Air Force
responsible for determination of requirements. In fact, the Air Staff apparently
perceived the problem successively from four aspects prior to the initiation of any
research: first, as a psychological warfare problem (i.e., what would be its effect
on public opinion); then as a problem of medical rehabilitation of the returned

i
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prisoners; next, as a security problem; and finally, as a punitive problem (who
should be punished, what should the punishment be, what should it cost). At the
latter point, HRRI began its research.

An interdisciplinary team of psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, an-
thropologists, and statisticians conducted the research. Data were obtained from a
number of sources, including a vasi: body of written material obtained by agencies
other than the project staff (such as Intelligence interviews), psychiatric interviews
with a number of the prisoners, and a comparative study of historical and legal in-
formation. From the operator point of view, the research was to provide sugges-
tions on these aspects of the problem:

1. Punitive
2. Policy
3. Training

Completed in the fall of 1954, the report on REPAIR (together with a number
of periodical briefirgs by members of the project staff for the policy board estab-
lished at the Air Staff level to deal with the problem) was a major influence in the
formulation of Air Force policy governing treatment of returned prisoners of war.
The difference among the services with regard to this problem is well known, as is
the profound, pervasive importance of the problem to the nation as a whole. The
soundness of the Air Force position, of course, must await the test of history. By
and large, however, it has received favorable comment from the nation's press; this
is not true of the position of the other services.

What principles of effective utilization can we observe in this project? Project
REPAIR, both from a research as well as the utilization point of view, was one of
HRRI's finest hours. It was conceived by a senior ranking general officer of the Air
Force (one who has a singularly broad understanding of the political and social re-
sponsibilities of the Air Force), and the utilization process was ;onsidered an integral
part of planning for, and conduct of, the research study itself. Explicit effort was
made to tell each operator concerned with the ultimate policy formulation how the
work was progressing -- in his language. In fact, whatever success the project had
was due in large measure to the effective performance of two key operato7s on the
Air Staff, one who had been in HRRI before his assignment to the Pentagon and the
other a social scientist turned operator.

Principles discussed previously will be recognized readily by the reader:
Effective utilization depends on planning for it along with the -research; it depends on
operators having an insight into the proaem; and on having it ready when it is still
applicable to the situation. Cut the really important ingredient is that utilization was
conceived as being important and was worked on continuously and with the expenditure
of large amounts of time and effort.

Example IV: The "Working Model" of the Soviet Social System

In the summer of 1950, HRRI initiated its largest and most important project:
An Analysis of the Soviet Social System. The project was carried out entirely by
contract with the Russian Research Center of Harvard University, the late Prof. Clyde
Kluckhohn, Director. Since a final report of the project is to be published in the near
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future, only a brief explanation will be provided in this memorandum. The project
consisted of the analysis of a large body of data in the form of interviews, question-
naires; and clinical tests gathered in Europe during 1950-51 from Russian émigrés.
The objective of the study was to formulate a set of descriptive principles about the
Soviet system from which depictions could be made about how it would react to a
given set of conditions. Original written material about the project described this
set of principles as a working model.

While the analysis of the data was underway in the summer of 1953, the
project was brought under attack in the Congress. Senate interest in it was stimu-
lated by lack of understanding as to how one would make a model of such a thing as
a social system. It should be noted that both HRRI and the Russian Research Center
had earlier recognized that the use of the term working model was likely to create
misunderstanding in the minds of operators, but the budget cycle being as it is, there
was no chance to remove this term from the materials included in earlier budget
presentations.

As a result of the inquiry by Congress, tremendous pressures were brought
to bear within the Air Force to cancel the project. Only the intervention by individ-
uals high in the government prevented the project from being abandoned. (It should
be noted that much if not all of the congressional criticism could have been avoided
had there been a representative of the Air Force present at the hearings who was
lmowledgeable of its responsibilities as a social and psychological factor in the con-
duct of national affairs.)

While this project illustrates a number of principles of effective utilization
(e.g., that sometimes effective utilization will depend on the intervention of someone
not immediately identifiable with the situation), the project best illustrates perhaps
the most important of all the principles of utilization: That effective utilization de-
pends on the manner in which the research results are portrayed with symbols
understandable to the cperator.

From a practical point of view, communication hetween the scientist and the
operator is the most difficult aspect of the utilization of social science research. The
difficulties resulting from the use of the term, working model, epitomizes the troubles
that can result from failure to consider the importance of this principle. To take
another example of this important principle, let us go back to the Ethics Project. The
use of the word "ethics" was a source of great difficulty, for it has almost as many
meanings as there are people who use it. This meant that the project staff often re-
ceived arguments instead of responses.

Still another illustration of this principle is contained in the following account:
The author recalls a conversation with Gen. Robert McClure, onetime chief of the
Army's Psychological Warfare Division, shortly after he had finished wading through
a lengthy and difficult research report (of an agency other than HRRI in this case!).
General McClure's comments were something like this: "You'd think that all of you
hot-shots in the field of understanding human beings would have better sense than to
turn out a product like that. I've had to put 10 men on it for a month to put it in a
shape that we can use. Why can't you do that in the first place?"
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Some General Comments on the Utilization of Social Science Research

My experience would seem to indicate that many aspects of the utilization
problem are missed, overlooked, or incorrectly appraised by scientist and operator
alike. First, and transcending all other aspects in importance, is that in the social
sciences, utilization of research is inseparable from the conduct of the research
itself. To say this another way, utilization must begin when the research begins and
mast continue throughout the life of the research, and even far beyond in many in-
stances. It cannot be taken for granted, or treated passively. It must be supported
adequately. It does little good, for example, to spend $250, 000 on a research project
only to have publication of the results prevented by lack of $10, 000.

In the second place, effective utilization will always depend on recognition
the total situation that can affect, or can be affected by, the results of the research.
This would appear at first glance to be so fundareental as hardly to warrant comment.
However, many fine research studies have been allowed to gather dust through failure
to understand their importance. All too often the scientist or operator fails to take
into account the relation to the total situation that characterizes the particular seg-
ment which is the focus of a specific study. For example, the research results of an
outstanding study sponsored by HRRI and directed toward improving the career man-
agement of Air Force officers was vitiated through failure by HRRI to recognize the
necessity for including in the planning phase of the study the key member of the Air
Staff who was responsible for Career Management at that level.

Third, and closely related to the preceding item, effective utilization of social
science research which is designed to aid top policy-makers must take into considera-
tion the unitary nature of the total process of national security preparation. The
scientist or operator responsible for social management aspects of the top echelons
of the Air Force must consider these two things: One, the strong interrelationships
among the major functions (e.g., between policy and logistics, and budget and person-
nel) involved in managing the Air Force itself, and two, the even stronger relations
between the total Air Force mission and other major functions of national security
preparation. For example, a research study of Korean and Chinese prisoners of war
should kwve been explicitly and intentionally_ related to truce negotiations rather than
have occurred fortuitously.

Fourth, effective utilization of social science research is often handicapped
by the operator's failure to understand its nature, which in turn stems from an im-
plicit comparison of the measuring devices of the physical sciences to those used by
the social sciences. This comparison is usually a matter of first (and fallaciously)
attributing to the physical sciences the ability to measure with absolute precision,
followed by a comment such as this: "Since the social sciences can't do the same,
they really aren't sciences." Experience indicates that an explanation of this fal-
lacious reasoning often erases an operator's doubt or misgivings about the worth of
social science research.

A fifth and vital aspect of utilization often overlooked is that it seldom works
on a "shot-in-the-arm" principle. Rather, in most instances positive and continued
effort must be exerted to accomplish the changes that research would indicate. There
is a need to understand that a decision by a policy-maker seldom if ever in itself ac-
complishes a change . Between the decision and the change there is a time interval
and a need fc.Nr overt effort to make the utilization effective.
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Sixth, until a time comes when there are professional social engineers to im-plement the products of social science research, the best avenue -zo effective utiliza-tion in the Air Force will be through use of officers as quasi-sociai engineers ratherthan the use of trained social science research personnel for such a purpose. This,of course, is a matter of relative emphasis -- both should he used if necessary. Twofactors lead to this conclusion: One, it simply tapes less time and effort to provide anofficer with the necessary skills and insights to be an effective social engineer than itdoes to educate a competent scientist and then indoctrinate him with the complexitiesof the Air Force; and two, the symbols important to effective utilization favor theofficer -- i.e., he's already a member of the "in" group.

Finally, there is a need for comment on the importance of the utilizationprocess. Both as a member of HRRI and later as a student and faculty member of asenior, joint-service school (the Industrial College of the Armed Forces), I wasprivileged to witness the formation of policy at high levels of government, both in andout of the Air Force. As a result, I became convinced of the truth of the statementmade easily today: That the most important problems of the nation -- if not mankind --are those the solution of which (if one is to be found at all) lies in the social sciences.Too often, however, social science research falls short of making real contributionssimply because the utilization phase is not given adequate attention, particularly bythe researcher. For some time to come, the latter must assume at least partial re-sponsibility for the utilization of research results, if for no other reason than that ifhe doesn't no one else will! For those who may be offended by this thought, there isoffered the counsel that even physical scientists have come to realize some responsi-bility for their efforts.
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I. THE PROBLEM

If one traces the history of research through the past 25 years some rather
startling statistics are found. In 1929, expenditures for research in this country
amounted to $160 million. This included industrial research, military research, uni-
versity research, medical research, agricultural research, and all the physical and
biological sciences .

World War II was well along before the dollar volume of research doubled the
1929 rate. As late as 1940 total U, S. research accounted for the expenditure of only
$345 million per year. The end of the War saw this figure increased ..4a $1.3 billion
per year, and last year total research expenditures amounted to $3.75 billion, or 1.25
per cent of our gross national product.* Clearly research has become a new force of
significance in our national economy!

If research is to be productive it must be economical; it must utilize to the
maximum the creative capacity of its researchers and the probability of success must
be great.

Success means different things to different men. To the researcher himself
the completion of his research task means success. It is gratifying if he is able to
substantiate his hypotheses, although negative knowledge is equally important to the
scientist. He is happy if at the conclusion of this research he has added a bit to our
store of knowledge, if a "well done" is received from his peers and if his article is
accepted by an editor of the scientific journal of his choice.

To the Research Administrator success may mean quite a different thing. He
judges success in terms of his ability to get a competent man working on a problem
important to the organization he represents. If the time schedule is met, if the work
is performed within budget limitations, and if a final report is prepared which is

*Above statistics taken from "Trends in Industrial Research" by Clyde Williams of
the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus 1, Ohio.
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intelligible, well-packaged and distributed to appropriate individuals, his life is that
much easier and the research is deemed successful.

To the industrialist and to many agencies in the Department of Defense and
other government organizations research success is measured in more immediate
ways . Is a new product now available for manufacture and sale? Are new techniques
available as a result of the research either for development of new products, new
weapons, and weapon systems? Here the criterion of success is the immediate utiliz-
ability of the research findings in moving forward to outdistance a competitor, make
money for stockholders, or vrin a war.

How research gets utilized is the problem before us. It is easy to cite examples
of research that have been used and probab'.y even easier to cite irstances where noth-
ing has come of the research. It is the process through which this utilization comes
about that concerns many who are involved in one way or the other in the support of
research programs. And it is this very process which is so difficult to document and
to understand. Many have passed it off by stating that any useful knowledge will find
a user. Others state the probiem only in terms of communication. Still others men-
tion only the timing Fs- a factor in application of research.

All these are obviously factors in the utilization of research findings. But the
problem is more complicated than these would indicate. It is doubtful if any listing
of contributing factors can ever be complete. Rather than attempt such a list it may
be possible to describe a specific case in point and see what conclusions can be drawn.
This is attempted in the next section. Following that an effort will be made to indi-
cate some of the forces at work which make the process of research utilization a
complicated one.

II. THE CASE OF "PRI FLY"

The following is an attempt to document activities involved in the effort to get
new research started on an important operational problem. It is unusual in that the
problem here is not so much the utilization of research findings as it is to get new
research started. The recognition of needs for such research, however, was the re-
sult of research and in this sense the problem is still that of application.

Since the purpose is to offer leads as to problems in utilization and since it
might impair relationships with individuals (if not actually violate confidences), names
of individuals have been omitted. Even with this precaution the information may imply
criticism, confusion and disorganization to the extent that it cannot be used in any
manner other than a jumping off point for a discussion of critical aspects involved in
the problems of utilizing the researcher and his research.

9 Dec 1953 submitted a proposal to study "Carrier Flight
Deck Operations and Communications under High Intensity
Noise Levels."

17 Dec 1953 439 circulates proposal to BuAer, BuMed, and CNO asking
for comments from BuAer and CNO and for 5070 support
from BuMed. BuMed declines to support -- replies from
other recipients not available.
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Jan 1954

Fel) 1954

6 Feb 1954

11 Feb 1954

19 Mar 1954

24 Mar 1954

26 Mar 1954

20 May 1954

9 Jun 1954

It was decided within the Division
that this proposal, revised appropriately, could he used
as a means of "buying program guidance" and wot)d serve
Yr zet at real problems from the Fleet. The latter was
felt to be necessary 1 ecatise almost all the "personnel"
psychological rc,:sea.-zch was being done at Pensacola and
this was centered around aviation training problems.

was called in to a conference with 450, 439,
458 and possibly others and the "survey of psychological
problems" approach suggested to him. It was emphasized
that was to conduct the survey himeelf and not
delegate the work to a subordinate. It was also decided
to tie the survey to the vehicles of command communications,
high intensity noise, and the catapult crew.

submitted a revised proposal in line with the
conference suggestions.

458 Ws above using FY 54 (R) funds available and a con-
tract is negotiated.

Letter prepared for 400 signature to BuMed requesting
that be appointed BuMed liaison officer to
accompany on his first carrier trip. Letter
requested verbally by BuMed to serve as basis for author-
izing trip on the

Bulled concurs with above and is appointed.

Letter prepared for 100 signature to CINCLANTFLT via
CNO requesting permission for (3-4 weeks)
and (3-5 days) to go aboard the

presents the results of his cruises to date to
439, 454, 458, , and

. Discussed the communications problem of
the catapult crew but spent most of the time on human
engineering problems. This is where PriFly was introduced
for the first time. was encouraged to submit a
separate PriFly proposal at this time; to continue the rest
of the survey on a Mediterranean cruise accompanied by

; and to de-emphasize the high intensity noise
aspects of the study. It may have been at this meeting that
CAPT suggested that meet with some
BuShips people to explain the problem to them.

wrote a memo to 439 describing a meeting that
439 had set up for him with CAPT 41APT
Mr. and Mr. (Civilians from BuShips),
CDR from BuShips and a LCDR, from BuAer.
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apparently discussed his first (7 June) PriFly
proposal and was encouraged with the response to it.

454 memo to 439 critlpi7eQ first PriFly pro-
posal on the basis that the phases outlined should be re-
arranged in a better temporal sequence.

439 prepared letter for 400 signature to BuAer (S1-1) and
BuShips (Code 312) forwarding the PriFly proposal with
454's suggestions for rearrangement of asses and asking
the Bureaus' opinion and extent of possible support.

21 Jun 1954 Copies of _PriFly proposal arrive in 450 via
INSMAT, Philadelphia. Assigned to CS at this time.

24 Jun 1954 BuAer ( ) responds to ONR (439-400) letter in-
dicating the Bureaus' interest in the problem and that they
would support 50% of the cost from FY 55 funds.

Jul 1954 439 transmits file of correspondence to 458 indicating that
BuShips had not yet responded to the 400 letter of 16 June
and asking 458 to "take it from here."

19 jui 1954 458 prepares a letter for 400 signature to BuAer (S1-1) re-
questing that the funds allotted to the PriFly project be
transferred to ONR.

10 Aug 1954 BuShips ( ) answers the ONR request for comment
and possible support of PriFly. The request for support
was turned down on the basis that BuShips had discontinued
outside contracts for Human Engineering work -- " ... the
Navy is adequately staffed by competent officers and civilian
personnel who are able to resolve basic operational needs."

30 Aug 1954

2 Sep 1954

439 writes to bringing him up to date on the status
of PriFly; i.e., BuAer is willing to support it, BuShips was
not. Suggested that ready himself for a high-
level presentation to CNO's Ship Characteristics Board on
the whole carrier study with a few pertinent remarks on
PriFly. If this group is sufficiently impressed' it was felt
that the Bureaus would be told to increase their interest in
this type of research.

454H writes to Mr. , BuShips Code 318 indicating
that the PriFly matter apparently could not be undertaken
as a jointly supported project as originally planned and out-
lining the procedures the addressee could use to get in-service
human engineering on the navigation console of the

30 Sep 1954 of CU) writes to 439 indicating his availability for
presentation by in 439's office on 4 October 1954.
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10 Nov 1954 __ _ writes 439 describing the designs for PriFly_
for the which he had visited at Newport. Still
many fundamental human engineering errors.

6 Jan 1955 presents his findings of the carrier study to
439, 450, 454, 452, 454H, 458 and CDR . No
mention of PriFly in 458 notes on this meeting. It involved
a discussion of the findings, the report, and the distribution.
450 suggested at this meeting that should not be
called upon to "sell" his research problems (those revealed
in the study) in the Bureaus unless he was in the capacity of
a paid ONR consultant. At this meeting 439 and
suggested revising the report -- it was "too caustic." 4b8
supported by 454 and 450, fought the revisions said it
was responsibility to report what he saw.

Jan 1955

8 Apr 1955

report, "Functional Research on Aircraft
Carriers," given limited distribution to carefully selected
individuals . Many of the copies were accompanied by
letters of transmittal signed by ADM or CAPT
There is a file of replies available -- most are favorable
comments on the research.

presents his study to ADM staff in
CNO. Op 10, 33, 34, 50, 53, and 55 were represented.

was introduced by CAPT . He has
seen some of the participants individually since. PriFly,
catapult teams, and team replacement were presented. The
motive was to get acceptance on the replacement problem.
PriFly was incidental and not the purpose of the meeting.
Instigated by 458. At this meeting, CDR (461)
mentioned their interest in PriFly and that he was going to
try to get support for it.

18 May 1955 CDR , at the Navy Advisory Committee on Human
Engineering, blasts the PriFly proposal and said there were
more immediate problems to which BuShips would prefer to
direct its funds.

June 1955 LT , , and CDR of the Air
Branch met with CDR of Bulier to try to get
BuAer's 35M back. This, it appears, was never sent to
ONR but a stop order was issued on it when BuAer got wind
of BuShips attitude towards the PriFly study. CDR
attitude was less than enthusiastic but thought that the money
could be raised.

June 1955 CDR (461) met with CDR , CDR
replacement in BuShips. He attempted to re

interest BuShips in the proposal. A'though CDR
was agreeable, higher echelons in BuShips still

vetoed the idea.
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Code 200 through undisclosed means gets hold of the
proposal and gets interested in it. They are

responsible for bringing 900 into the picture.

455, 458; 200; and (now (WTI 900, frvrtmarl....

BuShips 318) met to decide how to go about implementing
Pri.Fly studies. It was decided to approach BuAer and
BuShips with a proposition for a long-range human engi-
neering, program similar in plan to the program
with immediate, interim, and long range phases. A letter
for the ADM's signature was drafted and circulated among
Codes 900, 439, 450, 458, 461, 460, 469, 463, 200, and
101. This was returned with the suggestion that Op 55 be
informed of the plans.

16 Feb 1956 455 talked with BuAer (S.1.6) in connection with a redraft
of the Admiral's letter based on earlier recommendations.
Told by S.1.6 that problem had been placed with an In-Service
Lab to make study of PriFly. They felt a program as pro-
posed by letter no longer needed. If letter could be rephrased
to set up study of overall air operations they would enthusi-
astically support.

17 Feb 1956 Letter was rewritten by 455 and again discussed with BuAer
(S .1.6). CAPT (Op 552) contacted and content
of letter discussed. Enthusiastic about idea.

29 Feb 1956 Saw CDR , BuShips, who has Carrier Desk ai,-1
discussed contents. Was enthusiastic.

5 Mar 1956 Letter prepared to go to CNO, BuShips and BuAer suggesting
if they concurred in plan they assign representatives to meet
with ONR to study ways of implementation.

III. FACTORS IN UTILIZATION

The history of the PriFly proposal is difficult to follow and even now almost
impossible to document. There seem to be severe. reasons for this . Several clumges
in cognizance within ONR -- even within the Psychological Sciences Division -- were
brought about for reasons which appeared pertinent at the time but which in retrospect
may have merely added to the difficulties. The principal investigator having bad long
contact with the Navy did much in the way of direct and personal contact which now
makes it difficult to be certain of all the facts. The original proposal was in fact an
informal one presented outside the usual channels.

In studying the case of PriFly, I owever, many gaps exist in its history, and nu-
merous factors strike one that had obvious influence on what was accomplished or what
failed. One can ,see problems of organization and structure, responsibility ant, cogni-
zance, coordination and communication, vested interests, the role of the research ad-
ministrator, policy formulation and factors of basic vs. applied and operational re-
search as all playing a part in the failure to get new needed research under way.
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a. Organization and structure

The Navy is organized into seven major Bureaus and the Office of Naval Research,
each with a different and extremely generalized mission. As far as research is con-
cerned, ONR's role is to coordinate research and development among these agencies.
This is a tremendous task. In the case of PriFly - BuMed, BuAer, CNO, and BuShips
were all involved outside of ONR. There was a basis for involving each, and final
concurrence from each was required before much could have been accomplished. This,
as you have seen, has not been forthcoming to date.

b. Responsibility and cognizance

It should be quite apparent that here again there is no clear pattern of organi-
zation which makes for easy coordination. BuShips is responsible for the ship itself
and the equipment installed thereon. BuAer is responsible for the operations of flight
squadrons aboard the carriers and thus uses much of the equipment for launching and
recovery of planes. The Ships Characteristics Board (a CNO Agency) makes final de-
cisions as to where equipment goes, etc . but even here individual shipyards are free
in their interpretation of specifications and it is difficult to find, two ships alike.

Even within the Office of Naval Research lines are not completely drawn as to
division of responsibility and cognizance. The Psychological Sciences Division has
interests in human engineering of the type proposed in PriFly. Also, there exists an
Air Branch, an Operational Research Division, a Development Coordination Division,
all if whom may have an interest. Within the Psychological Sciences Division itself
the PriFly Problem has interest to Physiological Psychology, Personnel and Training,
Human Engineering, and even to an extent to the Social Psychology program itself.

c. Coordination and communication

The difficulties of coordination and communication become quite apparent in
light of the discussions above. If the Engineering Psychology Branch had been in ex-
istence in 1953. it might have been possible to centralize the communication and
coordinating activity to an extent that would have led to greater progress. This is
not at all certain, however. With the large number of Bureaus, desks and individuals
involved, it is a tremendous task. An analysis of the case of PriFly indicates that
over a period of more than 2 years communications and discussions were held with
better than 50 individuals, offices, agencies, etc. This factor, coupled with the con-
tinued change in personnel as a result of the Navy's rotation system for military
personnel, merely re-enforces one's ideas of the magnitude of the problem .

d. Vested interests

Where such diversity of organization and responsibility exists, it is obvious
that vested interests play a role in any effort to undertake new approaches to problems .
ONR certainly had such interests in its desire to see the investigation of such a prob-
lem undertaken. This is clear in the January 1954 action where ONR's need for guid-
ance on real Fleet problems is recognized. The civilian scientist's interests are also
quite apparent in his effort to move CM to problems related specifically to Human En-
gineering whereas the original survey was aimed at the total problem of Carrier Flight
desk operations and communications . These interests were subsequently furthered
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in no small measure by the principal investigator's personal contacts with both oper-ational and research persons in an effort to gain support for his proposed studies on
Human Engineering.

The August 1954 action on the part of Bu Ships, refusing to support BuAer in
underwriting the study and indicating the adequacy of the Navy to solve its problem
"in-service, " clearly is not wholly based on fact. Again, the May 18, 1955 meeting
at which BuShips wok exception to the problem and indicated higher priority problems
directly relates to the question of individual interest.

e . The research administrator

What success means to the research administrator has been touched on early
in this discussion. He needs guidance as to important Fleet problems if he is to sup-port a research program meaningful to the Navy. In this instance he probably too
readily perceived that his needs might be met by the original survey proposed and
undertaken.

At the completion of the initial survey, he had several choices available. He
could have held out :or an extensive overall research program aimed at the total
problem area just surveyed. This would obviously have called for extensive coordi-
nation, delay, large amounts of funds, etc . He took the alternative and supported aneffort to tackle a specific problem of interest to the principal investigator believing
that concrete research on a specific problem would be easier to finance, to support
with interest from other agencies, to show results of benefit Ito the Navy. Either
approach might have worked. The one selected has failed to date.

The problima of financing such research always concerns the research adminis-trator . It is always easier to support small projects . It is the hope of the adminis-
trator that success on a specific problem will make funds more readily available to
undertake the larger effort, It is also possible that if funds are provided by operating
agencies they have a greater stak- in the research, and utilization of findings is there-
by more easily brought about. Incidentally, this is only a hypothesis (frequently ac-
cepted as fact) which might be tested. While ONR might have financed the total effort
and might have actually undertaken the research without active support of the Bureaus
(concurrence in this type of research is essential), it was these latter considerationswhich led to the procedures actually followed.

f. Policy making and the application of research

One often hears the question, "Why are scientists so often unwilling to see the
practical side of problems?" Frequently, also, one hears the scientist ask, "Why do
we keep doing things this way? Our research has proven it to be wrong and better
ways are available." Such remarks raise the whole question of the relation of the
scientist and his research to policy- and decision-making.

The practical side of problems involves policy decisions in the domain of
economics, social affairs, organization, and even in the legal realm. Scientists have
no greater claim to competencies in these areas than others and frequently introduce
their own prejudices and over-simplified notions when forced to suggest courses ofaction.
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The type of decision- and policy-making frequently employed in utilizing re-
search results involves action on the basis of incomplete information. In general,
scientists will not consider a topic ready for scientific discussion unless the area of
incomplete information has been ascertained. Policy-makers may have to make de-
cisions no matter how little they know about what they do not know.

From this point of view it may be argued that the scientisthas little role to
play in decisions as to the utilization of his results. He aught better devote his
efforts to increasing the information available to the decision-maker and packaging
this information in a manner which is understandable and useful to the operationally
oriented user.

This places a terrific responsibility on both the researcher and the user. The
user must be able to define better than he frequently does just what information is
needed. It may well be that too much intelmation is sometimes available and that
the decision-making problem is that of what to use rather than insufficient data.

The researcher has tie great problem a: communicating his results in a
manner useful to and understandable to the operator. The engineer plays his role
for the Mathematic and Physical Sciences and has become a respected professional
(sometimes corlused, I fear, with the scientist). The Human Engineer might have
conceived a similar role for the interpretation of the Social and Biological Sciences.
This be has failed to do in so narrowly defining his role as to be concerned only with
human aspects of equipment design. Perhaps a new profession -- a Social Engineer --
is the immediate need. Such a person would play the role of translator of Social
Sciences research. Some Economists now play this role. Such a person would un-
doubtedly do much to augment the utilization of research findings in such areas. There
is a great lack of personnel competent to translate research results into practice.
This appears to be a problem for both universities and the military departments.

g. Basic versus applied and operational research

Much has been said pro and con concerning the usefulness of basic versus ap-
plied research. The major difference appears to me to be in the basic motivations
of the researcher. The dichotomy appears to be whether the research is directed
toward answering a specific problem or directed toward increasing general knowledge.

Many of the problems facing the Services today cannot be answered by direct
translation of the basic research data available. For example, despite the many
years of study of vision and the visual process, there is little or no data which can be
applied to the problem of empty-field myopia as experienced by pilots at high altitude.
In the main, visual and auditory problems in the Fleet cannot be attacked with absolute
threshold data. They require answers to specific visual and auditory tasks where only
relative thresholds have meaning.

On the other hand, considerable basic data have been applicable to operational
problems. For example, the basic work on dark adaptation and red light led to the use
of red goggles in the ready room, and the work done by Gibson on 3-dimensional visual
cues has become the basis for a whole new approach for presenting information tc the
pilot.
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In-service laboratories in general undertake research arising from an oper-
ational need although in most cases some research is generated from individual inter-
ests in conducting research more basic in nature. This seems right to me from the
point of view of utilization. The research on operational problems gets used while
much of the more basic research in such laboratories is undertaken because the need
is recognized as a result of the intimate contact with operational needs.

The problem remains in insuring that in-service laboratories are kept abreast
of basic research of interest to them. This is essentially a problem of communica-
tion and is handled in the traditional manner of distribution of reports, stimulating
publication in technical and professional journals, conferences, symposia and the like.
The problem is complicated by turnover in personnel but enlightened administration
can do much to overcome this. A recent example is the use of the staff memorandum
to call attention of all recently assigned officers to a list of relevant research reports
available and urging them to become acquainted with their contents.

IV. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN

Hindsight is always better than foresight. The procedure actually followed in.
attempting to get research undertaken on the Human Engineering aspects of carrier
flight control might have worked. It may still work. The scope of the problem was
such that it could have been financed. Outcomes would have been clearly related to
Navy needs and would have resulted in specific recommendations, some of which
could have been readily implemented. New problems would have been uncovered, and
the adequacy with which the research was completed would have made likely other
research, more easily supported and utilized.

The alternative of moving slowly toward implementing the research proposed
in regard to the total carrier problem appears the better one after 2 years of effort.
This is exactly where we stand today. The November 1, 1955 action to approach the
Navy at large with a proposal for long range research on Primary Flight Control with
immediate, interim and long range phases is underway. At least some of the Bureaus
have already named representatives to meet with ONR and study ways of implementing
such a program.

We might have started here 2 years ago -- where we would be today if we had
is anybody's guess. My guess is that we would have been closer to our goal than we
are today.


